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PREFACE

l:l leals a9o the ijnited Nations Conierence on Lhe Ffuman Environment(Stockholm, 5-16 June 197?) adopted the Act:.on plan for the ftumanEnvironment, including the General Principles for Assessment and Controlof Marine Porlution. In the light of in" results of the stockholmconference, the united Nations Geneiat ns""moiy decided to establish theUnited Nations Environment Programme (UNEp) io ,,serve as a focal pointfor environmental' action ono co-ofdination withrn the unitect t,lationssystem" (General Assembly resolution XXVII of j5 December Ig7D. Theorganizations of the United Nations system *u"" invited "to adopt themeasures that may be required to underlake concerted and co-ordr.natedprogrammes with regard to international environmental problems,,, and the"intergovernmenta-L - ."nq non-governmentar organizations that nave aninterest in the fierd of the environrnent,' ,Jr" also invited ,,to rendtheir full support and collaboration to the united Nations with a vrew toachieving the largest possible degree oF co-operation and co-ordination',.subsequently, the Governing council or uNEp chose ,'oceans', as one of thepriority areas on which it would focus efforts to fulf:.I its catalyticand co-ordinating role.

The Regional Seas Programme was r.nitiated by UNEp in 1974. Srnce thenthe Governing Council of UNEP has_ repeatedly endorsed a regional approachto the control of marine pollution 
"ni tn" management of marine andcoastal resources and has requested rhe development of regional actionplans.

The Regional Seas programme at present includes ereven regions (r) andhas over r20 coastal States participati.ng in it. It is concervect as anaetion-oriented programme having concern not only for the consequencesbut also for the causes of environmenbal degradation and encompassing acomprehensive approach to combating enviroimental problems througn themanagement of marine and eoasta.r. aieas. Each regional aetion pran isformulated according to the needs 
. 
of the "ution as perceived by theGovernments concerned. It is designed to linI assessrnent of the qualityof the marine environment and [n" cauaes of its deterioration withactivities for the management and oeveropnent-or the marine and coastalenvironment ' The action plane promote the parallel developrnent ofregional legal agreements and of action-oriented progranme activitiesQ).

(1) Mediterranean, Kuwait Action^p]an Region, west and central Africa,fJider caribbean, East Asian seas, s5utn-East pacific, south pacific,
Red Sea and Gul'f of Aden, East Africa, South-west Atlantic and southAsian Seas.

(2) UNEP: Achievements and planned development of uNEp,s Regional seasProgramme and comparable programmes sponsored by other bodies. uNEpRegional Seas Reports and Studies M.J, UNEP, I9gZ.



The idea for a regional South Pacific envj.ronment management progrstrme
came from the South PaciFic Commission (SPC) in 1974. Consultations
between SPC and UNEP led, Ln 1975, to the suggestion oF organizing a
South Pacific Conference on the ffuman Environment. The South PaciFic
Bureau for Economic Co-operation (SPEC) and the Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacifie (ESCAP) soon joined SPC's initiative
and UNEP supported the development of what became known as Lhe South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) as part of its Regional
Seas Programme.

A Co-ordinating Group, consisting of representatives from sPC, SPEC,
ESCAP and UNEP, was established in 1980 to co-ordinate the preparations
for the Conference.

The Conference on the l-hman Environment in the South Pacific was convened
in Rarotonga (B-fl March 1982) . It adopted: the South Pacific
Declaration on l,latural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific
Region; and agreed on the administrative and financial arrangements
needed to support the implementation of the Action Plan and on the
worlglan for bhe next phase of SPREP (l).

At the request of the States and Territories of the South Pacific Region,
negotiations were initiated to develop, in the framework of the Action
PIan, a Convention for the Protection and Develognent of the l,,tatural
Resourees and Environment of the South Pacific Region with specific
protocols related to (i) prevention of pollution by dunping and (ii)
co-operation in combating oil pollution emergencies. In order to
facilitate the negotiation of these legal instrunents, the preeent
docunent., reviewing the problems of radioactivity in the South Pacific
Region was draun up.

The docunent was prepared by a group of coneultants acting in their
personal capecity. The Group consisted of Dr Mike Bacon (USA), Profeesor
Gdrard Lambert (France), Dr Afhol Rafter (New Zealand)r Dr James Samisoni
(Fiji) and lt Don Stevens (fustralia), and worled under the Chairmenehip
of Dr Mike Bacon. The sponsors of the study would like to express lheir
gratitude to the chairmen and the menbers of the group, as well as to the
scientist who reviewed the draft of the docunent,

( ] ) 5PC/SPEC/ESCAP/UNEP:
and envirorunent oF
Reports and Studies

Action Plan for managing
the South Pacific Region.
No.29, UNEP, 1981.

the natural. rasources
UNEP Regional Seas
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CHAPTER 1

SUI{ARY OF ITE REPORT

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In November r9B2 the Teehnical Group on Radioactivity in the south pacificRegion was created and 
-assigned the task of reviewing radroactivity andits regionar impact.. The pioject was motivated largery by the concernexpressed in the Region over-existing and'l"opo"uo activities that mightrelease radioactive materials to lhe environr"nt. 0f particurar concernare the nucrear-explosions presenbly being conoucted in po-l.ynesia andproposals to include the PaciFic ocein in 6trate;i;;-F""-""oiJl"tive waatemanagement.

Thrs Report is the outcome of the Technical Grouprs efforts. The subjectis vast, and the Report is necessariry lengthy and, in places, somewhattechnical' The Report ean be said to hlve three overarl objectives:(il to provide the gun"""i-"""0"" with some basic information needed tounderstand the scientific issues (Cnapters j 
"na 

+1, (ii) to provide anoverview of the radiation environment in which p"ciii" peopre live(chapters 5 - 7)r- and 
-iiiii 

to give an evaluation, from the scientificpoint of view, of some of the Issuus that are presentry of greatestconcern in the Region (Chapters g and 9).
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1.2 
HARMFUL EFFECTS

::::::i""1-::1 1.:l ll",_l:?9"t^were writren wirh rhe alm of providins rhe
F:*:".1"::.1:"^.1111 :"_illlbducrion to some ;F- tn"- u""i"' :;;;i:, il;'"no "lii!"rl"lF"?lit.ili
fadiations^ Thc maol i-^^-l^-!f:::l::"}--tn:^T:l,iT?o"!?tr r?tm; 

-i;;;;;""i""in"' il;;";' r';l;11:
?::Tg:#osi:.Pasu1gd ih unit" calred *," q"ayl"]no*inu''Jl5J"3oiiiliJi, ..,____::_ 

.-:,. u,,+ue uqrrri(r Lile gtay, ano Ene oosg egurval,gnt.
T::::"o"ll.un1!"ca]l'ed.thesievert.TheabsoruuoJo"e-iffi;ffif, qltvvttL Lrl

:::i:1,^ln:l--:: lP:::*d.in "_."r':rance 
(ror-example, a rivine-tissue) as

::::"::?l.l?:::" throush^t. The dose equivaten;"i;-;q;"i-iJ"tr,"'"illiull
::::^Tyl::otl:0..?y .,1-^ racror in"t--t"i;;'-i;i;';J;ili "lnl""oi?;:;H;
garrna, or X-radialions).

Il,,.,l:.,^::p"::1lll_ importanr bo understand the concepr of Ehe dose
::rll"tTl:^?:""u:e_ir is, used very exrensiveiy-tni"rgiSrt ii" i"i"rffil;i0".^;"il;; ;ljl ;ffi;lfi;BxDollf f neR nf aaanl a $^ -J.r cE- -' _ t vvrlPql rl tg

:H::f: ^:l^^ffl:_!:.differenr 
'_sources ' of ronrzins radiarion, for

:T::::lg^:ip"::::s received by differeni-s.orp" "i"'p""it"^'ii"il;i""#;:::?::*i::: -:l::l:^ "ll lp"' u""u""ins'--;[j;riu5ii"'=tni" iilpll;'T;radionuclide rereases to the "";;;;;;;it. 
"ii-i;';;i;"r"i

Lze that it the dose ival.enl
rtant to
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consideration in assegs L effects of ronl z I radiation not the
orloln o aE,ron. ial harrn o l.rv inos from ronlzl
racllatlon he dose uivalent,s rece them as

a or X-radiat s ener erence whether
ro'1rzrrlq qaqlqtl rrves trom a natura rclal source.

Chapter 4, provides a review of what is known about bhe harmful effects of
ionizing radiation on living things and explains the role of various
international bodies in the field of radiation prolection, most noLably
bhe International Commission on Radiological Protection ( ICRP). The
Technieal Group takes note in that Chapter of the expanding use of X-rays
for medical diagnosis in the Region, and it sees a need for countries in

@Similar legislation hes been adopted by developed countries and some
developing countries so as to establish proper standards of radiation
protection for workers and members of the public and aceeptable levels of
radiation dose for persons and the environment. In the preparation of
such legislation, consideration might be given to setting an upper limit
lor the contribution which any one source of ionizing radiation might be
permitted to make to persons as members of the public. Dose limits
adopted rn such legislation would provide a basis againel which radiation
doses to persons in the Region could be monitored and possible harmful
effects of bhe doees assessed. The detailed requirements of such
legislation could appropriately be based on the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection, on codes of practice
of other competent international authorities, such as the World l-lealth
Organization and the International Atomic Energy Agency, and on the
experience gained in this field by oLher countries.

In discussing the known harmful effects produced in Iiving things by
exposure to ionizing radiationr 8o important distinction is made between
what are called stochastie and non-stochastic effects. For some effects,
ithasbeenshoh_Eha-E_trrelr@endsonthesizeofradiation
dose received and that for these effects a threshold or minimun dose is
required for their occurence. These are called non-stochastic effecLs.
The size of the threshold dose is different for di77e:::ffiEF6fs and for
different species of living things. For other effect.s, particularly many
late effecte, the chances of the eFfects occurring rather than their
severity depends onThFffze of the radiation dose to living cells. As a
group these are called stochastic effects, For them it has not been
possibletoshowbyscientiffichwhetherornotathresholddose
exists For their oceurrence. So as not to underestimate the chances of
stochastic effects occurrinq rn I

tection oractice to assume that no exlsts ror

in its consi

he
G
of

ther it is a
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I.] EXPOSURES TO IONIZING RADIA-I-ION IN IHE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

Ionizing radiations originate both in sources that occur naturarly and insources created by human technology. Naturar sources of ionrzin!radiation have been present in the 
"nui"onrunt since the beginning oF theearthrs history' They include cosmic rays that come from 6uter space ancrnatural radionuclides that occur on earth. Barring a nuclear hrar or mejornuclear reactor accidents, natural sourees """-tit"ly always to be themain environmentar contribulor to human ."oirtlon exposure. Artificialsources oF ionizing radiation in the environment are due almostexcl'usively to atmospherie nuclear exprosions ano nuclear elecLric poyrerproduction, the former being by far the'mosi important.

The Technical Group spent a considerable amounl of its efforL revrewingthe inFormation avairabre on !.uman exposure to sources of ionizingradiation in the environrnent. That worr.-i.-r"ported in chapters 5 and 6.Much of the inFormation given in those chaplers is based on the mostrecent report of the uni[ed Nations Scienbific committee on the Efrects ofAtomic Radiation which derived g.Iobal 
"u"""g"" io" 

"*pouure 
to naturaJ. andartifieial ionizing radiation] tn addition the Group reviewed datarelating specifically to the exposures of populatrons riving in the SouthPacific Region with the aim of deLermining'nor the average exposures toionizing radiation in the Region compare witfi tne grobar averages.

In the case of natura-l' radiation, the world population as a who.l.e recelveaan average annual effective dose equivalent of'2000 microsievert. Thrs isan average figure, and there is a rarge variation From place to plaee oneartht depending on a number of enviroimental Factors, and from person toperaon dependino on living habit.s. The exposu"" ," received in a varietygF .*"y:: by eiternal r*[o"r"u to cosmic rays and radioactive erements(potassium, thorium and uranium) in soils , by the consumption of food
:l*:i:::?^::!yiit radionuclides, and by rhe breathins in of radon_ ZZZ andother radionuclides that are naturally ires"ni in the air. For the south

""""sulEfr."*E6.Ier r ectlve
roximate

vaJ.ent From natural sorJrces omtcroslevert. on
lon Ls

d averaoe.

corarrine "o:.r"'_ti]i ;:ll:"'i:"filln "1, "iffl""llll:","t?5^r;huinro:::
eoncentrations of radon-zzz in air over the ocean compared wiLhconcentrations over the continenbs, end (l) the fact that most people intne region live in well-ventilated houses and spend rnueh of their time
lill:""::^llr",:""iliig expoaure. ro_ rhe eteva[eo revets of radon thar

runer'-rnan_average exposures in 
"u"a"ifactors: (t) th; low concentrations of radioanfive plomonlo ia l|.^

"ro 
'"i""- 

"l"",lrl#" ;;:;av^nArria L^ 
--LtF' 

. r 

-

bo artificial sourcFJ ionizing radlEffonlilEf
averaqe lower s tt{oi#+-9-+irTr' pernaDs two to three times

I"llg. ipopulation rn Hernrsphere, whereas the
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greater part of the fallout from aLmospherrc testing was deJivered in theNorthern Hemisphere. In general the contribution bo total radiaLion
exposure due to artificial radionuclides is small and rs much less thanthe variability Lhat exists in exposure to natural sources of radiation.

Although average doses from both natural and artificial ion:.zingradiation' in the Region are substanLially lower than in most other partjof the world, there are cerbain islands in the Region where populations
receive unusually high radiation exposures. Niue Island in the SouthPacific is a documented example oF an area of unusually high naturalradioactivity, and in Chapter 5 the Technical Group calls abtention to
some dgta suggesting that part of Guam might also be such an area.
UnusualIy high levels of artifieial radioactivity are found at some atollsin the Marshall Islands that were eontaminated by loeal fallout from Lhe
US weapons tests,

Chapter 7 discusses in detail the exposures that arise from the use of,
sources of ionizing radiation in medicine and other activit,ies. In most
developed countries the radiation doses to populabions from the medicaldiagnost.ic uses of ionizing radiation are the largest of all the dosesfrom artificial sources. The Technical Group is not aware of any
assessments of the radiation doses Lo the populations of any oF thl
countries in the Region from the medical uses of sources of ionizingradiation. However, it is reasonable bo assume that there will be ai
increase, and more diversity, in the use of sources of ionizinq radiat.ionfor medical Purposes in the Sou[h Pacific Region as heal[n services
develop further. In many countries in the Region the special facilities
necessary for these purPoses are becoming more readily available in the
major population centers, and it is to be expected that, with time, thefacilities will be provided in less densely populated areas. As these
developments occur, it will be important for the countries of the regionto ensure that the resulti.ng radiation doses to their populations areminimised. The Technical Group sees value in the developmenL of argqiqnal prg
standards with respect to th=

1.4 PRESENT AND PROPOSED ACTIVITIES INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE

After a brief review in Chapter B of radioactivity in the Pacific gcean,
the Report proceeds in Chapter 9 to a discussron of activilies presently
conducted in bhe Regionr or proposed for the future, that might result inbhe release of radionuclides to bhe environment. The activi[ies that arepresently of greatest concern ano most likely to influence the setting of
envirorvnental policy in the near future are the underground nuclear
explosions presently being conducted in Polynesia by France is part of its
weapons development program and the proposed use of the Pacifie ocean Forthe disposaL of radioactive wastes.
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The fj'rst section of Chapter 9 deals w-i tt-r the subject of radroact j.vewaste' l'fuch of the emphasis in that sec[ron is on lhe ocean dumpr,ng ofpac&aged low-level waste, because there has already been a consioerabledevelopment on a scientific basis for settrng -limits on such oisposal andbecause there exist weLl developed rnternati.onal mechanisms for controland surveillance, Furthermore,, a specifrc proposar has been issued byJapan to initiate in the near future 
"'p.og""r of l,ow-level waste disposalat a site in the western North pacificr'"nj thi" proposar has been thefocus of considerable debate in the Region over the general issue of oceandumping.

Significant amounts of radionuclides are contrnually delivered to theocean by natura] proeesses (chapter B). Ihese constitute a small hazardto human health. The scientific task is to determrne how much additionalradioactivity will be added to the ocean-by-u"riou" human activities (suchas.ocean dumping) and to estimate the associated hazard. These additionalradioactivity leveJs and their associated hazard may then be compared onthe one hand with the eorresponding qr"niitr."s arisrng from naturaLradroactivity in the ocean and on the other hand with the hazardsestimated to arise from Lhe maximum permissible level of radiation doserecommended for members of bhe public by the ICRP. Because of this, aconservative but fl.exible approach should be taken.

The IAEA in 1978 provided a general assessrnent of the prob1em of oeeandumping' Its task r{as Lo sef ]imits on the release rates of radionuclideson the seafloor so that a definibion of nign-i-veL waste (not suitable fordumping) could be formulated as required by the London Dumping Convention.In its assessment the IAEA used quantitative prediet:.ons of the doseequivalent to people as a measure of the impact of drmping. The IAEAscientists recognized that present scj.entific knowledge'ooJs not allowexact predictions of seawater concentrations resulting irom radionuclidereleases to be ,made. They aLso recogn.r*d the poisiuiiity tnat aomeradioactivity could be transferred From the seafloor to human populationsby cornpletely unfo:::::^-llthways. Because of these uncertaintiee, theyadopted a conservative approach based on pessimistic -;;;;aion" 
aboutwhat. might happen in extreme circumstances, not on realistic assunptionsabout what wourd-most likely happen under ordinary circumstancee. Thusthe doses predicted by theii caibulation" 

""u, by intention, most probablyoverestimated' For this reason the resuJtini release-rate limits containbuilt-in safe-ty factors. The Technical Grouo is satisfied thnr a vcFV

f$B+io= exrremerv

Ihe Japanese proPosal for dumping of low-level waste in the North pacificis also discussed extensiveiy -rn chapter 
-i. 

Tne propor"J- rrrr-scaleoperation would 
- 
rnvolve dumping at a rate no greater than one percent ofthe release-rate limit set by tnJ rnen, ;;;,'on=tn" basis of the IAEA workand the confirmatory calcurations made 

'oy 
Japanese scientists, the

or envlronmen
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Technj.cal Group bel.ieves that lhe propos"d J"p"n d* tion would

well-being. This evaluation h,as made on the basis of a draft Japanese
assesament of the proposal. The lechnieal Group undersLands that a linal
report on the proposal is in preparation. That report will require
careful public review to ensure bhat the proposal complies with all tha
principles of the London Dumping Convention and wilh its associated
requirements.

It does not necessarily follow

radioactive waste
over land s canno

on resent scren aJ.one. I
eva.Luation of a alternatives is required. Iem of the
management of wastes, both radioactive and non-radioactive, will always
exist, and scientiFic understanding of the environment wiIl always
continue to be revised. The Technical Group feels it is important, bhat
policies and practices remain flexible enough to respond to changed
circunstances and improved scientj.fic knowledge. At any moment in time,
policy decisions should be based on the best scientific information then
available, but there will always be need j,n the end for the exercise of
good judgement and common sense.

Regarding the program of underground nuclear weapons tests by France, the
Technical Group makes note of the dj.fficulty of giving an informed
evaluation because of the high level of secrecy that surrounds the
activity. This is in sharp contrast to civilian activities, such as
radioactive waste disposal, which are subject to int.ernational
surveillance, scientific review, and public scrutiny.

The present procedure of testing underground avoids the previous pollution
of the atmosphere by radioactive debris and is considered saferr with
regard to human health, than is testing above ground. Crude
approximations of the amounts of radionuclides that might be accumulating
underground at the test site indicate that they are unlikely bo be large
enough to be cause for alarm, but neither are they altogether negligible.
One should be ticularly concerned of Lhe oossible I term effects
such as lea

ram aceuDu radionucli are to
into the Future. The Technical Group believes that past environmental
ffisandpubIicationofresuItshavebeeninadequate,andit
urges prompt publication oF results and distribution to concerned
goverrments in the Region. For example, the Technical Group notes with
interest that, after some 50 underground nuclear tests since 1974 in the
Tuamotu Islands, France has decided to conduct future underground tests in
shafts bored in the lagoon rather than in the rim of the atolls as used
previously. The lechnical. Group believes that bhis decision could only
have been taken after a thorough sclentific evaLuation of the need for the
ehange. The Technical Group urges that the scientific evaluation which
led to lhis decision be promptly published and distributed.
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OveraLl the Technicar Group concludes that the present nucJear weaponstesting and fhe proposed low-revel.waste oisposar invo.Lve only a smarr,quite possibly a-non-existent, risk to human health and the uouiror*"nt inthe south Paeific _Region. The proup berieves bhab there is littlesgienlific.. basis for- judging these 
""[iuiti"s to be unacceptable.Howeverr this concr,usion does-not.il.any way-deny that important legar,political, and morar principres might very we[ be invorved in anddoninate the evaluation of bhem. i11ou9r,-it*'Rupo"t the Techntcal 6roupattanpts to provide Factual scientiFic-information and interpretation

l*h"lt t" hoped, will cont"iout" to informuo o"u"r, on $,"s" important
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROISD TO THE REPORI

Ihe lechnicar Group on Radioactivity in the south pacific Region wasformed in November 1982 and charged witn the task of preparinq a review ofnatural and artiFicial radioactlvity in the Region. Forma[ion of theGroup took place following tne conferenc"-on tn" Ffuman Envirorunent in thesouth Pacific (Rarotong","coot 
-Islanos, g-ri March rgg1, wnere concernwas expressed ,about !h" problems reiatea-lo radionuclides, such as thetesting of nucrear devices lnd the 

"l;;;;;-"id ""r""se oF nucrear waetes,occurring in the Pacific regional 
"nvi"onm"nr._ This sub-tect was givenhigh priority in the Action- Pran for lhe south paclric RegionalEnvironment programme (SpREp).

According to ite terms of reference, the Technical Group, under thesupervision and guidance of the South Pacific commission, was to prepare areview on natural and artificial radioa"iiuity in the south pacificRegion, supported with biblioqraphic referencea and covering:
- 

;:;rHigin 
and source of nat,ural and artificial radioactivity in Lhe

- the inputs of artifieiar radioaetivity into the pacific (including ahistorical review);

- the past and present levels of naturar and artificial radioactivityin Pacific waters, soils, and ecosystems (including past, proeent,and foreseeable trends);

- the effects oF naturar and artificial radroactivity on the pacificecosystems, including human populations.

The Technical Group held its first--meeting at spc headquarters in hbtmea,New caledonia, r7-27 January 1981. nt inai time an interim-reporl h,egprepared in the_Form of a working. outrine, which was distributed togovernments in February For corrnent. A second and final ru"tinq of theTechnicar Group was heid at f,,roumea, 4-9 rury iiar, with the support of theSPREP secretariat' A draft of-the present Report was completad at thatmeeting.

It was originally desired that the. review by the Technical Gror.p wourd bein lhe form of a short 
""po"i written i; i;d;;'s ranguage. As the Groupproceeded with its work, however, it becaru'"lp"r"nt [na[ the subject wastoo vast and the issues-too comprex to ue trealld adequately in that form.consequentry, the present lengtiry Report resuiied. In writing the Report,however, the Group made a sinierl attempt to-Gep in mind the needs of thegeneral reader and to avoid as. much as possible the use of technicaljargon' chaptel?. 

. I and 4 in particular are aimed at the general readerwho may have little prior -krowledge 
oi 

""oioactivity or of ionizing
;]f,;||r.o""' 

For convenience a Bl.ossiry 
-or -i""r" 

is ippendad to thJ
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In considering the scope of its Report the Technicel Group decided that
for cunpleteness and for achieving a proper perspective it should expand
its coverage slightly to include all eources of ionizing radiation to
wltich people are commonly exposed. Thus, in addition to discussing
natural and artificial radionuclides, the Report also discuEses expoaurea
to cosmic rays and machines that give off X-rays.

For bhe purposes of this Report, the South Pacific Region is taken to be
the entire area of the South Pacific Commission, which includes the
islands north of the equator in Micronesia (see figure 2-I).
Thls Report appears at a time when a neh,er unit of radioactivity, the
becqr.rerel, is replacing an older unitr,lhe curie (see chapter l, Section
t.4), One curie is equal to 1.7 x l0ru becquerel. Throughout lhe early
chapters of the Report, activity is expressed in the units of becg.rerel.
However, in the preparation of chapters I and 9, which diecuss
radioactivity in the ocaan, radioactive waste disposal, and the LorrCon
Dumping Conventionr it wae decided to retain the uge of the curie, becauee
the documents related to the Convention aII make use of the older unit.
In some caaea where published figures have been reproduced in the Report,
other mits of radioactivity will be found. These are explained in the
figure captions or the accompanying tex!.

The MembershiP of the Technical Gror-rp on Radioectivity in the South
Pacific Region consisted of M.P. Bacon (Co-ordinator)r G. Lambert, T.A.
Rafter, J.I. Samisoni, and D.J. Stevens.

During ita work the Technieel Group received information and helpful
comments from individuals too numerous to }ist here. Special thanks are
given to the South Pacific Commission for its hospitality and to SPREP
Co-ordinetor, Dr Jeremy Carew-Reid, and fhe staff of the SPREP Secretariat
for encouragement and support and for overcoming the many probleme
involved in the production of this lirst edition of the report.
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CHAPTER J

BASIC CONCEPTS AT{D IERHS

All substances are made of one ,or more erements. At present there arejust over 100 rnown erements,--or whicn--92-;;;r in nature. The remaindercan be made by technicar procedures oeveropeo in recent yeers, Host ofthe known elements exist in -tor" 
than one form called isotopes of a givenerement. The isotoles -or "'Jri 
ah; "r;;"n[""'""" referred to oy the moregenerar term nuclide. There are, in total, -about 

2000 nuclides of thedifferent erements' Radio""tiu" nucliies--are called radronuclides(section t.t). some-""di;;;iio"" o""r.-n"tu""rly and others can be madeby artificial means' DifFerent elements can ue mixed, and in the mixtureeach element retains its own properLies (for examplei a mixture of goldand sirver)' rwo or more elemenbs can '"i"o 
combine to form a chemicalcompound' Elements lose their individr"r p"op.rties when they cornbine toform compounds. fo" "*"mpr", th"^ 

"remrnt!--lydrogen and oiygen (bothgases) in chemical 
"omuifi"iion' i"r;-;;["", 

"tabre sa]t is a chemrealcompound of the e.ement sodium (a ,"tai) and chlorine (a gas); and,although riving things 
"ont"in- other elements 

-i" 
.n"rjJ"i""irurnation,

:TId::.mainlv compounds or the eleme;f;;;1""i"", ;;i;;;,-"."bon, and

Elements themselves are made up oF atoms, t.he atom being the smalrest unitinto which an er-ement can be divrded and stir.r keep its properties. Atomshave their own particular internal structr"u". They can be divided intocomponent particles (sub-atomic particte")r--out these particlee do nothave the properties of the erement to which lhe atoms berong.

].1 ELEI',IENTS AND AIOI,IS

'.2 
SIRUCTURE OF THE ATI]M

An atom is an extremery sma]r unit ofrqn er.ement both in weight and size.For example, there are about ,6^rlozi 
' 
";;#"i" one grarn of the rightesterement hydrogen and about- i.ixto?r-atomJ-ir-on, gram of the heaviestnaturally oceurring e.l.ement uranium, facf, 

"to, has a eentral eore, itsnucreus, which i; 
"u""ornJ"J of a number-Jr mucn smalrer sub-atomicparticles, electrons, which move in patr,s-"rounj u" nucr.eus, ilost of theweight of an atom is in its nu"iuu", whieh is made up of two differentsub-atomic particres car-red p"olon" and neutrons, except in the case ofthe simplest hydrogen atom, ini"h n"" -oniv-';; 

proton and no neutrons inits nucleus. Protons have a positive ereciric charge, whereas neutrons
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have no electric charge. The weight of a proton ancj of a neutron is very
small and about the same for eag[. The drameter of the nucleus of an atom
is also very small, about l0-rl centimetre, For the different elements,
the number of protons in the nucleus d.rFfers. This number is called the
atomic number of the element. It is one way by which an element can be
identified, because the number ':f protons in the nucleus of an aLom
determines the chemical properties oF the element.

Each electron orbiling around a nucleus of an atom weighs about one
two-thousandth of the weight of a proton or neutron. An electron has a

negative electric charge equal rn size to the positive charge of a proton.
Because the number of protons rn the nucleus of an atom and the number of
electrons in its orbits is the same, and because a proton and an electron
have equal and opposite electric charge, atoms have no net electric
charge; that is, they are electrically neutral units. The overall
diaqeter of an atom, as fixed by the orbits of iLs elecLrons, is about
t0-8 centimetre, about 10,000 times greater than the d:.ameter of iLs
nucleus. The total number of protons and neutrons rn the nucleus is
another of the features by which the form of an elemenL can be identified.
This total number is called the mass number of the particular form of the
element, the form being krown as a nuclide or as an isotope of the
element.

For a particular element, the number of neutrons in the nucleus is
different from the number of neutrons in a diiferent isotope of Lhe same
element. DifFerent isotopes of an element have the same atomic number
because the number of protons in the nucleus of each oF their atoms is the
same. The mass numbers of different isotopes of a particular element are
different, however, because of the difference in the number of neutrons in
their nuclei. Different isotopes of an element have the same chemical
properties. Further, rf an element is part of, or is used by, living
things, its different isotopes behave in the same way in those livrng
things.

For easy reference, a nuclide or isotope of :n element can be identified
in several ways. In strictly scientific terms it would be sufficient to
refer to its atomic number and its mass number. It is the usual practicet
however, to identify a nuclide or isotope by naming the element and
attaching to the name the mass number of the particular nuclide or
isotope. The names of aIl el,ements have, for convenience r been
abbreviated to symbols (one or two lefters of the alphabet). Accordingly,
nuclides or isotopes can be identified by their symbols and mass numbers.
The terminology used in this Report is illustrated by the following
examples. Ihe element uranium (symbol U) has atomic number 92; that is,
the nucleus of each atom of uranium contains ?2 protons, and each atom has
92 electrons. There are geveral isotopes of uranium. The most common,
that wtrich is most abundant naturally in soil and seawater, for example,
has mass number 238i that is, each of its atoms has 92 protons and
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r45 neutrons in its nucJeus. Thig",,nucride or rsocope is called
uranium-2}8, and this can be written 1)og o, U-Zlg*. Another rsotope of
uraniumr that wfrich is used as fuel in nuclear reacLors, is uranium-Z]5(U-235), the nuclei of its atoms each containing 92 proions, as given bythe atomic number of uranium, and l4J neutrons. -There are other isotopeiof uranium which can be identified rn a similar way. Further examples arethe,three isotopes of the element hydrogen (H), atomie number one. The
nucleus of eech of the atoms of the simplest and most abundant isotope ofthis element contains only a proton and no neutrons. lt has a maas numDerof I and is identified as H-l (hydrogen-l). A second isotope of hydrogenis H-2, usually called deuterium, and sometimes given the symbol D, [n"
nucleus of each of its atoms containing one proton and one neufron. Athird isotope of hydrogen is H-l (usually calied tritium, T), The nucleueof each atom of this isotope containe one proton and two neutrons.

]., RADIONUCLIDES

The aLoms of most isotopes of the elements wl'rich occur naturally arestable; that is, they do not change with time, although they may combineto form chemical compounds. 0n the other hand, l.he atoms of some isotopesof elements wfrich occur naturally, and of most of the nuclides producedartificially, are unstable. Each nucleus of an unstable nuclide witl
sooner or later change, following a set pattern and giving off energy inthe form of radiation. Ihis proeess is called raiioactive decay,radioactive disintegraLion, or radioactive transition. Nuclides wtrich areunstable in this way are said to be radioactive and the nuclides arecalled radionuclides or radioisotopes. They have the property ofradioactivity. The set pattern of radioactive decay of a radionuclide isidentified by the rate at which its nuclei disintegrate and by the typeand energy of the radiation given off.
Radioaetive decay results in nuclei which, most oFten, are those of adifferent element. An important feature of all radioactive decayprocesses is that they cannot be changed, stopped or slowed down by ani
known physical or chemical means (ior example, by heat., pressure or
chemical combinetion).

For some radionuclides, stable (non-radioactive) nuclei oF an elementdifferent from the original nuclide will be produced in a single st.ep ofradioactive decay. It is the praetiee to call the original ridionuclidethe parent in the radioactive decay process and the ""silting nuclide its
daughter_ product. Some radionuclides, however, are members of a chain orfamily of radionuclides which are produeed 6y a series of radioactive
decays progressing from one radionuclide to the next and resulting finally

* In this Report
naming the element
uranium-2fB ) .

a nuclide or isotope will usually
and giving the mas6 number

be identified by
( for example,
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in a stable end-product. Such radioactive decay chains may involve only
two steps in the series or, as in the case with some parent redionuclides
which occur naturally, they may involve many steps. In erther caee, if
the parent radionuclide continues Lo be present, there will be a gradual
build-up of all members of tne decay chain including the stable
end-product. If the various nuclides in a radioactive decay chain remain
with the parent of the chain, in time a state of bal.ance (or equilibrium)
is reached when all the radionuclides in the chain decay at Lhe same rate
and are present in proportions which depend on the half-Iives of the
succeesive daughler radionuclides. Figure 1-1 givee three examples of the
proceases of, radioactive decay outlined above'. In this Report, the
radiation given out in the radioactive decay of certain naturally
occurring end artificially produced radionuclides is of particular
importance.

].4 ACTIVITY

Because the different radionuelides disintegrate in different ways, both
with respect to their rates of decay and to the type and energy of Ehe
radiation given off in the process, it is not very useful to measure
amounts of them simply by their weights (for exampler rfl grams). In
practice, the amount of a radionuclide is measured:.n terms of the rate at
which its nuclei are undergoing decay or disintegration. The quantit,y
measured is called the activity of the radionuclide. The unit of activity
used most often in this Report is the becquerel (Bq), named after Lhe
Freneh ecientist who, in 1896, first idenlified in natural uranium the
property which is now lorown as radioactivity. An amount of a radionuclide
has an activity of one becquerel if one of its nuclei is disintegrating
each second. The becquerel is a very small unit of activity. The need to
uae a quantity other than the weight of a radionuclide to give its amount
is illustrated by the following. Ten megabecquerels (I0 MBq) of pure
cobalt-5O, an artificially produced radionuclide, weighs less than ?,5
thousandths of a gram, whereas the same activity of naburally occurring
uranium-2}8 weighs more than 500 kilograms.

The becquerel and its multiples have only recently replaced an older unit
of activifyr the curie (Ci) and its sub-multiples. An activity of I curre
is f.7xl0'" becquerel. In the preparation of this Report, it has been
necesaary to use information from a number of published reports, some of
which expressed the activity of radionuclides in tne older unit, bhe
curie. For uniformity, activitiea expressed in curie have, in most cases,
been changed to the new units, the becquerel, usinq the aoove equivalence
between the two units. However, in the preparation of Chapters I and 9,
which discuss radioactivity in the ocean, radioactive waste disposal, and
the international agreement known as the London Dumping Convention, the
use of the curie is retained, because the docunents related to the
Convention all make use of the older unit.
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In considering the possibre harmful effei:ts on living thrngs ofradionuelides in the environmenb, it is oflen necessary, and appropriate,to measure or to compare quantities other bhan simply 'ine total activibyof a radionucride in a substance. For fhis reason, concentrations ofradionucrides in :. variety of substan""" 
"nJ the deposit deneity ofradionuclides on the earth's surface are used. In bhe folrowingparagraphs examples. are given of units of measurement which are used inrater chapters . to rep6rt concentrations and deposit deneitiee ofradionuclides in the environment.

The concentration of a radionuclide in a substance can be given in severalways- Firstry, it can be measured as lhe aclivity per unit vortme of asubstance. For example, the concentratj.on of 'tritium (hyJrogen_)), anaturally occurring as werl as an artificially produced radionucride inthe environ4ent, can be measured in becquerel per cubic metre of, air orwater (gq m-)). l{ith """p""i-lo iodine-lil and strontium-g0, two of theradionucrides present in fallout from nucrear explosions on or abovegroundt it is appropriate for bhe purpose of assessing any harmful effectsof them on persons to measuru_ineir 
"on"unir"tions in fresh milk inbecquerel per tirre of mirk (Bq t-1). s;;;;;it; the concentrarion of aradionuclide may be measured as its activily per unit weight of asubstance' Fot example, the concentraiion -o'r 

potassium-Ao, a natura1lyoccurring radionucli!3' can-q9 measured in becquerel per ti.iogram of soilor human Lissue (Bq kg-t). A third approach i.s to measure theconcentration of a radionuclide as iEs. activily per unit weight of tnesame element, for example, with respect Lo potasgium-40, in becquerer per9rT gf.total potassium in a substance (Bq lgij-rl. n'"""i"tion of thismeLhod is to measure the concentration of a-radronuclide as its actrvityper unit weight of a stable nuclide of another element which is used oyliving things in a way simirar bo the way the radionuclide is used. Forexample, for sLrontium-90 and caesium-i}7, both radionuclides present infarlout from nuclear_ . exprosions, coneenLrat.ions can be measured,respectivery, ilr,millibecquerel oi strontium-90 per gram of calcium i.nbone (mBq. (gca)-t) an{ becquerel oF caesium-I37 per g"; or pitassium inmeat. or fi:! (eq (g K)-1). with respect to the deposit of radionuclideson the earth's surFace, including the oceans, the deposit density, lhatis, the amount of the radionuclide which rarrs on a given area, can bemeasured as thg activity per unit area. For example, the depositdensities of iodine;llr ani strontium-90 can be measured in becquerer persquare metre (Bq m-a).

].5 Y OF RADIONUCLIDES

]. 6 RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

The number of radioactive nuclei, and the activity of a particurarradronuclide, decrease with time a[ a rate which is identified with theradionucride. rn scientiFic termsr^ this unique feature of the decay of aradionuclide is given.bl 
" quantiry carlej its decay constant. Forpractical purposesn and ior this Report, 

" ro"u- convenient way of givingthe rate of change is by using the halr-life of the radionuclide.
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The halF-life of a radionuclrde is the length of time required for nalf ofita unsteble nuclei, present at a sbated sLartrng time, to undergo
radioactive decay. Subsequently, in the same length of time, half of rhe
unstable nuclei remaining will in turn decay, and so on. For example, if,for a radionuclide of half-life eighL days (the case for iodine-Ill)r
there are one million atoms of the radionuclide present now, eight days
from now 500'000 nuclei of aLoms of the radronuclide will havt decayed(half the original number), leaving 50U,UUU unstable nuclei. In lhe next
eight days, half of those remaining unst,able nuclei wrrl decay, lhat is
250r 000' leaving 250r 000 unstable nuclei (one-quarter the original
number). After the next eighl days, half of that number will in turn
decayr leaving 125,000 (one-eighth of the original number), and so on.

The half-Iife of a radionuclide cannot be changed by any known physical or
chemical means. The half-lives of tne diFferent radionuc-l.ides range from
small fraetions of a second to many t.housands of mrllions of years. Using
appropriate equipment and procedures in scientiFic laboratories, the
half-lives of most radionuclides have been measured accurately and
published in the scientific literature. With this information, the
accurate measurement of Lhe half-life oF an unlnown radionuclide is one
way by which it can be identified.

By fairly simple arithmetic, Lhe half-life of a radionuclide may be used
not only to calculate the number of nuelei remaining after one or more
half-lives but also the number of those nuclei present at intermediate
times or at earlier times. If the aclivity, activity concentration or
deposit density of a radionuclide is known at a particular time, the
values of those quantities at any past or future time can be calculated
precisely if the radionuclide and its half-Iife are also knovrn. Figure
J-2 shows how the numbers of unstabLe nuclei and their activity change
with time.

].7 IONIZING RADIATIONS

Radionuclides in their radioactive decay emit energy as various types of
radiation: alpha and beta radiations (both sub-atomic particles) and garma
radiation (bundlesr or quanLa, of erectromagnetic radiation).
Radionuclides in the environment can resuLt j.n exposure of living things
to the radiations emitted, When a substance is exposed to al.pha, beta or
gamma radiations, some or a1I of the energy of the radiations is absorbed
(deposited) in lhe substance as the result of interaction between the
radiations and atoms of the substance. The harm which radionuclides may
cause to riving things results from Lhe absorpt,ion, in its cells, of the
energy ofl alpha, beta or gamma radiation. Ionization is the main process
by which the energy of the radiations emitted by radionuclides is
absorbed. Thus the radiations as a group are referred to as ionizing
radiations. In the ionization process, the radiation knocks electrons out
of the orbits of atoms of substances which it penetrates, Ieaving each
atom so affected temporarily short of an eLectron and therefore
electrically positive. An atom aflfecbed in this way is called a positive
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ion, The elecLron knocked out erther exis[s in the subsbance for a short
time by ileelf or temporarily adds rtself Lo the electrons rn rhe orbits
of another atom. In either case, a negative ion is formed. Thus
ionization produces an equal number of positive and negatrve ions, that
isr a number of ion pairs. Alpha, beta and gsmma radiations are diffsrEnt
in form and in how bhey lose their energy i.n passing through subsbances.

Alpha radiation is a stream of small particles, lhe nuelei of helium
atoms, and therefore made up of two positively charged protons and two
zero-cherged neutrons in eombination. Alpha radiation travels relatively
slowly and loees its energy in a short disbance in a substance. It is
said to have a short range or path in a subsLance. It can only pass
through a few centimetrea of air, it ie completely stopped by even a thin
sheet oF papex, and it can pass through only a few nundredths of a
millimetre of human tissue. IL cannot penetrate the dead outer layer of
cells which forms the eurface skin of a person. It does, however, produce
a large amount of ionization over Lhe short distance it travels in I
substance. Because of the low penetrating power of alpha radiations, a
radionuclide which emits alpha radiation alone cannol harm a Iiving thing
unless the radionuclide is within it and is incorporated in living cells
so that the alpha radiat.ion irradiates them.

Beta radiation is a stream of charged electrons, each of which has a very
small weight. The elecbrons have energy because of the hrgh speed with
which they are emitted by a radj.onuclide in its radioactive decay. Beta
radiation produces in a substance less j.onization per unit length of
travel than alpha radiation, but its penetrating power and its range in a
substance are greater than for alpha radiation, The range of bela
radiation in a substanee depends on its energy, a property identified with
the radionuclide which emit.s it, and on the nature of the substance. Beta
radiation can penetrate up to a Few metres of air and up to about a
cenbimetre of human Lissue, A radionuclide which emits beta radiation
aLone can cause irradiation exposure to a small depth in living things if
the radionuclide is on or close to them. However, because of the Iow
penebrating power of beta radiations, thin protective barriers can absorb
all the beta radiation before it reaches the outer surface of living
things, If a radionuclide which only emits beta radiation enters living
things, the energy of its radiation will be absorbed in cells and tissue
near Lhe location of the radionuclide.

Gamma radiation is a clifferent Lype of ionizing radiation*. It carries
its energy in bundlesr oD quanta. It belongs to the large family of
electro- magnetic radiations, which includes rediowaves, radar radiations,
microwaves, infra-red radiations emitted by objecte beeause of their
temperatures, visible light, ultra-violet, Iiqht as in sunlight, X-rays and
gamrna rays. Gamma radiation has energy but does not have weight or
electric charge. Unlike alpha and beta radiations, it does not have a

* Some radionuclides which, in
radiations, also emit gamma

emit alpha or beta
Table l-1).

their decay,
radiation (see
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fixed range in a subscance but insLead loses.ils energy eontinuously as it
passes through the subsLance, causing ionization as j.t goes. By fhe use
of thick protective barriers, parlrcularly of heavy material such as lead
and concrete, energy of gamma radiabion can be readily absorbed. A
radionuclide which emits gamma radiatronr can j.rradiate cells and tissues
of living things both when it is external to or within them.

X-rays, which, as discussed later in this Chapter, are given oFf by some
types of electrically operated equipment, behave in a srmilar way to gamma
radiation in their passage through a substance.

].8 ABSORBED DOSE AND DOSE EQUIVALENI

(a) Absorbed radiation dose - Unit Gray

The energy absorbed when alpha, beta or gamma radiations or X-rays pass
through a substance is referred to as the absorbed radiation dose (tne
absorbed dose) of radiation in Lhe substance. The unit of absorbed dose
used in this Report is Lhe gray (Gy) and its sub-multiples. The gray has
recently replaced an older unit, the rad, as the unit of absorbed dose.
It is primarily through absorbed doses to livirrg things, or through
another type of radiation dose ( dose equivalent) discussed tn the
following paragraph r that an attempL can be made to assess or compare the
possible harmful effeets on Iiving things of radionuclides and ionizing
radiations in the environmenL.

(b) Dose equivalent - Unit Sievert (absorbed dose x quality Factor)

Scientific research has shown that absorbed doses in living things from
difFerent radionuclides and different types of ionizing radiations are not
sufficient by themselves to assess the severity or chances of harmful
effects of ionizing radiations in living things. Ihe quantity ueed for
such assessments is the dose equivafent, of which the unit used j.n thi.s
Report is the sievert (Sv) and rts sub-multiples. The sievert recentJ.y
replaced an oldec unit, the rem, as the unit of dose equivalenL. Dose
equivalents are calculated by nultiplying absorbed doses by a number
called the quality factor. The quality factor relates to the amount of
ionization the different radiations cause per unit length of their paths
in a substance. For alpha radiation, which causes a J.arge amounl of
ionization per unit length of its path in a substance, the quality fector
is 20. For beta and gamma radiations and for X-rays the quality faetor is
l. It follows that, For beta and gamma radiations and for X-rays, dose
equivalents are numerically the same as corresponding absorbed doses,
whereas for alpha radiations dose equivalents are 20 times greater than
the corresponding absorbed doses. In this ReporL, unless otherwise
indicated, the term dose is used subsequently Lo mean dose equivalent,
values of it being measured in sievert and its sub-multiples.

* Some radionuclides
radiations, also emit

which, in their decay, emit alpha
gamma radiation (see Table l-l).

or beta
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It i:. extremely importanL to recognrze that it rs the dose equrval.ent thatis the important consideration in .assessing the effects of ionizingradiation, not the origin of the radiation. The potential harm to livingthings from ionizing radiation depends on rhe type of radiation (that is,whether it is af43, beta, garnma or X-radiation) and its energy, It mekesno differenee whether the ionizing radiation comes from a natural or anartificial source.

There are two _types of radiation exposurereceive a dose of radiation: external exposure
by which li.vrng things can
and internal exposure.

External^expoaure of cells and tissues of living things arises from asource of ionizing radiation which is external to them. In some externaJ.exposures the whole body receives uniform doses of radiation to alr organsand tissues ' This is essentialry the """" *tt"n bhe external expoaure isdue. to high-energy gamma radiation emiileo by radionuclides in theenvironment. In some ixternal exposures, the dose oF radiation invorvesonry part of the body or is highly non-uniform. This would be the case
for gomg exposure to iadionueriies'.r,i"n-rigit onty emit beta radiation.As indicated above, because alpha radiati6ns are so readily absorbed,radionuclides in the environment ,i'i"n -rii 

"ipna radiations only are nota source of external exposure. .Internar urpb"r"", on the other hand,results from a radionucride within a rivilq thing. The amount anddistribution of the radiation doses to -;";;" and tissues of livingthings, as the result of internal exposure t6- radionuclides, wilr dependon how the radionuclides are used by living Lhings, on their radioactivehalf-lives and on the radiations they emit]

In addition to absorbed dose and dose equival.ent already discussed, it isnecessary in this Report to use three other ways to express radiationdose: effective dose equivalent, colrective dose equivalent and co.l.lectiveeffective dose equivalent commitment. These quantities are eiprained inthe following paragraphs,

(c) Effective dose equivalent - Unit Sievert (dose equivalent x a factor)
The radiabion dose received by persons from a gr,ven source of ionizingradiation (natural or artificiai) wirr, in mosf cases, noL be the same foreach organ or tissue of their bodies. 'simply-"Oaing 

logetner ihe separatedoses t'o individual 
-organs and ti.ssues does not, giv6 a lrue p:.cture of thepossible harmful' effects of the non-uniform radiation 

"*po"L"", In thesecincunstances' .:?"h dose equivarent must be multiplied by an appropriatefactor beFore adding the doses together. The effective io"" equivalentthen obtained expresses the non-uniForm doses as a uniform whole body dose'hieh would produce the same overa.l.l harmful elfects. when effective doseequivalents from different sources of ionizing radiation are calculated inthis way, they can.be- compared directly one with the other. The unit ofelfective dose equivarent is bhe sievert,- it,u same unit as for doseequivalent itserf. The factors used in calculating the efrective ooseequivalent were assigned by the International commisiion on RadiologicalProtection (ICRP, 1971) and were used by the united Nations Scientific
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Committee on the effecLs of Atomic Radiation in ifs mosL recent report
(UNSCEAR, 1982). The facfors relale specifically Eo such organs and
tissues as gonads, breast,, bone marrow, Iungs, thyroid, and bone itself
and to other organs and tissues less likely to be affected oy radiation
doses.

(d) CoLlective dose equivalent - UniE Man Sieverl

To aesess the possible harmful effects of ionizing radiation, it is
sometimes helpful to caleulate anot,her quantity of radiation dose called
the collective dose equivalent. This dose is simply the total of tne
radiation dose equivalents to a given organ or tissue received by all lhe
persons in a population group exposed to a source of ionizing radiation.
The number in a group may be small (for example, those riving near a
nucl.ear reactor) or large (for example, the total population of a -ountry,
a region, or the whole world). Collective dose equivalents are frequently
calculated by multiplying together Lhe number of persons in a population
group and the average dose equivalent to the organ or tissue for which it
is desired to calculate Lhe collective dose. Colleclive dose equivalents
are often calculated for groups of people whom it is thought may be at
greatest risk from a particular release of radioactivity to the
environment. The unit in which collective dose equivalents are expressed
is the man-sievert.

(e) Effective dose equivalent commitmment - Unit Sievert

Over a period of time, the concentrations or deposrt densities of
artificial radionuclides rn the environment, in food and water consumed,
and in persons change with time or location due, for exarnple, to the
non-uniform distribut.ion of the radionuclides or the decrease in their
activities because of radioactive decay. The assessmenl of annual
effective dose equivalents or collective dose equivalents may not be the
best way to represent the possible harmful effects for a population group
(world, regional, or nalional) of a radiation exposure over a long Eime,
particularly if the radionuclides are long-lived. For these circunetances
another type of radiation dose assessment has been established by the
United Nations Scientifie Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR, 1982). The radiation dose calculaLed is lhe effecbive dose
equivalent commitment. The calculation is complex, but this dose has the
merit of taking account of the various environmenLal and time-related
factors which affect the radiation dose to be received over an infinite
period oF time because of Ehe release of radioactivity into the
environment. The calculation gives the radiation dose to be received by a
population group (including children yet to be born) from a given practice
which involves the members of that group in a radiation expoaure. It
differs from a collective dose equivalent in that it represents the
radiation dose input to individuals in a population group. The effecLive
dose equivalent commiLment obtained (say the effecbive dose equivalent
eommitment from nuclear bomb tests in the atmosphere) can be eompared with
Lhe annual effective dose equivalent for the same population from natural
sources of ionizing radiation, which essentiaLly does not change with
time. The unit of effective dose equivalent commitment is the sievert.
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In tnj; c..rse, the
The absorbed dose commrtment can arso be carcurateci.unit used is the gray.

l.e PATHWAyS 0F EXTERNILANp iNTEtiN!!- qlqgguRq

In assessi'ng the possible harmful effects of environmental exposure ofriving Lhings to sources of ionizing raoiation, it is r.recessary toidentify a number of.pathways by which exposures may occur and thus g-rverise Lo radiation doses Lo organs and tissues. It is rmportant toappreciate that, to assess possible harmful effects of "our""" oF ionizingradiation, it is necessary to determine the radiation doses in particularorgans and tissues._ Figure i-, shows five pathways by which eitherexternal or internal' exfiosur" to sources of ionizing radiation resuLt inradiation doses to organs and tissues. In the forlowing paragraphsexamples of these pathways are given.

Pathways 1, 2 and I Jn Figure l-J arr read to ext.ernar exposures. Anexample of exposure by Pa[hway r is the radiation dose the organs andtissues of living things receive from naturally occurring cosmrc rayswhich reach the ear[h from outer space ("""tion ]..t0.r.r). A secondexampre is the radiation dose to organs and Lissues of persons undergoingan X-ray examination For medicai o:.agnosiie purposes. An example ofexposure by Pathway z is that oF p"r"oi" who are in or near a cr.oud (orplune) of a radioactive gas or vapor released to the atmosphere. The sizeof the radiation dose to living tnlngs 
"rpo""J in this way depends on theradionucrides in lhe cloud, on [he a"[iuities and conc"ntrations, anct onthe length of time of lhe exposure. If the radionuclides released to theatmosphere are deposited on the earlh's surface as Fallout (sectionl'10'2)t those radionuclides may become a source of external exposure toliving Lhings in t.he area oi the o"po"ii (pathway l). A buird_up ofoverlying soil or the emplacement of solid building material.s, such asbrrck and concrete, between the deposit and the livini tning"-reduces theradiabion doses, because some of the 

"n""gy-or tn" ioni.ziit radiationsemitted by the radionucrides is absorbed by those materials. The size ofthe radiation doses also depends on the radionucl.ides deposited, on Lheiractivities and deposit densities, on the distance or lne living thingsfrom the radioactive contamination, and on in" length of time of theexposure' From what has already been said, radionuclides whieh emit alpharadiation a]one will not cause external 
"rio"rr" by any of the pathways r,2, ot 3,

Pathways 4 and 5 (Figure f-l) result in internal exposure. palhway 4represents an internal exposure from radionuclides in the air. Ir Iivingthings breathe the radionuclides into their lungs, radiation doses wirr bereceived 
.by. lung tissue, some of the radronu"riou" in the lungs may reachthe blood stream and oe distributed internalry, and some of thJm may reachthe stomach from the nose and subsequently ne'distributed internally. Thesize of the radiation doses depends'on the radionuclides breathed in, ontheir activities' on their concenlrationsr-on-inu size of the particlesthey are associated with, and on 

. the rength of time the living thingsbreathe in the radioactively contaminated air. pathway 5 shows howinternal exposure arises from radionuclides in food and drinkinq water and
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results in radiation doses to organs and tissues of living thinga. The
eating of radioactively contaminated food and the drinking of
radioactively contaminated water make radionuclides available for internel
distribution. The sizee of the radiation doses to organe end tieeuae
depend on the radionuclides involvedr on their activitica and
concentrations and on the amount of food or watel drunk.

It is important to appreciater in the caee oF exposure by Pathwaya 4 and
5, that different radionuclides which get into living thinge will be used
in differenl ways. Some radionuclides, because thay are ieotopee of
el.ements which are normally ueed by the living things, concentretc, along
with the etable isotopes of the elementE, in parliculer organs or tigeues.
For example, the fission-product radioisotopes of iodine (eaction J.10.2)
taken in by persons wtll concentrate in their thyroids, along with the
st,able iodine in their diet, where the major part oF the radiation doeee
from them will be recaived. Some radionuclides in food and water may not
be nuclides of elements which are normally used by living things. Theee
may go to a particular organ or tissue because they are similar chemically
to an element which is normally used by living things. For example, the
fission product radionuclides of strontium taken in by persons will
concentrate in bone along with stable (non-radioaetive) calcium in the
diet, because strontium and calcium are chemicelly similar. Then again,
some radionuclides are distributed more or less uniformly throughout
living things when taken in through food or water. For example,tritium,
the fission-product radioisotopes of caesium, and the naturally occurring
radionuclide potassium-40, when taken in by persons in food or water, will
be distributed fairly uniformly throughout their soflt tissue.

1.]O SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION

Living bhings are exposed to a number of sources of ionizing radiation.
Some occur naturally and have been present in the environment since the
beginning of the earth's history. 0thers are artificial; bhat ie, they
result from human actions. Later Chapters discuss the radiation doses to
living things in the South Pacific Region from the various sources oF
exposure to ionizing radiation. The aim in this section is to identiFy
the sources and to indicate their origins.

1.I0.1 Natural Sources

As will be discussed in Chapter 5, there are three natural sources of
radiation exposure: cosmic rays, cosmogenic radionuclides, ad primordial
radionuclides.

l.l0.l.I Cosmic rays

High-energy radiations (mainly protons) enter the solar system from outer
space. Some of them reach the earthrs gurface. These radiations are
primary cosmic rays. Their protons also act on the nuelei of atoms in the
earthrs atmosphere, and other sub-atomic partieles, called secondary
cosmic rays (mainly protons and neutrons), are produced. Some of the
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secondary cosmic ra)/cl reatlt the ,.BrLhr irnrJ others ar-.t en n..j(. 1rt rrf ,J'.ornsin the air and on tne earth to give a nurnber of differerrt radionuc.l.ides
known as Lhe cosmogenic rarJionucl ides. Itre primary snt] secorrdary cosmicrays which reach the earth's surf-rce Ei.,e radiati,rn ioses to pericns byexternal irradiation (PaLhway l, Figuie 1-t), Cosmic rays wili contlnueto be a major source oF radiation dose lo persons.

J. 10. l. 2 Cosmogenic qadionu!.Lides

Nuclear changes (called nuclear transmutations) result from theinteractions between stable nuclei of atoms in the air and on the earthand the sub-atomic particles (mainly neutrons and protons) in s"condaryeosmic rays. As a result, many radionuclides are continually produced inthe earthrs environment. These are the naturally occurring'cosmogenicradionucrides. Il a generar wdyr nuclear transmutations can berepreeented as foJ.lows: -

Target + Bombarding
Nuclei Sub-Atomic

Particles

An example
production

of
of

--) Product + Sub-Atomic particles
Nuc]ei or Gamma Radiation

such a nuclear transmutation which goes on in the air is fheradioactive carbon-l4 from stable nitrogen-llr.

Nitrogen-I4 + Neutron 
-) 

Carbon-l4 + proton

UNSCEAR (1982) lists only four of the eosmogenic radronucLides as beingsignificant sourees of radiation trpo"r"" 6f Iiving things: tritiumlberyllium-7' carbon-I4, and sodium-22. tne radiati6n dose"each year t6Iiving things from these cosmogenie radionuclides is almost all due toinbernal irradiation.

l. 10. 1. I Primordial radionuclides

Natural radionuclides have been present on the earth and in ite waters
since its formation, estimated to be about 4500 million years ago, Theseradionuclides, called the primordial radionuclides, can be divi.ded intotwo groups. There are the fsw which undergo one-step radioactive decay toform stable nuclides, for example, potassium-4O and rubidium-g7. Thenthere is the large number which are members of the three naturalradioactive decay series of which uranium-Z}g,. uranium-2}5, and
thorium-Z32 are the parents. Potassium-40, rubidium-87 and the parents ofthe three natural radioactive decay series all have very long half-lives(Table ]-l ).

fo9nq .the._primordial radionuclides which decay in a single step, onlypotassium-4O (Figure l-l(a)) and rubidium_87 are significanI contributorsto the natural radiation doses to living thrngs {[ruSCfRn, lgg2). Thogetwo radionuclides, in addition to bei.ng in the earth's environment, arepresent in the human body and in many otier living things and therefore
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cause internal irradiation. Unlike rubidium-87, which only gives off bete
radiation in ils decay, potaseium-40 emite both beta and gamma ray8. Ae a
conaequence potaesium-40 is also a source of extarnal irradiation of
living things.

Naturally occurring uranium and thorium are widely diEtributed in the
earth, in ite waters, and in living thinga. Urenium-Z)8, uranium*Z)5, end
thorium-Z12 ate the parent radionuclides of three radioective decay
series. They decay through a eeries of radioactive daughter prodrrcte to
give finally a non-radioactive end-product. The helf-lives of many of the
daughter products of the seriee are ehort. The member radionuclidee of
each of the series may be preeent in an equilibrium stEte along with the
parent of i.ta decay geries. However, membera of e eeriae can become
separated from some of the other mmbera end from the parente of the
seriee. Whereaa some members of the three series emit only alpha or bete
radiation, othere emit gamma radiation aa well. The decay series of
uranium-2f8 and thorium-Z12 are shown in Figures 5-I and 5-2,
respectively. The uranium-Zf5 decay series is not a significant
contributor to the annual natural radiation dose to peEaons (UNSCEAR,
Le82).

j.10.2 Artificial Sources

There are a number of artifieial sources which actually, or potentially,
expose persons and other living things to radiation doses. 0f prinary
importance are the artificial radionuclides and X-rays.

A large number of radionuclides can be made by one of the following
processes: nuclear transmutation, nuclear fission r or nuclear
transmutation followed by radioactive decay. Controlled nuclear
trangmutations using neut,rons as the bombarding sub-atomic particles are
carried out in nuclear reactors to prepare a large nunber of artifieial
radionuclides which have applications in medicine, industry and scientific
research. Neutron-induced transmutations also produce artificial
radionuclides in the constructional eomponents of nuclear reactors. For
example, iron-55, a radionuclide of iron, is produced in reactor
components made of the stable isotope of iron (iron-54) as the rezult of
neutron bombardment during the operation of the reactor.

lron-54 + Neutron --> Iron-55 + Gamma Radiation

Similarly, some nuclei of deuterium (hydrogen-2) are present in small
amounts in Lhe cooling water used in nuclear reactors, and this siabJ.e
nuelide is converted by neutron transmutation to radioactive tritir.un
(hydrogen-)).

Hydrogen-2 + Neutron --+ Hydrogen-] + Gamma Radiation

Neutron-induced radionuclides are also formed as a reeul.t of nuclear
explosions, In these explosions neutrons are produced, and some of the
neutrons cause nuclear transmutations in the constructj,ona.L cmponents of
the bombs and in the stable nuclides of elements present in the i.mnediate
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neighbourhood of the explosion; for example, in the nucJides in the airand in the earth within the range of the neutrons released at the time ofthe explosion.

Nuclear transmutations caused by neutrons are of particular importance inthis Report' Artificial radionuclides can also be prooueeJ by nucleartransmutations involving other bombarding sub-atomrc particles, such asalpha.particles, protonsl deuterons (the nu6r"i of hydrogen-2), and ganmaradiation' For such transmutations to occur, the bornbarding particles andthe gamma radiation must have very high energies. These- energies arenormally achieved only in a scientific laboratJry using machines developedfor scientific research. Because it is possible for alpha and garunaradiations to cause nuclear transmutations, it is important to point outthat those radiationg {ren given off in the decay of radionuclides (eittrernatural or artificial) hive insufficient energy to produce nucleartransrnutations .

A second process by which artificial radionuclides are produced is nuclearfission' IJhen neutrons enter the nuclei of some nucl.ides, the nucleisplit or fission. Nuclides which have this property are called fissilenuclides' In the fission proeess, the nucLei split into two fissionfragments of approximately equai weight, give off a few neutrons (carredprompt neutrons), and release energy.

2 Fission + Neutrons + Energy
Fragments

There are about 15 different ways in wfrich the nuclei of a particularfissile nucLide split when fission oecur", giurng about 7z differentfission, fragments. These fragments, which are radioactive, within a veryshort. time give off more neutions (called delayed neutrons) and betaradiation to form a mixture of nuclides which are'mostly radioactive. Theradionuclides in this mixture are called fission produets.

Fission Fragments -J Fission Products + Neutrons + Beta Radiation

Fissile + Neutron --._j
Nucleus

The different fission products have a wide range of half-Iives. More than200 difrerent radionucrides have been identifi6d among fission products.The-fission products that will be discussed in later chapters are listedin Table l-1.

Only a few nuer.ides, some of the i.sotopes oF uranium, thori_um, andplutoniumr are fissile. For the__purpose of ihis Report, it is onlynecessary to consider uranium-2)5, uranium-Zl8 and plutonium-ZJg. Thefirst two occur .in nature, whereas plutoniun-239 is artificially produced.The rate of fission depends on bi-re 
"n"rgy or tn" neutrong which bonbardthe lissile nuclei. Fission occurs in uraniun.li5 and plutoniun-Zi9 atall neutron energies, the rate being greater for neutrons of row ratherthan high. energy. 0n the other hand, Fission occurs in uraniun-Z11g nucleionly if the bombarding neutrons have high energy. Uraniun-Zi5 is present
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as only 0.7 percent of naturally occurring uranium, the remaining uranium
being almost totally uranium-ZJ8. lf uranium 2t5 is to be used as the
fissile material, it is necessary to increase the percentage of it rn its
mixture with uranium-2]8.

Although there are many diflerent ways in which the fissile nuclei can be
splitr the amount of energy released per nucleus undergoing fission does
not vary much. Neulrons which are released in the fission of each nucleus
can cause fission in the neighbouring fissile nucl.ei. This continuing
fission proeess is lnown as a chain reaction, which will continue as long
as there are sufficient fissile nuclei and neutrons available. Such chain
reactions are the basis of the operation of a nuclear reactor and of the
explosion of a nuclear (atomic) bomb. There are, however, important
difflerences between these two chain reactions.

In a nuclear reactor, the rate at which the chain-reaction goes on is
controlled by the concentration of the fissile nuclide present in the fuel
and by the number of neutrons which are available to continue the chain
reaction. In one type of nuclear reactor, aL present the one most
commonly used to generate electricity, uraniun-235 is the fissile nuclide
at a concentration of no more than about four percent with respect to the
associaLed uranium-z}$. In such reactors the fissile uranium-2)5, along
with the uranium-Z)8, is put in the core of the reactor in a number of
fuel rods, which are sea]ed metal tubes. The fission chain reaction in
the fuel is controlled by increasing or decreasing the number of neutrons,
produced by fission, that are available to cause further fissions. This
is done by moving out of, or into, the space between the fuel rods
non-fissile, neutron-absorbing material in the form of control rods. If
the control rods are fully inserted between bhe fuel rods, the nuclear
chain reaction stops, because insufficient neutrons are available to bep
il going. The fission process in the luel of a nuclear reactor goes on so
slowly that only about one-third of the fuel has to be removed as spent
fuel and replaced each year.

A nuclear bomb, on the other hand, is designed and constructed so that lhe
chain reaction in the fissile nuclides contained within bhe bomb casing
goes on very rapidly. The whole fission process is cornpleted in a very
small fraction of a second, and there is a sudden release of bhe large
amount of energy resulting from the splitting of a large number of fissile
nuclei. To achieve this rapid completion of the total fission process in
a nuc-Lear bomb in which uranium-215 is used, it is necessary for the
uranium-ZJ5 to be very highly enriched (usually greater than about 90
percent in relation to the accompanying uranium-Zl8) and for as few as
possible of the neutrons produced in the splitting of the fissile nuclei
to escape without causing further fission.

There are some features in common in the use of the fission process in a
nuclear reactor and in a nuclear bomb. Firstly, a very Iarge amount of
energy is produced (over a long period in a reactor, but extremely rapidly
in a bsnb). In a reactor for the production of alectricity, the heat
produced by controlled Fission in the fuel rods is used to convert water
into steam to drive an elecbricity-generating turbine. In an explosion of
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a nucl.ear bomb, the energy -rppears as , short duration frash oF very
!1ight J'ight, as very hiqh temperatures ln surroundlng materrals, and asblast and shock waves. Secondly, in Lhe operation of a reactor and rn theexploej'on of a-nuclear bornb, the same wide variety of radioactive frssionproducts is formed. A reactor is constructed so as to keep the fissronproducts wrthin the metal tubes of the Fuel rods and within the thicksteeL container (the pressure vesseL) in whrch the reactor core rs gealed.
!{ith the explosion oF a nuclear bomb, the fission products are released tothe immediate surroundings of the explosion. lf the explosion occurs on
1r gbove the ground, the radioactive Fission products are transported anddrstributed in the environment. If the expJ.osion is underground, the aimig usually to contai.n the fission products within the hore (shaft) inwhich the bomb is expLoded. The third feature common to the operation ofa nuclear reactor and the explosion of ar nuclear bomb is the production ofa number of radionuclides by nucl.ear transmutations, mostiy by neutronbombardment of stabre nuclei oi' el.ements useJ in the e-onstruction of thereactor or bomb and in nearby materiar. In a reactor, by design andconstruction, most of those radionuclides are retained within the reacbor.In the explosion of a nuclear bomb, however, the radionuclides produced bynuclear transmutation wiJ.I, along with the fissj.on products, become thetotal radioaetive debris of the exfiIosion.

It is important to appreciate that the design and eonstruction of nuclearreactors exclude the possibility of a nuclear-bomb-type exprosionoccurring in the fissile fuel. During routine operation, however, theredo oceur small., controlred releasei of radioactive gases to theatmosphere' There. have only been a few accidents rn tie operation ofnuclear reactors in which radionuclides, particularly some fissionproducts, have been released in small amounts to the envrronment. Ihoseaccidents have, rn generar , been due to componenL farlure, humanoperational error, or both, resulting in some escape to the envrronment ofthe radionuclides which the reactot i" desj.gned and constructed to retain.
f{ith respect to nuclear bombs, rt rs necessary to refer to those rn whichthe explosion results not only from fissron, out also trom the even rargeramount of energy released when the nuclei of light nuc-lides such ashydrogen, deuterium, and tritium are made to combine (to fuse). Ihisnuclear process is called fusion, and the expJ.osion is carled athermonuclear explosion, because fusion is achieved by raising the nucleiof the Irght atoms. to extremely high lemperatures Lo grve them sufficientenergy to fuse together. In a thermonuclear bomb (sometimes cal.led ahydrogen bomb) the hrgh temperature necessary for fusion is obtained bythe explosion of an associated nuclear frssi.on bomb as an initiator, ortrigger, for the thermonuclear explosion. Consequently, the explosion ofa thermonuclear bomb results in radioaclive fission'produets ( from thefission trigger), in radionucLides produeed by nuclear transmutations insurrounding material, and in radioact,ive tritium either as an unfusedresidue or as a product of the fusion process. AII those radronuclideswill be transported and distributed rn u ',n"nn"" similar to those producedby nuclear Fission. bombs except that, for a thermonuclear expJ.osion on orabove ground' lfreir transport and distr:.bution rn the environment wiIIdepend on the height [o which they are carried above the surface of Eheearth by the explosion.
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The third group oF man-made radionuclides te be considered j.s that
produced by the combinatron of the process of nuclear bransmutation
followed by radioactive decay. A number of man-made radionuclides fall
into this group, the mosL rel.evant for this Report being isotopes of
plutonium and neptunium. A11 isotopes of plutonium are radioaetive, and
they are all man-made. A radioisotope of this element which is important
when considering environmental radioactrviLy is plutonium-Z19. Apart from
being an artificial radionucl.ide, plutonj.un-?39 is fissile at all energies
of neutrons and has great potential as a fuel for nuclear reactors and for
use in the construction of nuclear and Lhprmonucl.ear bombs. Plutonium-Z19
has a long radioactive half-Iife, 2.44xIlt- years. Another radioisotope of
plutonium, plutonium-24l, is also fissile at alL neutron energies, but it
has a comparatively short half-Iife of 14.4 years, In radioactive decay,
plutonium-?39 gives off only alpha radiation, and it is therefore not a
source of external irradiation to living things. Its potential for
harmful effects arises from its intake by lrving things and its
incorporation in living eells. For persons, the most important hazard of
pluton:.um-2J9 is the breathing into the Iungs of particles containing the
radionuclide. Plutonium-Zl9 ts produced primarily by the transmutation by
neutrons of uranium-2]8, which is present with uranium-215 in nuclear fuel
ol a reacLor or in a nuclear or lhermonuclear bomb, and by a series of
subsequent steps of radioactive decay of the radionuclide produced by that
transmutation. Uranium-Zf8 is transmuted to another radionuclide of
uranium, uranium-z}9, which has a half-life of 27.5 minutes and decays,
giving off beta radiation, to form neptunium-zlg. Neptunium-?l9 is al.so
radioactive and decays with a haLf-life of 2.35 days, giving off 0eta
radiation, to form plulonium-?tg. It wil.l be seen later in the Chapter
that prdcesses have been developed; and are in use, to recover the
plutonium-Z}9 produced in the fuel rods removed from a nuclear reactor
(tne spent fuet). The plutonium-Z)9 recovered can be used as fuel in
nuclear reactors or as the fissile material in nuelear and thermonuclear
bombs.

X-rays are a man-made source of ionizing radiation which do not originate
in the nuclei of radionuclides but which are produced as the result of
interactions between atoms and high speed electrons which are acce.l.erated
to the necessary speeds in some types of electrically operated equipment.
X-rays are used extensively for medical and dental diagnosb,ic purposes,
and in these uses they give rise to radiation doses Lo patients, to the
medical specialisls and dentists who use the equipment, and to the
technical staff who assist in their use. It will be seen in Ctrapter 7
that, at Ieasc in technologically developed countries, X-rays used for
medical and dental purposes are the major man-made source of radiation
doses to persons. X-rays are also used in industry and scientific
researeh and are a source of radiation dose to those working with them in
these applicalions.

Additionally, X-rays are produced as an unwanted by-product in some
electrically operated equipment in which electrons are accelerated to high
speeds. An example is some Lypes of coLour tel.evision receivers, which
can give a very small dose of ionizing radiation to viewers (see Chapler
7, Section 7.4.2).
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].II RADIOACIIVE WASTES

The problem. of managing wastes nas existed since people first lived onearth' l{aste management problems have, with time, become more comprex aspopurations have increased in numbers and become more concentrated and astechnological developments have produced iarger quantities and difFerenttypes oF wastes' some creating new potential hazards to the health andwell-being of living things and to the envuonment. Although considerableprogress has been made in the management of the variety of wastes nowproduced on earth, much remains to be done to achieve uniformly highstandards of waste.. management in all countries, with respect toradioactive waste, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the 0rganization forEconomic cooperation and Deveropmeil ricently pointed out (0ECD/NEA,L982): "Although relative neweomers Lo the scene, Lhe wastes that probablyreceive most attention from the scientiFic community, from goverrments andfrom the general public are radioactive wastes. Extensive guidelines fortheir management have been established at. the local, regionar andint'ernational level, and 
-countries 

with commitments to nucl.ear power haveprograms to demonstrate and implement technology for the safe in.n"g*"niof the wastes-that are produced." Radioactive wastes are produeed in manyoperations' 
. The more important sources of them are the preparation offuel for nuclear reactors, the operation of bhose reactors, the spent fuelremoved from them, the manufacture and explosion 6r nuclear andthermonuclear bombs, and the preparation and use of radionuclides formedical, industrial, and scientific purposes. Although differentradioactive wastes have distinct characteristics, experience alreadygained in the management of other potentially hazaroous wastes is of someassistance in developing effective management practices for radioactivewastes' Tl" activity of radioactive- wastes and, therefore, theirpotential for harm, deereases according to the half-Iives of theradionuclides they contain

Radioacbive wastes may be in the form of solids, liquids or gases. Thewastes, in practice, fal1 into two c.l-asses: low-level. radioactive wastesand high-level radioactive wasLes*. There is, however r oo precisescientific definition which distinguishes these Lwo classes of wastes.Much of the waste from the technoiogical procedures listed above isl'ow-level radioactive waste because tn6 totat activity in becquerel of theradionuclides in it is low or because the concentration of theradionuclides in- it in becquerel per kirogram or in becquerer per Litre islow' For low-level radioactive' wastesl the quantity to be nanaged interms of total weight or voltrme is usually high. d ine otner hand,high-Ievel radioactive wastes, which are most oFten smalL in volrme,contain high activities oF radionuclides at high concentratj.ons. In theclassification of radioactive wastes for the purpose of taking a

-___T::::l::-_:::::-_T::::i:::_::l1l:-_11_-::--::::l__:::__:r::::i:r"' rI
* sometimes radioactive wastes are cJ.assified in three u,ays: row-,intermediate-, and high-lever radioactive wastes.
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consider the particular radionuclldes in the wastes and Llieir raCroactir.'e
half-Iives, as well as the activities and concentrations of radionuclides
present. The approach to the classification of radioactive wastes for
waste management action is illustrated by the definitinn by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, as required by the Convention on the
Prevention oF Marine Pollution by the Dumping of Wastes and other l'latter
(tne London Dumping Convention) r of high level radioactive waste
unsuitable for dunping at sea (see Chapter 9, Section 9.f.1.I).
ln the management of radioactive wastes it is necessary to distinguish
clearly betwecn Lheir disposal and their storage. In this Report disposal
means eiLher the planned release of wastes to the environment or their
permanent placement in a designated site with the intention of making them
not retrievable. Thus radioactive gases at low levels of radioactivity
are disposed of to the air as planned releases; Iow-Ievel liqurd
radioactive wastes are released into riversr lales, the sea, and often, as
in the case of medical and research uses of radionuclides, into the loeal
seuterage system; and solid low-Ievel. radioactive wastes are buried on land
or duunped in the sea. Various methods of disposing of high-Ievel
radioactive wastes in solid forms are being sbudied. An important feature
of these methods of disposal is the way in which Lhe high-Ievel wasteg are
made into a solid form. Sites under investigation for the dieposal of
solidified radioactive wastes are rock formations (for example, granite
and saLt deposits) deep underground and on or under the Floor of the deep
oceans. The aim of aII disposal methode, whether For low- or high-Ievel
radioactive wastes, is to limit, to an acceptable level, the amount of
radionuclides in bhe wastes which reach living things and the environnent.
Storage r oD the other hand, means the placing or holding of the
radioactive wastes in a store from which they can be recovered either in
the short or long term. Storage may be on or below the surface of the
earth. The waates in storage may be in the form of solids, Iiquids or
gaaes. Solids are most often compacted lo reduce their bulk and encloaed
in an outer container. Liquids are usually concentrated and stored in
large tanks or in small drums. Gases are compressed and stored in
preaaure-resistant cylinders. Having regard for the poeeible
environmental impacts of waste management actions, essential requirements
of all procedures to be used for the disposal or storage of radioactive
rastee include a full evaluation of the merits of the site, of the
possible modes of release and dispersal oF radionuclides in the waters,
and programs to monitor the environment to confirm the effectivenees of
the disposal or storage procedure.

In eurrent practice, the term high-level radioactive waste is used almoet
exclusively lo describe the high activiby and high coneentration of the
various radionuclides in epent nuclear fuel. Accordingly, unless
otherwise identified in this Report, the term high-Ievel radioactive waste
is used in that sense. The spent fuel rods removad frqn nuclear reactors
contain radioactive prodtnts of nuclear fission in the fuel, some unuged
fissile nuclides (for example uranium-2)5), and other radionuclides, such
as plutonium-zlg, produced in the fuel by nuclear reactione. t{hen the
spent fuel is first removed from a reactor, the activity in becquerel of
the radionuclides in it is very high, and it generatee a large amount of
heat as the resuLt of absorption, within the fuel rods, of ionizing
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radiations given off by the radionuclides Lhey contain. 0n renoval, spentfuel is placed in stoiage in lar,ge water_fiifeA tanks (called coolingponds) at the reactor site. such ponrJs, wlrich are typically eix to eightmetres deep, are usualry constructed or "on"rrte 
(mostry double-ralled)and rined with stainress steer.. During sLorage in the cooling pond, theheat prodr'reed in the spent fuel is 

"uf,ou"J-oi tn" water, 
"nd-th" activityof the radionuelides in the fuel decreases consioerably with rapid &cayof bhe short-lived radioaetive fission p""or"I" present.

After the initial period of storage of spent Fuel at the reactor site,three options are avairable for its subsequent managenent. The firet isto continue storage on a -r.ong-term basis in cooring ponds, either at thereactor site or in a centraf nationai-repository speciarry deaignsd forthe purpose, untir a decision is made abolt the Future manageoent of bhespent fuer' This option is at present being folrowed in a number ofeountries in wtrich nucrear 
"""ctors 

-"ir 
u""J= to generate electricity.After extended. storager two al.ternatives are available for the futuremanagement of the spent fuel. pn the on" n.nJ, suitably 

"""1"0 in outercontainers, the spent fuel couro be aispo"rJ-'or as radioactive raste.This alternative has not yet been put into practice, but the technologicalrequirements for the saFe disposai of *p!ni- fuei in this way are beingaagessed in some countries. The other 
"pp"o""tt 

is to use chemical nethodsto reprocess the spent fuel to recover irom it the unueed part of thefiasile nuclides. The fissire nuclides recovered are urani w-215, rtrich,for nuclear reactors which use fuel enriched in tnat fissile nuclide wouldbe at a higher coneentration than uranium-2]5 in natural uranirn, andplutonium-Zj9 produced in the. fuel, uy ine-p"o"u"u outlined above, rtrilethe fuer was in the reactor. The Fissiie nu"iidu" wourd be avairable forre-use as fuel for nuclear reactors and, in t,he ease of plutonir.rm-zrg, forthe making of nucrear and thermonucreai bombs. The reproceasing of spentfuel ie underteken at- present in only a Few countries, but a nnber ofothers heve reproceasing plants undei construetion or at the pranningstage.

In,T"p"99essing, radioactive wastes are produced. These incrude ror-levelredioactive wastes, of nhich some are rereased to the air, wfiile tharemainder, in solid or liquid form, are put in storage or are dispoaed of.Ho*Y:T' tF greater part of the activity of radionuc.Lides in the nategresulting frorn reprocessing of =p"nt nu"rr." fuer is in the higplevelradioactive waste component which 
"lnt"in"-m"iy rong-rived radionuclidee.lfhen firet produced these higFlever radioaetive wastes ara in liquidfornr. It is tl". cu*ent- practice to store them for a tine indouble-warred stainless steel tenks. The heat produced in the raetee asthe result of the radioactive decay of their radionuclides is renoved bycircurating cooring water througir stainress-sieel coils irnersed in theriquid waste' rhe storage in [rri" *.y-"F-high-rever liquid radioactivexastes from th: reproceising of spent nu.t"ai fuel is now a proven safetechnical procedure. No reafugee from such storage tanrs have beenreported over ,the years for wdich tne pr.ctice hae been folrowed, Thishigh standard of peri'orarcnce is in contrlst to-ieatages and problems rrhichoecurred when, earlier, ^ high-level liquid raaioactive wastes fron tlrereProceaaing of spent fuel were stored in a different cheoicaJ. fon intan&s not made of stainless steel.
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Becauee many of the radionuelides in high-level liquid wastes have
extremely long half-Iivesr their storage in the way outlined is not
suitable for their management in the long Lerm. The intention is
ultimately to dispose of them. Currently, notably in France, high-level
liquid radioactive wastes are being converted into a solid Form by
incorporating them in glass blocks for disposal. 0ther solid foros in
wttich these waetes may be incorporated are being investigated to obtain a
solid form with improved eharecteristica compared with glass for bhe
retention of the radioactive wagtes over a very long time.

Several methods for the disposal of solidified high-level radioactive
wastes are under investigation. Thase include the disposal of the
solidified wastes in deep underground rock deposits, in deep undarground
salt depositsr and on or under the bottom of deep oceane. The intention
of all these disposal proposals is to isolate the radionuclides in the
wastes from living things and their envirorment, particularly by
preventing the transfer of lhe radionuclides frorn their solid form to food
by circurating water. To date, no disposals oF solidified, high-level
radioactive wastes from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel have been
carried out. The glass blocks in wfrich such wastes have been incorporated
are, at preeentr being held in special storage facilities in the cor-rntriee
wfiere they are produced. The heat still being developed in the blocks is
removed by cooling proeedures such as forced air circulation or water
cooling.

].12 CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIONUCLIDES

For the convenience of readere, Iable l-I sunmarizes the characteristics
of many of the radionuclides discussed in later Chapters. Th€
radionuclides included are primarily those wfrich IT,ISCEAR (f982) coneiders
the potentially important contrtbutors to envirormental irradiation. Ag
already pointed out, a large number of radionuclides are ueed for medical,
industrial and scientific purpoaee. Examples of those radionuclides will
be given in Chapter 7, in rfrich the rnedical, industrial and eciEntific
applications of radionuclidee are discugsed.
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TA8LE ]-I
CHARACIERI rICS OF IMPORIANT RADIONUCLIDES II{ IHE ENVIRONI.IENI

Radionuclide Abbreviation Radioactive Type of lonizing
Half-Iife Radiation(f) EmiLLed

i,lain Source (Origin)
of the Radionuclids
in Envi.rornent (Z)

Hydrogen-J
( Tritiun)

Beryllinor-7
Carbon-l4

Sodium-22
Manganeso-54
Iron-55
Potassiuo-4{I
Krlpton-85
Rubidium-87
Strontiun-89
Strontiuo-90
Zirconium-95
Ruthenium-10)
Ruthenium-106
Iodine-129
Iodine-llI
Caesium-If7
Barir.rm-I40
Cgrim-141
Cerium-144
Uraniun-2j5

(decay series
of 12 principel
rx,lclides )

Thorir'lm-212
(decay seriee
of 12 principal
nuclides)

Radon-220

Uraniun-2f8
(decay serieg
of 15 prineipal
nuclides)

H-)

Be-7
c-14

12.1 y

5r.6 d
575O y

2.62 y
tI2.7 d
2.7y ol.28xl0' y

ll;liolo ,
50.5 d
28.6 y
65.9 d
19.4 d
16gd 1l.57xI0'y
8.04 d
7O.2 y
12.8 d
t2., d
284d-
7. Ixl0u y

l.4IxI010 y

55s

4.47xL09 y

Beta

Beta
Beta

Beta + galrma
Gamma

Garnma

Beta + ganrne
Beta
Eeta
Beta
Beta
Beta +
Beta +
Beta
Beta +
Beta +
Beta +
Beta
Beta +
BeLa +
Alpha +

Natural (C),
Artifieial (NT)
Natural (C)
Natural (C),
Artificial (NT)
Natural (C)
Artificial (NI)
Artificial (NI)
Nelural. (P)
Artificial (FP)
Natural (P)
Artificial (FP)

Na-22
lln-54
Fe-55
K-40
Kr-85
Rb-87
Sr-89
5r-90
2r-95
Ru-101
Ru-I06
l-I29
r-t rl
Cs-ll7
Ba-140
Ce-I4l
Ce-I44
u-2t5

Th-2r2

Rn-220

u-2t8

Alpha + Garnna

Alpha + ganma

AJ.pha + gamma

Art i ficial
Arti ficial
Artificial
Arti ficial
Ar t i ficial
Artificial
Arti ficiel
Arti ficial.

FP)
FP)
FP)
FP)
FP)
FP)
FP)
FP)
FP)Artificial (

Artificial (
fraturel (P)

Naturel (P)

FP)

Natural (daughtcr
prodrct of Th-2f2
serieg)

Natural (P)

gafrms
g|runA

gamma
ga,ilna

9arma

garms
gamna

gAryla
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IablE 5-I (Conbinued)

Radionuclide Abbreviation Radioactive
HaI f-life
(r)

Type of Ionizing
Radiation
Emitted

l'lain Source (Origin)
of the Radionuclide
in Envirornent (2)

Thorium-Zf0
Radium-226
Radon-?22
Lead-ZI0
Poloniun-210

Neptunium-2)7
Plutonium-2fB
Plutoniun-2)9
Plutonium-240
Plutonium-241
Americium-241

Th-2t0
Ra-226
Rn-222
Pb-2r0
Po-210

Np-257
Pu-218
Pu-239
Pu-24O
Pu-241
Am-Z4I

sxrd y
1500 y
t.82 d
22.5 y
I'8.4 d

2. Ixl06 y
88v
Z.4ttxIoa y
6537 y
I4.4 y
451 y

Alpha
Alpha +
Alpha +
Beta +
Aipha

Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
AIpha
Beta
Alpha

n"r*"-|
ganma 

I

s"'-" I

l
_i

Natural
producte of
U-?tB series)

Artificial (NT
followed by
decay)

(f) Haff-Iivea expreesed in y (years), d (days) and s (seeonds).
(2) Abbrevietions of origins of radionuclides 3

C (cosmogenic), NT (nuclear transmutation)r P (primordial),
FP (fiasion prodtrct). Thus Natural (C) means the
radionuclide is naturally occurring and cosmogenic.
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Figure )-I. Exanrples of radioactive deay proceasoa:
- single step decay
- two-step decay chain
- many steps in long decay chain
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POSSIBLE H'UI{FII. EFFECI5 (t

4.I INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 4

EXP0SIRE T0 IONIZING RADIAII0trts

X-rays were discovered in Ig95, and the property now rnown asradioactivity was identified in uranium in 1896. 
' I; the forlowing fewyears' other naturally oecurring radionuclides of the uranium-Zlg series,for example, radium-?zl and poionium-zro, were isorated. X-rays are atype of ionizing radiation produced in some electrically operatedequipment, and radionuclides continuously give ofr ionizing-raOiations intheir radioactive decay. The different' 6ou""." oF ioniiing radiationswere quickly put to -use' particularly for medical and scientific researchpurposes' Because of ignorance of possibl-e harnful effects of exposure toionizing radiations, a number of persons wno worted with thern in the earlyyears suffered radiation injuries'. It is reported f ulriCenn,"'GaU that atleast 3J5 of the early no"lir" died, most due io 

""n"u"s of their skin anda smaller number due to blood disorders proouceo by their radiationexposure.

As a result of these injuries and deaths, bhe attention of scientiststurned to setting condilions under whieh radiation could be used safely,In 1928 the rnternational Congress of Radiology formed the InternationalCommission on Radiologicar prot6ctio" (ICRFi: Initialty ICRp rooked intothe poesible harmful effects of ionizing radiations, and how those effectscould be minimieed, when the radiations were used for medical purposee.The early guidelines on radiation protection deveroped by th€ Csmissionweret however, arso applied when sourcee of ionizing ."ii"tions were usedin scientific research and industry. The oecurrence of harmful effecte ofionizing radiations on persons decieased as a reeult of the early work ofICRP.

In the first l0 years or so after the formation of IcRp, an increasingamount of scientific research was undertaken in a nr.mber of countriestowards a better understanding of how ionizing radiations eaus6 harmfuleffects in living. things and of the levels of radiation wfrich could betolerated without [ne eff6cts becuning apparent. The so-cal]ed atomicenergy era which. began in tlr eaily 1940s saw a rapid expansion inscientific reaearch in many eountries inlo itte-possible harmful effects ofionizing radiations on Iiving things and into-tf,e relationship between thelevels of radiation received-and the harmful effects. This scientificreseareh continues- today. In !n: past 40 years, in particurar, nopotentially harmfu-I. environmental Lg""t 'h""' 
been studied in ss muchdetail, or with as much scientific research effort ano "xtenditure ofnoney, as has ionizing radiation.
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ICRP has widened its interest, in protection against exposure to ronrzing
radiations to include most of the cireumstances which cause radiation
doses to pereons. The assessments by ICRP of lhe possible harmful effects
of ionizing radiation and its recommendations and guidelines on the safe
use of different sources of ionizing radiations have almost univereal
acceptance by the scientifie community, by conpetent national authorities
in many eountriesr and by relevant international agencies, such as the
World Health Organization, the International Labour 0rganization, the Food
and Agricultural Organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency, and
the lfuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. ICRP is a non-governmental body of experts of different
scientific disciplines with its members chosen to give an appropriate
bal.ance of expertise on the Commission rather than to satisfy national
interests. In its work, ICRP is assisted by a number of specialist
committees whose members are selected in a manner similar to those of the
Commission itself. From time to time the Commission publishes
recommendations and guidelines with respect to the baeic principlee for
minimising the possible harmful effects of exposure to ionizing
radiations. National authorities and international agencies use the
recommendations and guidelines of ICRP to prepare national and
international regulations and codes of practice on the safe use of sources
of ionizing radiation.

In ICRP Publication 26, the Commission discueses the basis of its current
recommendations and points out that decisions on most hunan activities
involve a balancing of their costs and their benefits. The costs to be
tabn into account are not only measured in financial terms but are also
expected to include social costs, for example those on the health and
well-being of people and their environment. Furthermore, the benefits may
not be readily seen as resulting for the people wfro appear libly to bear
most or all of the social eosts. It is for this reason, among others,
that in its recmmendations in ICRP Publication 25, the Commisaion sets
limite of radiation dose wtrich can be used where the benefits and possible
harmful effects of exposure to ionizing radiations may not be received by
the same persona. ICRP recommended thet:

(f) any practice involving radiation shall be Followed only if it
produces a positive net benefit;

Q) all exposures to ionizing radiations ghall be lcpt a8 low aa
reasonably echievable, economic and social factors being tabn into
account; and

(l) radiation doees received by peraons shall not exceed bfE limitE
recommended as appropriate for them by the Commission.

In its recommendations ICRP notes that some uses of sources of ionizing
radiations may result in radiation doses in bhe years to cqne and stresees
the need for ensuring that none of those uaes will result in undue
exposure of membere of the public.
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lh9 nhirosophy of the ICRP ancJ of most ,rf rhe rrational ancj rrrternat.ronalbodies that rssue regurations and codes of practice on the safe use ofsources of ionizing radiation is to vlew tne possibLe harmful effecteagainst the baclqround of the possible contributions that ionizingradiation can make to the hearth and werl-being of peopre and to theeconomic development of countries. such contributions are numerous andexpected to increase in developed countries. More and more countries arebasing some of their electricar power generation on nuclear reack:rs.Arthough in mosb developing countries furl-advantage has yet to be tabnof the benefits rrrl'rich cai arise From the wide variety of applications ofsources of iozinzing radiation, their use in medical practice'is expanding(see chapter 7) ' 
-n nr*u"r-oi tno"" countries have started research anddeveropment prograrmes which indicate that benefits in th; research,industrial, and commercial fields 

""e anticipateA.
As the peaceful uses of nuclear radiation and of X-rays expand in thecountries of bhe Region, the Technicar Group sees a need for each of thento consider the enactment of radiation-lontror legisration. Simirarlegislation has. been adopteJ oy oeveiop"a-""*tries and 

"or" oruulopingcountries so as. to establisir proper standards oF radiation protection forworkers and mernbers. of tne pubric and acceptabre levers of radiation doseFor persons and the environment. Ihe detaired requirements of suchlegislation courd. appropriately be baseJ on tn" recommendations of theInternational commission 'on 
Radiological Froie"tion, on codes of practiceof other. eompetent internaLional -authorities, 

such as the worrd Health0rganization and the Internationer Atomic rn""gy Agency, and on theexperience gained in this fierd by other "ornili"".
Il amiving at its recommendations and gurdelines, IcRp has made use oft'he large number of pubrished reports whiin exist on the possible harmfuleffects of ionizing radiations and on how those effects can be minimised.The reports incrude pubrications by individuar scientists of msnycountries and by many national and international bodies. In about thelast l0 years' T?o"l?l! among the international bodies has baen theunited Nations scientific comiittee on the Effects of Atonic Radiation(uNscEAR)' utscEll t""^-p""p"""d gignt eunprehensive reports to the t;rJGeneral Assembly:_those or tn"-y"^1l:_]?ig, I9G:2, 1964, L966, !969, 1972,L977 and 1982' 

. 
The reports of UNS.EAR ire -nignry 

regarded norrdwide.Talan together, tl" pubiications of the IcRp ano the reports of trtScEARprovide a comprehensive coverage of much of the information required forthis Chapter.

4.2 HARfiFIJL EFFECT5 OF IONIZING RADIATIqN ON LIVING THINGS

Ihe harmful effects produced in. riving things by expoeure to ionizingradiation ean be cLassiflied into those eifects-r,vtrich may oceur within theIife-time of living things, calied somatic effects, and those effectswhich may appear in the- descenaantFTTiuiig things, called hereditary(or genetic) effects. Somatic effects r"y-oi"r" soon after irradiation(earl-fr?Ects) or aftercor" iiru delay ( late effecLs).
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The harmful effeets of ionizing radiation occur as a result of the
absorption of energyr by living cells, from Lhe ionizing radiation as it
is either stopped or partially stopped on its passage through the cells
(the radiation dose). For some somatie effects, it has been shown that
their severity depends on the size of t,he radiation dose received. For
thege effects a threehold or minimum dose is required. These are called
non-stoehastic effects. The size of the throshold dose is different for

dilferent living species.

For other effects, particularly late somatic effects, the chances of the
effects occurring, rather than their severity, depends on the size of the
radiation dose. These are called sbochastic effects. For these effects
it has not been possible to show vrfrA6ffinot a threshold dose exists.
However, so as not to underestimabe the chances of such effects oceurring,
current radiation practice assumes that no threshold exists. In the
preparation of this report, the Technical Group assumed no threshold doee
in its eonsideration of possible harmful effects of ionizing radiation.

Our knowledge of the chances of stochastic effects (Ieukaemia, breast
cancer, etc.) occurring has been based on the irradiation of living things
(other than humans) and from long term follow-up studies of expoeed
persons involving, in both easee, hiqh rather than low doses.

The chancee of effects observed after high irradiation doses, occurring
after low doses, are calculated by assuming that the chanees of the effect
occurring are directly related lo the size of the irradiation dose, dorm
to the lowest level of dose.

In the above studies on humans, the radiation dose was received in a ehort
time, that is, at a high dose rate. It has been shovrn that, for moat
effects, their severity or the chances of their occurrence are lesa when
the same total radietion doses are received over a long time.

t{hen effects of high doae rate studies are extrapolated to what should be
the effects at low dose ratesr the reeults may be overestimabed.

In considering possible harmful effects of exposure of living thinge to
ionizing rediation, it is important to remember thet:

(I) all living things have evolved and developed while expoeed to low
radietion doees, received at low dose rates, due to natural radiebion
in the environorent, and some live in envirorments rfiere fhe natural
radiation doae is coneiderably higher than the world sverege;
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(z) not atl lir.,lnq chings of the same apecJes exposed to t6e sameradiation doses develop a partieurar rrarmful effect;(r) in assessing the severity and chances of occurrence of particulareffects in persons exposed to ionizing radiation, iL is often
neceasary to rely on information obtained from Lhe radralion exposureof lower forms of life, and this introduces uncertainties in the
assessments;

(4) while the threshold doses to produce non-stochastic effecLs are weIIestablished, at least for high dose rates, threshold doses forstochastic effects have not been shown to exist, and the assunptionof them may result in an underestimate ol the chances of the erfectsoccurring at low doses;(5) the same effects as those wfrich are produced in living things by
expoaure to ionizing radiations occur naturally because of faigefy
unknown causes, being produced by other physical and chemical ageits!
and

(6) except in carefully controlled laboratory research, it is impossibleto say with certainty that a particular Lffect in a Iiving thing hasoccurred because of sxposure to ionizing radiatj.on or whether it hasoccurred naturally or has been caused by some other physical agent or
some noxious chemical. l{ith respect to the last point-thlSCEAR (l9g2)
notes, for example, that hereditary effects oh various levels ofimportance to the health and well-Ueinq of live-born children occur,due to natural causes, in about 10 perc6nt of such children (UNSCEAR;
Le82).

It had been.suggested that exposure of living things to ionizing radiationresults in their premature ageing or in a sfiortening of their normal lifespan. thlSCEAR (1982) reviewed this suggestion in detail and concluded:rrAlthough shortening of.IiFe span is a-ieal conaequence of irradiation, avlly large body of evidence in experimental animals indicates that thiseffect is essentially due, at low to intermediate doses and dose rates, tothe induction of specific neoplastic diseases (cancers).,, This means thatthere is no overall effect of ionizing radiation on living things at row
doses wftich specifically reduees the length of their lives. It had also
been suggested tha-t exposure to ionizing radiation and to other agentspotentiarry harmful to riving bhings ma!, in combination, result in anincrease in the harmful effecls of ionizinq radiation. UNSCEAR (Igg2)
noted--that, except for the case of tobacco 6mote, which worb to increasethe elfect of ionizing radiation in producing cancers of Lhe Iurgs ofpersons under some conditions, it was unable [o establish for persons anyclear interaction between ionizing radiation and other potentiaily harmfuiagents which would result in a suostantial change in ti^re estimates of the
chanees of harmful effects of radiation exposure occurring in significantsections of the population.

For somatic effects of ionizing radiation, a distinction must be made
between those whieh, on the one hand, are harmful bmause of the danagecaused to the way in which an organ or tissue functions and those whichare onry minor changes in the structure of celrs and, as sueh, may not beharmful. Possible stochast.ic efFects of ionizing radiations includemainly the production, after many years, of cancers of most organs and
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tiesues and the induction of herediLary abnormalities in the first and
subseqrent generations of the living things. llith respect to possible
production of these kinde of harmful effects, the radiatron doseg to be
determined for the assessment of the chances of them occurring are, for
cancersr the doses to particular organs or tissues and, for hereditary
abnormalities, the doses to the gonads (testes and ovaries) of
parents-to-bo. Because it is assumed that there is no threshold dose for
theae kinds of harmful effects, it follows that chances of them oecurring
exist for J.iving things because of the inevitable exposure to naturel
radiation in the environment. It also follows that the chances will be
higher for living things exposed to the levels of natural radietion higher
than the world average which occur in many locations.

4.] POSSIBLE OCCIJRRENCE OF HARMFII- EFFECTS IN PERSONS EXPOSED TO IONIZING
RADI

The poesible harmful effecte in pereons expoeed to ionizing radiatlone c8n
be considared under two headings. There are those effecLs for vr'frich the
severitv depends on the size of radiation dosee to particular organs or
tiseuesr each effect having a threshold dose below which it will not
occur. These effects Bs a group are called non-stochastic effeeta. Thsn
there are thoee for wfrich bhe clEtsee of tFEii--tffi6F'ce depend on the
size of the radiation doee to- a particular orgen or tisgue and for nfrich
it is aesumedr in radiation protection practicer oo threshold doae for
their occurrence exista. These are callad etochagtic effecte.

4.1.L Non-Stochestie Effact,s

Non-stochastic effecte of expoaure to ionizing radiations may oceur in
many organg and tissuea if the threshold doseg for the effects ere
exceeded in thos€ organs and tiesues. Examples of harmful non-stochestic
eflects uftich are known to follow expoauf,e of persone to ionizing
radiationg are opacitiee in the lenE of the eye (cataract) I Dofl-canceroua
effects in orgsns aueh aa the thyroid, the production of temporary or
permanent eterility following radietion doees to the teates of men or to
the ovaries of rromsn, and changae in the pattern of developrnent of an
embryo expoeed to ionizing radiation in the very earry stagea of a
pregnancy. A safe radiation dose for those kinds of harmful effecta vrould
be below the threshold dosee For their occurrence in persons. Such doees
would be given in sievert (see Chapter I and the Glossary of ferme).

In addition to the above non-stochastic effects wfrich, for persons, have
moderate threshold doses for the different organs and tisauea, thete are
the effects which are known to occur in persons after high radiation doees
received in a shor! time to the whole of their bodiee or to a large part
of them. The symptoms of these efFecte are oft,en described as rediation
sicl.ness becauge, if the radiation dosee are sufficiently high-tolm
ffidi-booy, or to a large part. of it, and are received in a Enoit time,
nausea ' votniting r diarrhoea and loss of appetite ( gaetrointeatlnsl
syrnptoms) may occur within a ehort time after the radiation expoaure (a
few hours or days). The severity of these symptoms, and the epeed with
which they appear, depends on the size of the radiation dose. After
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extremery lrigh doses to the wt-role body, or to a large part of it, receivedi-n a short timer persons may die in a few hours or days due mainry toeffects of the radiation exposure on their central nr""ou" system (brainand spinal cord). when the radiation doses are not so high as to causealmost immediate death, the gastrointestinal symptoms and associatedcomplications may cause death rritnin I or 2 weeks. In persons irradiabedto this level of dose, and to somewhat lower doses, and wtro survive theeffects of gastrointestinal symptoms for a week or two, other effectsaPpear' particularly those involving the bl.md cells and blood-formingorgans and tissues. These Latter eFFects may cause the death of some ofthe persons three lo six weeks or more after the radiation exposure. AtIower doses stillr.?r] the exposed persons will survive tlre early effectsproduced by the radiation doses they received. They will, however, haveincreased chances of death occurring, after a nunber of years, due tocancer of different organs and tisJues, and they may deveiop some of thenon-stochastic effects if the thresholi doses for them are exceeded, Thesizes of the radiation doses in sievert which cause radiation sickness atits various leve1s of severity in persons are fairly well known from
il*::"__o|.._p:""ons exposed to radiation from the atomic oornb explosions\r'nose on Eno Japenese cities Ln 1945 and a tegt at Bikini Atoll in 1954),ol tP few persons accidentally exposed in their work to such doses, andof patients treated with ionizing radiations for various illnessee. Inconsiderilg the possible occurrence of radiation sickness at its variouslevels of severity, .it is important to remember that the high radiationdoses must be received in a short time. If the same size doses arereceived as a total over a- long time, either continuously at row doserates or as the result of a nimber oi separate exposurea, the radiationsiclness symptoms would be most unlibly tb occur.

4.3.2 Stochastic Effects

For stochastic effects, for which it is assumed no threshold doses exrst,the higher the radiation doseg the greaiu"-itr"- chances oF harmful effectsoccurring and, conv_ersely, the loier lhe aosE f"""'tn" chances ofthem' For these effects it is aecepted in radiation protection practicethat the chances of the harmful efFects occurring change directly with thesize of the radiation doses to particular organa and tissues dorrn to nodose ' The effects involved here """ "*."rs in the person exposed toionizing radiations and hereditary defects in the irunediate chirdren, andsubsequent generati.ons, born of the exposed persons.

Present scientific--krowledge enables risk factors to be carculated forthese stochastic effects. ihese ractor-!Tiffin;;.;-";-; particurarharmful effect per unit of radiation dose, for example as I chance in I00per sievert of radiation dose to the organ'or tissue involved. The chanceof an effeet occurring in a person under particular radiation expoaurecircunstances can.be.obtained by multiplying [n" appropriabe risk factorby the actual radiation dose to tne organ oi tissue. For exampre, if aperson received a radiation dose of one-thousandth of a sievert to anorgan for wtrich the risk factor for radiagiol-proauced cancer was I in 100per sievert, the chanee of that person developing csncer of the organ asthe result of the radiation exposure would be I in 1001000. Taking into
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account the way rn nhich the risk factors currentl y used wrth respect to
the radiation exposure of persons have been arrived at, they are lrkeiy to
over- rather than underestimate the uhances of harmful effects in persons
when their radiation doses are small and received at Iow dose rates. Ihis
wiII be the case in most exposures bo environmental ionizing radiation.
Thus the use of the risk factors gives an upper level of risk of
particular harmful stochastic effeets in persons,

The above use of the risk factors does not indicate that a particular
person exposed to ionizing radiation, after a known dose of environmental
radiation, will, because of that dose, develop cancer or be tha parent of
a child with a hereditary defect. It will simply give the chance oF the
effect occurring. Risk factors of the type deacribed can also be used to
estimate the total number oF harmful stochastic effects which may oecur in
a large grouplJ-peraons who have received, or will receive over a period
of timer a radiation dose of a particular size. The estimate of the Lotal
number of casee of a particular harmful effect in the group of pereonE-ffi
be made by use of an appropriate risk factor and the total radietion dose
already received, or to be received, by all persons in the group (the
collective radiation dose of the group).

In making uste of these risk factors there are other considerations.
First, if a threshold dose should exist for one or other of the stochastic
effectar Do harmful effects will occur unless tfre threshold dose is
exeeeded. Secondr there is the delay in time for harmful Etocheetic
effects to appear, a delay which, for most of the effects, is measured in
years. The chance of a person exposed to ionizing radiation developing a
harmful effect in a particular organ or tissue will depend not only on the
size of the radiation doee and the reLevant risk factor but also on the
subsequent length of the naturel life of the pereon. Thus for a given
radiation doee to an orgen or tissue, eencer, for example, is leea likely
to result in pereons expoeed wfren approaching the end of their normd Iife
span than in pereona expoeed to the same radiation dose at a younger aga.
A third consideration in the use of the riek feetore is thet thoae in
current use have, in moat casea, been obtained by uaing information on
Petsons or living thinga exposed to high rEdiation doses rec€ived in e
short timer that isr at high doee rates. When low radiation doeee at lor
doee rates are received by pergona (aE is likely to ba the cage in most
exposuDes of peraona to ionizing radietion in their general living
envirorment), the riEk factors may coneiderably overestimats the chancei
of harmful effecte, Further, where risk factore have been celculEtad on
the beeis of sffecte obeerved only in living thinge other than paraons,
there ia uncertainty as to the comectness of t,he u8a of thoae rigk
factors for pereons. As a final conaideration it is neceaEary to recall
that if harmful stochaetic effects are produced by radiation expoeure
without a threshold doee, the risk factors will apply to radiation doeeg
received by a1l peraons from natural radiation. That expoeure HiIl have a
chance of producing radiation induced cancers and hereditary
abnormalities. Ifr in a particular location or for particular reesone,
peraona are expoeed to higher than the average natural radiation dosas for
the worldr they will have an increased chance of harmful stochagtic
efFects because of the higher natural rediation doees.
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rhe International commission on Radi.ological protection, the unitedNations scientific committee on the EffectJ of Atomic Radiaiion, a ntmberof nationar authorities, and various individual scientists have calcuratedrisk factors for harmful stochastic effeets of exposure to ionizingradiation' It is the usual practice to give the risk factors as thechances of death 
. oceurring in the long- term due to cancers caused byradiation o6F to partiiular organs or tissues of persons and as thechances of substantial hereditary defects occurring in live-borndescendants of parents expoeed to ridiation doses.

4.r.t Dose Limits

rcRP (1977) recqtmends dose limits For the protection of persons againatpossible harmfur.effects of exposure to the various sources of ionizingradiation' Two different sets of dose limits """ """*mended. one is forpersons exposed to ionizing radiation in their work and th€ other forpersons as members of the public. It is only the ratter set of doseIimits that is considered i-rere.

The dose limits recommended by ICRP for persons as members of the publicare based on (1) tne commission's ruvie;-;i-;;""ent knowledge on posaibleharmful effecte to persons of exposure to ionizing radiation, as discussedearlier in the chapt.er, and '(2) the ;d;;ciation that persons in theireveryday rives are exposed to a nurnber 'of poesible harmfur effects totheir health and werl-lging from a variety of other causas, and thatexposure to ionizing radiation is another hazard of riving-rni"n personscould be expected to accept, provided the chances of harmful eFfects fromthe exposure are. not out oi proportion to the other hazards of rife nrfrichthey accept without apparent concern. The ICRP (it7ti;;- lointed out:'rRadiation risks Te a very minor fraction of the totar number ofenvironmental hazards to rr'tricrr members of the public are exposedr'. Theannual dose limits recornmended by ICRP ror persons as membere oF thepubJ'ic €[e (1) tlg"g nfrich, iF recei;;J tnrougnout a lifetime, are snalrenough to ensure that harmiur non-stoch""ii"- rediation effects (thosewl'tich require a. threehold doae to be exceeded for lheir occurrence) willnot arise' and (2) those. which, if received- throughout a lifetime, are
T3u enough to ensure that the chances of harmful. stochastic effecte(those for wl^rich the chanees of occurr"n"e 

"nange 
directly wibh the revelof radiation dose and with the assunption of no threshord dose) are notgreater than the chances of similar effects occurring due to other caus'sand being accepted as part of normal livint

For non-stochastic radiation effects for pereona as members of the public,IcRP=E;6;m-a-do"" iiril oi"so murisievert per year. This rimit isone-tenth of the limit for non-stochastic effects recommended by ICRp forpersons exposed to. ionizing radiation in their work. The lower dose limitfor persons as members.or lne public tabs accor,nt of the longer bime theymay be exposed tg.ionizing rabiation tnroughoui tr,"i" rives i16en cmparedwith the shorter-time pers6ns wilr o" 
"tposJJ-lo tn""e radiations in theirworking lives. Even if persons as members oF the pubric were exposed .pto the recsnnended dose limit each year for the r,trbte of thair rives, they
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would not be expected to deveLop any of the harmful non-stochastic effecte
which may occur at low or intermediate radiation doses above the threshold
doses. Further, the annual dose limit for non-stochastic effects is so
low that, even with a lifetime exposure at that level, radiation sickness
and its associatad health conplications would not occur.

For harmful stochastic radiation effecbs, the dose limit recomarended by
ICRP for perE6l-iG-m--anbers of the public is 5 millrsievect per year foi
uniform ufrole-body exposure. This limit is one-tenth oF the dose limit
for stochastic effects in pereons exposed to ionizing radiation in their
work and is about 5 times greater than the effective dose eglivalent
received eaeh year by persons in the South Pacific Region from natural
radiation (see Chapter 5).

Important features of the dose limits recsnmended by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection for peraons as members of the public
include (1) the dose limits being applied to the total of the doses froc
external and internal exposure during the year; (2) taking account of
expoaure to all aources of ionizing radiation except normal natural
radiation and expoeure to ionizing radiation received by persons as
patients; (J) the acceptance of national (and regional) responsibility for
ensuring that all the relevant sourcea of radiation expoaure are tabn
into account in assessing radiation doses to pereons as members of the
public for comparison with the recommended annuaJ. dose limits; and (4) the
national (and regional) authorities kaeping under revrer the separate
contributions made by the various aources of exposure so that none of then
mabs an unjustified cont,ribution to the total dose received by peraons ag
menbers of the public. These features suggest bo the Technical Group
that, if the recommendation made above in section 4.1 with respect to
radiation control legislation, based on the recommendations of the ICRP,
is adopted, the legislation should inelude radiation doae limite for
peraons as members of the public. In lhe preparation of such legislation,
consideration might be given to setting an upper linit for the
contribution which any one €lource of ionizing radiation might be permitted
to ma|c to persons as members of the public. Dose limita adopted in zuch
legislation would provide a basis against wfiich radiation dosee to persona
in the Region could be monitored and poesible harmful effecte of t,he doaes
asgesged.

4,1.4 Fears and Anxieties

In the above discuesion of the possible harmful effects on p€rsons exposed
to ionizing radiabions, no mention wae made of the feare and anxietiee
whtich often accompany actual or potential exposure Lo thoae radiations.
Itlore then twenty years ago an Expert Committee on Radiation of the Horld
Health 0rganization (l{H0, 1962) recognized this problem wfren it wroteirrThe spectacular manner in rrrtrich atomic energy was brought to public
notice (the atomic bombing of two Japanese cities), as well as subaequent
developments in this field, heve resulted in worldwide reactions of fear
and anxiety greater than have been associated with any other important
technological advance." lthereas the possible coneeguences to the phyeical
health of persons of frnown doses of ionizing radiation can-nor 6e
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estimated with an increasing. degree of confidence, the poseibreconsequences to the mental treattn oF persons through itteir- feers andanxietiee of exposur-E6-ionizing radiation are much more difficult toaasesa in teros of idsrtifiable haim.
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TJHAPTER 5

EXPOSMES TO l{,|TtnAL IONIZII{G RADIATTTN

5. I INIRODUCTION

Natural sourees of ionizrng rad:.atj,on have been present in Lhe cnvironmentsince the beginning of tie earth's nistory.-'r-iuing things on earth haveevoLved whire receiving radiation doses from bhose sources, the doses notchanging greatJ'y in tiat time. aarrint-'a-nuclear'*"" o, major nuclearreactor accidents, natural sources are rikery arways ro be the mainenvironmenta'L contributor to radiation doses to persons. In this chapterthe doses from natural sources are reviewed for the majority of the worldpopulation which lives in what are described as ,,noimar,, or ,,average,,naturar radiation regions. The review is based, in the main, on the mostrecent report of the LJnited Nations scientific committee on the Effects ofAtomic Radiation (UNSOEAR , rgl2). changes in natural radiation doses Fromone region to another and fluctuatiois in the doses within a region arediscussed. Finally, estimates 
. made by the Technical Group of the naturalradiation doses to-persons in the south paciric Region are given.

Throughout this Chapter, the emphasis is on radiation doses rather lhan onconcentrations of naturally occurring radionuerides in the environment.However, some information on such concentrations is given to show whydifferences occur in the natural radiation Jo""" between the average forthe world population and for the popuration in the south pacific Region.

Estimates of natural radiation doses to which alJ. persons are rnevitabryexposed throughout their -Lives are important because they are a valuable
T"":Yl? against which radiaLion doses to the same persons trom man-made(artificial) sources of ionizing radiation can usefurly be compared. Itis noted here that the differenies in Lhe natural radiation doses from onegroup of persons to another, even in^a smali population, are often greaterthan the annual doses they recei-ve from a number of arLificial sources ofexposure to ionizing radiation. These comparisons nerp a;-;i"" a betterappreeiation of the possible harmful efflcts of exposure of persons toartificiar sources of. ionizing radiation. Ihe use of estimates of naturalradiation dose in -th1: way. is olly possibre if the risks oi-r"ny of thepotentially harmful effects (specificalJ.y, the stochastic effects) of allionizing radiation are accepted as being directry proportionar to theradiation doses persons receive without '";t-ihresnold (or minimrsn) dosefor the effects to occur. This is the concept accepted by the TechnicarGroup as a basis for the assessment of radiation protection. It is alsonecessary to understand that at low levels of radiation dose, thedifferent sources :f ignlttng radiation, wnether naturar or artificiar,have the same potential foi causing harmful effects. nrtnougn radiationdoses to persons from different sources of ionizing radiation can usefulJ.ybe compared, the same cannot be said of the direct comparison of theeoncentrations of radionuclides in different envirorunental materiaLs andln persons, particurarly iF different radionucLides are involved.
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The estimates of radiation doses are given in annual effective doee
equivalents. As outlined in Chapter ), section 3.8, doses estimated inthis way tab account of the degree of non-uniformity of absorbed
radiation doses in the body and the possible difference in the effects on
cells and tissues of the different types of ionizing radiation which give
rise bo the absorbed dose.

Radiation doses to people from natural sources of radiation exposure are
reeeived continuously from cosmic rays and from naturally oceurring
radionuclides. These sources are described in Clrapter ), section l.I0.l.

5.2 COSMIC RAYS

Cosmic rays wiII continue to be a major source ol radiation doae topersons. UNSCEAR (1982) estimates that, on the average, the eFfective
dose equival.ent to each petson in the world from cosmic rays is about 100
microsievert per year.

The annual effective dose equivalent is not the same throughout the world.
There are r now and then during a year, r.ncreases in the rite the dose is
received on the earth's surface. These increases last for only a short
time (hours) and are due to ehanges in the energy release by the sun(solar flares). The dose rate from cosmic rays also Increases wilh neight
above sea level and changes with latitude, being lower at the equator ind
higher at higher latitudes north and south of the equator. The latitude
changes are small and the annual. effective dose equivalent of ]00
mierosievert for cosmic rays is a reasonable value to take for aII persong
imespective of where they live, exeept for very high artitudes.

5.} NATURALLY OCCLRRING RADIONUCLIDES

There are two kinds of naturally occurring radionuclides: cosmogenic and
primordial radionuclides (Ctrapter ), section l.I0.I),

5.1.I Coemogenic Radionuclides

0nly four of the cosmogenic radionuclides are significant sources of
radiation exposure to living things: tritium, berylrium-7, carbon-l4, and
sodium-Z2 (UNSCEAR' I9BZ). Their characteristics are given in Cfrapter 3,Table )-1. Radiation doses are reeeived by persona from these
radionuclides by internal inadiation through either Pathway 4 or Pathway
5 (Chapter 3, Figure t-t). The tolal annual effective dose equivalent to
peraons throughout the world from these four cosmogenic radionuclides is
15 microsievert (uruSCfRn, D82), most of the annual dose being From
beryllium-7 and carbon-I4. The contribution made by any one of them tothe annual dose does not vary greatly with location of persons throughout
the world.
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5.J.1. I Tritium (hydrogen_l)

About g9 per cent of the tritium produced in the 
- 
air by cosmie raysbeeomes water and.tabs p""i in the normar *afer cycle on earth. Becauselarge amounts oF trit'ium h;u; been introdueed into the environment in thelast forty years.br 1u9]ear explosions in-frrr-"tmospherer t,he activity ofnaturally occurring tritium in-the unui"onrn"nt must be measured by the useof water sampled prior to nuctear t""iinfl"-m" annuar effective doaeequivalent for persons from naturally occurring tritium is estimated to be0'01 microsievert' Any v"ri"tions in the concJntration of natural. tritiumin water wrll not nave." sifniricanu eiie;a;; the totar annuar radiationdoses from the cosmogenic radionuclides.

5.J.1.2 Beryllium-7

The main pathway of beryllium-7 to persons is by_leafy vegerables (pathway5, Figure 14), resulting in 
"n 

annuar intake of about 50 becquerer. Theannual effective dose equivalent is J microsievert.
5.Ll.I Carbon-I4

This cosmogenic radionuclide quickly combines with oxygen in the air toform carbon dioxide and entei" .riuing things. The concentration ofnaturar carbon-l4 in the air has. decreaJed 
"ii6ntrv in the present centurydue to the dilution of the 

"""non dioxide in- tne air by carbon dioxideproduced by the. burning of fossil fuels iio"-'example, coal., oil, andnetural' gas) which d6 not 
"ol!ian. """uonll4. The worrd inventory ofnaturar carbon-r4 is about g.ixtoru ue"quu"ur with a production rate ofabout lxlOr) becquerel p""-yu"" (UTSCERR , Lg77). The annuel effectivedose equivalenL to personi rr6m natural carbon-I4 is 12 microsievert, thehighest annual contribution--i"or 

_ant 
-;;-il" 

cosmogenic radionucrides.This annual doee does not vary significantry from prace to prace.
5.r.I.4 Sodium-22

Ih:. annual production rate and the airsodium-Z2 are very sma1l. Sodiun-ZZ isthrough the tissues of persons. The annuaLnatural sodium-2Z is 0.2 microsieverr.

concentration of coemogenicfairly uniformly distriSuted
effective dose equivalent from

potassium-40, rubidium-97,
series are the important
view of radiation doses to

,.5.2 Primordial Radionuclides

As discussed in Chapter 3,and the uranium-2fg 
"nOprimordial radionuclides

persons.

5.t.2.1 External irradiation

section l.10. I. I,
thorium-2]Z decay

from the point of

Potassium-40
emit garma
persons. In
account of
indoors.

and members of the uranium-zfg and thori un-?iz decay seriesrays and therefore are sources of external radiation toestimating the annuar doses from them it is necessary to talethe contributions rnade while persons are out of doors and
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Table 5-L summarises information on the concentrations in soil of
potassium-40, uranium-2)8, and thoriun-Z3? and on the annual absorbed dose
rates in air from them out oF doors. UNSCEAR (1982), in its estimate of
the contribution these rsdionuclides make to the external dose to persons
Iiving in normal areas, used a value of ;.8x10-4 gray per year for the
absorbed doae rate in air.

Table 5-l shows that the measured concentrations of the radionuclides
differ widely. These differences in concentration are due to the
different types of soil and rock over which the measurements were made.
In section 5.4, this type of difference will be discussed further, because
it accounts for sone reduction in the estimated annual dose from natural
radiation to pereons living in the South Paciflic Region.

To estimate the annual effective dose equivalents to persons from external
irradiation by primordial radionuclides, account has to be taken of the
effect of the buildings in which they live and work. The absorbed dose
rates in buildings made of bricks, concrete and stone are, on the one
hand, increased by the gamma radiation emitted by the primordial
radionuclides in the building maberials themseLves. 0n the other, the
materials shield occupants of the buildings from a part of the gamma

radiation coming from the soiL and rocks outside. In wooden buildings and
in other buildings made of lighlweight material this shielding is
negligible, but the materials themselves do not contribute significantly
to the radiation dose of those in them. UNSCEAR (1982) used a factor of
L.? by which to increase the outside absorbed dose rate from primordial
gamma emitting radionuclides to give, on a world-wide basis, the absorbed
dose rate in buildings. There is also a need to take account of the time
persona spend each year in end out of doors. For the estimate of the
annual effective dose equivalent from natural radiation, it is assumed
that worldwide, on the average, peraona spend about one-fifth of their
time out of doors and four-fifths indoors (UNSCEAR, 1982).

The above factors are cl.early not appropriate for many of the people in
the South Pacific Region beeauee of the different types of buildings they
occupy and of their different living and working habits. These
differencea were faken into account by the Technical Group in ibs eEtimate
oF the annual effective doae equivalent to persona in the Region from
natural radiation (section 5.q.

Using all the parameters discuaeed above, the annual effective dose
equivalent, froo extarnal irradiation by primordial redionuclides, to
persons in areas of normal natural radiation have been estimated (UNSCEAR,
L98Z). In total the annual effective dose equivalenb from thig source of
radiation exposure was estimated to be t1O microsievert, with the
contributions by potassium-4O, the uranium-218 series and the thorir.un-Z12
series being respectively 120, 90 and 140 microsievert.
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5.3.2.2 lnternal irradiaLion

Primordiar radionucrides enter. t,he body of persons, sorne by ingestion offood and water, Bome by inhalation, 
"nJ'*or"-[i ootn processes. Once inthe body they will be taken up to diFferent extents by different organsand tiEgues' As-a regult they cause radiation doees to organs and tissues(Pathways 4 and 5, Figure t-u.

(a) Potaesium-40. Potasgium is an essential element in the functioningall-body [i""u"". Dilferent body tiseues heve differentconcentrations of potassium. As the cerls of the uoay tissuea uae uppotassium, it. is repJ.aced from dietary int"l,*, and the concentrationoF bhe element in different bissues is maintained. Ihe total emountof potassium per unit of body weight is conetant. For exampler Brladult mare has about 2 grams ofl -potassium 
-per kirogram oF bodyweighf' AIl potassium -contains a "rirr fixed percintage of theprimordial radionuelide potassium-A0. The annual eFfective doseequivalent -fq'f persons is estimated to be 180 microsievert forpotassium-4o (uNscEAR,1982). Becauge of lhe way in which the eLementpotaesium is used in the body, the total amount of it in the tissuesof peraons, and thereFore the amount_oi pgtassium-40, is not changedby increased intab of the element. tnerliore, ttrc ;6o;; estimate ofannual effective lose equivalent wirr be the same for persons,throughout 

. the world, irrespective oF their location or dietary andIiving habits.

(b) Rubidium-87.. Very little is known about how rubidium is used by theffi-of person". 
- --io*uu"", 

the concentration ol naturalrubidium-87 per unit of body weight is lnown. The annual eFfectivedose equiyargl!--!o persons is estimated to be 5 microsievert forrubidium-87 (UNSCEAR, 1982). As with potassium-4o, fr,is--u"rue willbe the same for all persons bhroughout the world.
(c) Ura?ium-ZfQ.series. In estimating the contributions made by thevarious radionuclides in this "uii"" (Figure 5_l) to the internalradiation doses of persongr it is useflur to consider five sub-series:uranium-2J8 to urbnium-234, thoriun-iiur-raoiu^-izdr-- iaion_zzz topolonium-2l4, and lead-210 to polonium_Zl6.

uranium-2f8 sub-series. uranium-Zfg is babn into the bodythrough food and inhalation. In areas oF normar. naturarradioactivity, the, activity of uranium-zfg taren in annuallythrough food is about 5 'becquerel. The activity intabsthrough the drinking water and the breathing oF dust are, innormal_ areasr very much lower. The annual effective doseequivalent from this sub-series to persons living in areas ofnormal natural radioactivity is about l0 microsievert(UNSCEAR, t9B2).

Thorium-2f0. The intake of Thoriun-zio through inharation isapproximately 0- 0r becquerer per year. There is noinformation on the intake of thorium-21O through food, but

( i)

(ii)
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even if ingested there would onry be a small transfer of it to
body tissues because of the low absorption of thorium from the
gub. The estimated annual effective dose equivalent to
persons in normaf areas of natural radioactivity is 7
microsievert (UNSCEAR, L982),

(iii) Radium 225. Food is the most important route by whieh
radium-226 enters the body, where it is mainly deposited in
bone. In areas ofl normar naturaL radioactivity, the annuer
intake of radium-226 through food is about 15 becquerel,
whereas the annual intake of the radionuclide with dust and
through drinking water drawn from surfaee water is very much
smarler. The concentration of radium-2z5 in water from sme
deep wells and in some mineral waters may be much hj.gher than
in surface waters. The annual effective dose equivalent from
radium-226 to persons riving in areas of normar naturar
radioaetivity and where drinking water does not have
abnormally high radium-Z25 concentrations is estimated to be 7
microsievert (UNSCEAR, f982). In areas where radiun-225 in
soir and in drinklng water is abnormally high, a higl'rer annual
effective dose equivalent for persons living there is to be
expected. Such areas are discussed in section 5.4.t.

(iv) Radon-222 sub-series. Radon-222 is a radioactive gas with a
short half-life. Rocks, soils, and a nunber of other
materials (for example, building materials) contain radium-226
and refease tadon-222 to the air, where it undergoes
radioactive decay to produce its solid daughter products
(Figure 5-I). Many measurements have been made of the
activity of tadon-222 rel.eased into the air from Iand not
covered by permanent ice and from the ocesna. The releaees
over the oceane are only about one percent of thoee from the
Iand. 

'[he 
total activity of radon-?Z? re].eased to the air is

6.ixl9" becquerel per year (Lambert et al., 1982).

Ae the gaeeous radon-222 in the air decays, its radioactive
daught,er products becomo attaehed to the small aeroeols there.
The halF-Iives of the succeesive daughter products
(polonium-ZI8 through polonium-2lA) are sufficiently ehort for
them to reach approximate radioactive equilibrium with the
tadon-222 in the air. As a rggult of thie eq.rilibrium, and
with an annuel release of 5.JxI0" becquerel of radon-Zl? inLo
the air from"fi,he land and the ocesns, s total activity of
about I.9xl0-" becquerel of the three alpha emittere
radon-222, polonium-2l8, and pglonium-Zl4 (Figure 5-l) and a
tot,al activity of about l.JxJ.O" becquerel of the tro beta
emittere lead-Zl4 and bismuth-Zl4 are introduced into the air
each year.

Many meaeurements heve been made of the concentration of
radon-222 in the Low-level air over continents with values
betneen 2 and I becquerel per cubie metre being obtained, a
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mean value being 5. becquerel per cubtc metre (Lamoert et al.,1982). However, when the upward movement oF-Iow-r,eveJ air, ascontrolled by temperature differences, is smalr, there wirr belittle dilution of the radon-zzz in row-rever. air andconcentrations of the radionuclide between 200 and 400beequerer per cubic, metre may be reaehed over continents forseveral hours at a time (Servant, Ig64). 0ver tne oceens, thelower release of radon-222, the dilution of it" 
"on""ntration9v tT mixing of lower- and upper-rever air without theimpediment of temperature-induced effects on the movenent oflow-lever air, and radioactive decay 

"""uif ln much ronereoncentrations than are found over continents. In the south
l?:tli" _Region, the concentration gf maon-ziz in row-reverarr .s' on average, ress than 4xr0-z becqrurel per cubic metre(Lambert et al , r- tiAZ)

Radon-222 and its short-rived daughter prodrrcts attached toaerosols in the air (the radon-222 sib-series) are rnhar.ed andresult in internal exposure of lung tissue iiatnway +, Figuret-r). However, in estimatint the radiation dose to personsfrom this sub-series, it is nJcessary to take into account thehigher concentrations of the radionuclides inside buildings,where much of the worrd's population spends a coneiderableamount of its time. The i-rigner 
"on""ni""trons insidebuildings arise because the air is confined, andconcentrations of radon-zzz ten times higher than in theoutside air are not unusuar. The concentraiion" of radon-zz|and oF its short rived daughter prodtrcts ineide buildings willcrearry be influenced by tf,e efhectiven""" oi-the ventilationof the buildings. In this regard it is worth noting thatair-conditioning units, particirarry those operating asclosed-circuit - systemi, 'do not effectivery ventiratebuildings, and _ therefore, high concentrations of theradionucrides of the radon-?z?-sub-seri"r 

"." maintained inthem. The annuar effective dose equivalent for persons livingin normal areas of natural radioactivity ;; continente isestimated to be about goo microsievert (uruscgnn , rggz). Thelower values for persons who rive in the south pacific Regionwill be discussed in section 5.tt.Z.Z.

Lead-2r0 sub-series. The radioactive daughter products inthis sub-series have. much tonger harf-rives than those of theradon-222 series' The ""ro""i by deposit of the aerosols to
:!i"h .|h". rong?I-1ived oaugnter radionuclides are attachedmabs it impossible for radioactiu" 

"quiti;;i;, to be reachedin air between tadon-zzl and the daughter procrr.rcts read-2rO,bismuth-2lO, and polonium_210.

Many measurements have been made of the concentrations oFlead-2r0 in low-r-ever air over continents, and these are onlyabout 0'01 to 0.02 per cent of tne radon-2zz concentrations.Over oceans, the rerative read-ZJ0 concentra[ions are higher
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at about 0.1 per cent oF the radon-222 concentration, but the
absolute concentrations of lead-2l0 over the oceans are much
lower than over bhe continents (Lambert et aI., l9g2). Theratio of bismuth-Z10 to lead-210 concentrations in most
row-level air is about one-harf. However the ratio of
polonium-Z1.0 to lead-210 concentrations is much more variable,
ranging from 0.07 to 0.5, a value of 0.r being most cmmonly
accepted. The polonium-2l0 to lead-Zl0 ratio is complicated
by the natural sources of polonium-2lO in the air other than
those due directly to the uranium-2]8 series of radionuelidesin the immediate area. Firstly, polonium-2I0 reaches the airfrom the surface of the oceans, where it. is concentrated by
plankt.on (Turekian et al., I97q. Secondly, active volcanoes
could be responsible for more than half of the polonium-21g inthe atmosphere (Lambert et a1., L9l9i l9g2). The ratio of
polonium-2l0 to lead-210 concentration is, on the average,
about 0.4 in oceanie regions downwind from active volcanoes.
Thus there are many instances where the polonium-Z|g to
lead-2rO ratio is higfnr than expected in terms of the
environmental concentrations of lead-210 arising directly fromthe decay of the radionuclides of the uranium-Zf8 geries in
the irmediate environment.

The radionucrides lead-210, bismuth-210, and poronium-210
enter the body mainly through food, and once there they, toall intents and purpoaes, reach radioactive eguilibrium. The
annuaL effective dose equivarent to persons due to the
lead-210 sub-series is estimated to be Il0 microsievert
(uNscEAR, 1982). This dose wourd be higher for cigarette
smobre because of an increased intake of lead-210 and
polonium-Zl0 by rnhalation of tobacco smoke. Ihe additional
intab of those radionuclides due to smoking reads to
increaeed concentrationg of lead-210 and polonium-210 invarious organs , particularl y in the I*g , where the
concentrations exceedr on the average, lhe levels fowrd in
non-smo&ers by about I.5 times for leed-210 and three tineafor polonium-2l0. Insufficient inforrnation is available on
smoking habits to enable an estimate to be made now of the
additional radiation dose bo those who snoke cigarattes.
l'lowever, recognising the concern expressed about the levels of
rediation doees to persons frorn the varioue man-made sourcesof ionizing radiation, it is hoped that further scientific
investigations will permit such an estimate so that snokers
can assese any additional radiation hazard to bheir health.

(d) Thorium-ZJ2 series. Thorium-Z5? is the parent of a series of trelve
nuerides, oF which eleven are radioactive (Figure s-z). The
thorium-212 and the uranium-Zf8 series are similar in that theycontain nuclides of the same elements (radium, radon, bismuth, ani
polonium) and a large proportion of radionuclides which give outalpha radiation in their decay. The main difference is that
thorium-212 is the only long-lived radionuclide in its series. Lib
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the uranium-2}8 _ series, we estimate bhe contribution of theradionuclides of the thoriun-zJ| seri.es to the radiation dose. Inthis case, we consider three sub-series: thorium-z)z, radium-22g toradium-Z24, and radon-z?o to tharrium-z08/p;r;; iun.'ztz.
(i) Thorium-2f2. The main source of uptab of thorium-2-]Z intothe body is from dust inharation, tr," annuar. intare beingabout 0.01 oecquerer. As in the case of thoriun-z)0r= rittlethorium-zl2 taken in through food enters body tissues becauseof_the poor absorption oF thorium from the gut. The annualeffective dose equivarent from thor iun-?J2 to persons rivingin normal areas of naturar radioactivity is estimated to beabout J microsievert.

(ii) Radium-Zz8 sub-series. The annual intake of redium_zzgthrough food is about 1500 times bhe annual intake tnroutn tneinhalation of dust. The sub-series incrudes the arpharadiation emitters bhorium-22g and radium-224, and theseradionuclides are the main contributors in this sub-series tothe radiation doses to persons, rhe annual effective doseequivarent from this sub-series is estimated to be r5microsievert in areas of normar. natural radioactivity, Thereare areas in the worId, notably in Keral.a, Iniia, andAraxa-Tapira, Brazir, where the annuar intab of radium-z2gthrough l?oo- is very much higher than in normar. areas.co*espondingry higher annuar dos6s are received by the locarpopulations.

(iii) Radon-220 sub-series. This sub-series is the biggestcontributor of the thoriun-zJ| series as a whore to radiationdoses t'o persons living in areas of normel naturelradioactivity. However, th; activity concentration in air ofradon-220 e ? radioactive gas ,itn an extremery ehorthalf-life, is about one-tentn t6 one-hundredth of the activityconcentration of radon-222, a member of the uranium_2]gseries. As with tadon-zi2 it is the concentration oFradon-220 inside buildings which determines the radiation cloeeto persons from the inhalation of the radioactir" ;;;-;;d iteshort-lived. daughter products. ttere again the ventiration ofbuildings 
. 
is an important factor to be tabn intoconsideralion. It is estimated that lhe annual effective doseequivalent from the radon-220 sub-series to persons riving innormal areas of natural radioactivity is r70 microsievert(uNscEAR' LgBz). This dose is more rikely to be received bypersons wfro live on continents. The dose For persons tivingin the South pacific Region is likety to be lower for reaeonssimilar to thoae outrined for the radon-2zz sub-series of theuranium-ZJ8 series (see section 5 .4.2.2).
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5.1.t Summary of Annual Effeet,ive Dose Equivalents

Table 5-2 summarizes the estimates oF annual. effective dose equivalents
from natural radiation to the majority of the world population which livesin regions of normal natural radiation levels. The total estimatect annual
effective dose equivalent is 2000 mierosievert.

5.4 EXPOSURES TO NATURAL RADIATION IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

5.4.L Averaqe Dos.eg in the Region

In the eourse oF its review of the annual effective dose equivalents
summarised in Table 5-2, the Technica.L Group examined, as weII as it could
with the information available, factora which might result in the people
living in the South Pacific Region receiving doses from natural radiation
higher or lovrer than those for the majority of the world population. As areeurt of this examination, the Technical Group estimated, in a
preliminary way, the annual effective dose equivalent for people living in
the Region. There are some uneertainties in bhe estimate, but the Gioupis confident that the annual dose from natural radiation for mosb of the
people living in the Region is much lower, about one-harf, than that for
the majority of the world population J.iving in norme.l. natural radiation
areaa. Ae more scientific information is gathered, the eetimates which
the Group has made may require some revision. The estimatee made by the
Technical Group are summarised in Taole 5-1. In the following paragraphs,
explanationa are given for the differences betweon the eatimates in-Tables
5-2 and 5-5, Reference is made in section 5.4.1 to a few areas in the
region where the dosea received may ba much higher then lhoee given in
Table 5-t. Thege apparent anomalies warrant further Ecientific
inveetigation.

In Table 5-)r it was neceaaary to give maximum and minimun estimatae ofthe annuel effective dose equivalent for Bome naturel soureea ofirradiation. This u,as beeauee of limitatione in the seientific
information available to the Group. Howevsr, in none of these ceees isthe maximun value higher then thet for the correeponding source ofirradiatlon in lable 5-2. With the few exceptions discuaeid in eection
5.4,t, the Technicel Group believes that the maximum values given in TablE
5-l do not undereatimate the annual efFective dose equivalent for the
relevant sourca of imadiation. The minimum estirlates in Table 5-f are
much less than the estimates for the corresponding sources of rrradiationin Table 5-2. An examination of the two tables shows Lhat, for sqne
sources, the eetimatee are the same. In bhis regard the estimate in Table
5-f for the annual effective dose equivalent for external irradiation by
eosmic Days may be slightly overestimated. This dose might have been
given a Lower value because of the low latitude of many of the countrieg.
However, the Teehnical Group decided that it would be better to give a
single contribution from thsb source for the whole South Pacific Region
and thus err in the direetion of an overestimate. The rounded totals forthe maximun and minimum annual effective dose equivalents for naturaL
radiation exPosure in the region suggest that it would be reasonable to
use an estimate of 1000 microsievert (that is, half the total in Table
5-2) as being representative For the region.
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5.4.? Differences Between
l{orldwide-AvETE" Qqses in the South pacific ion and the

5.4-2-l Externar irradiation from primordial radronuclides

An examination of Tables 5-2 and 5-J shows that, while the maximrmestimate in Table 5-f for external irradiation by the different primordialradionuclides is the same as the_, corresponding estimate in Table 5-2, theminimum estimate is much less. The maximur "ni minimun estimates grven rnTable 5-J for external irradiation from primordial radionuclides took intoaccount a number of measuremants of either absorbed dose rates rn air orof the concentrations ol various primordial radionuclides in soil, frornwhich absorbed dose rates in air can be calculated. In addition it r"asnecessary to take account of the effecbs of the materials used toconstruct buildings in the region.

Absorbed dose rates in air due to gamma-emitting radionuclides are clearryinfluenced by the nature of the rslands, whether they are of volcanic orcoral'rine orgin.., Table.5-4 gives values of tne average absorbed doserates in air, both outdoors an9 indoors, in two islands in FrenchPolynesia (Ducousso et af., rg1z). Ia;i]i be seen thst at Tahiti, wherethe island is of voLeanic origin, the absorbed dose rates were very muchhigfrer than at Flao , a coral itott . Reasons for the di f ferences inabsorbed dose rates given in Table 5-4 can be seen frqn measurements ofthe concentrations of potassium-4O, thorium-Zl.z and uranium-zlg made atTahiti (volcanic rock) and Hao (coral).- for-f"hiti, the concentratronswere Br4, 48 and 48 becquere-I. per krrogram, respec[ive1y, while for Haothe corresponding varues were Br, s- ani t: becquerel per kirogram(Ducousso et al., LgBz). It is intere"finq-to note that, whereas themeasured concentrations of potassium- 0 and thor iun-232 in coraJ. at l.laowere only about one-tenth of the concentrations oF those radionucl.ides invorcanic rock at Tahiti, indicaLing thai 
"o""r has Low concentrations ofthose radionuclides, the concentration of uranium-Zlg in coral was aboutone-third of that for the voLcanic rock. The presen"" oi uranium incoral-derived soil is due to the fact that living eorats accunuratenatural uranium from seawater.

Table 5-5 lists.the average concentrat,ions of potassium-40, uranium-2Jgand thoriun'Z3Z in the soil in a number of islands and atolls in the SouthPacific Region together with the caLcu.Lated absorbed dose rates in air.For a number ofl locations the concentrations of one or more of lhe aboveradionuclides were not reported. It is assumed that, in those instances,the concentrations were below the Level of detection of the measurementmethods used. For comparison the concentrations of the same radionuclidesin New Zealand soils and corresponding absorbed dose rates are given in
J"Pl" :-f' Comparable data are given 16r worlo average concentrations inTable 5-r. l{ith. a few exceptions, tne varues in Tabres 5-l and 5-5 aresimilar' The absence of resulis for concentrations of potassium-4g foratorls is because corar does not significantly concentrate potassium fromsea water' The information provided in Tables 5-4 and 5-5 for isl.ands andatorls in the region justifies the use of the maximum estimates for fhe
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annual effective dose equivalent for external irradiation from the various
primordial radionuclides. The minimum estimates for the sourees of
external irradialion tal<e account of the differences between the absorbed
dose rates on an island of volcanic origin and for a coraL atoll (Table
5-4), of the degree of similarity between absorbed dose rateg for smeislands in the region and alsewhere, the generally low concentrations of
potassium-40 and thorium-Z3? in coralline soils, and the trend ln a ntrnoerof countries in the Region to construct more buildings with brick,
concrete or stone.

5.4.2.2 Internal irradiation from primordial radionuclides

Table 5-) gives a maximun estimate of the annual effective dose equivalent
for internal irradiation from the radon-2?2 sub-series of the uraniun-Z]8
series whieh is much Lower than the corresponding estimate in Table 5-2.
The minimum esbimate for this sub-series is only about 1 per cent of the
estimate in Table 5-2. Both the maximun and minimum estimates in Table5't are based on the knowledge that the concentration of radon-222 over
the ocean is very much lower than over the continents and that many of the
population of the region spend much of their trme out of doors and live in
well ventilabed buildings made of wood or other lightweight materials.
The Low maximun and minimum estimaLes for the radon-220 sub-series of the
thorium-Zf2 series result from the consideration of the very low
concentrations of radon-Z?O and ita daughter prodrrcts over the oceans, the
low activities of thoriun-ZJ? in most of the islands and atolls in the
region, andr BS with radon-222 and its daughber products, tne living
habits of many of the population in the region.

5,4.1 Areas *it! unusuaffy Hiqh Le
Souttr P

5.4.t.1 Niue Island

Niue is a small ieolated island, presumably a large vol.canic cona,
completaly covered by an unknown thickness of Limestone in the form of
emerged reefe. Surveys of the radioactivity of I'bw Zealend and South
Pacific island soila (llarsden, L964) showed that samples frm Niue gsve
very high values. Other measurements showed that the alpha activity ras
due largely to thorium-2]O and radium-226 out of equilibrium with the
parent uranium-218 (Fieldes et al., 1950). Except on the coral reef whichfringes the islgnd, the average absorbed dose rate due to ganrna"radiation
is about 40x10-* gray per year and in eome praces about z50xl0a gray per
year.r, Correeponding valuee in some otlTer Locations rn the reqion are at4xr0-* gray per year at samoa, zxrO-q gray per year at Tongal z.5xro-agray per year at Fiji, and 17.5xr0-- gray per year at Brack Rock,
Rarotonga.

Food grown in Niue soir, particularly taro, showed a high uptale of
radioactiviLy. Two varieties gave 2) becquerel per gram of ash of which
more than ninety per cent was due to radium-226. It has been estimated
that the people in a few villages who get appreciable amounts of food fron
the particular radioactive areas on the island vrould tale in about 20
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becquerel per day of alpha activity and the average pergon on the islandabout 4 becquerel per day. These values are large compared with the dailyintake of.alpha activity in a typical western European diet. lmproveiroads and housing have reduced both the intalc of iadionuclidee bi theinhalation of dust and the indoor radon concentrations. Changes indietary habits, including.the use oF New Zealand powdered mrlk, have alsoreduced the intake of radionuclides,

The-origin of the.unusyg]]y high amounts of natural radioactivity in thesoils of Niue is stilt'unc16ar. Precipitation of radionuclides from
seawater in the geologic past (Fierdes et al., 1950) or suppry ofradionuclides by hydrothermar transport (schofieio, Lg67) have beensuggested as possibilities.

5.4.1.2 Guam

A- report by Nelson (L979a), from which results of measurements havealready been used in compiling Table 5-5, includes data which show amarked difference in the average activity concantrations of uranium-Zl5(hence, uranium-Ztg) end thoriun-ill for northern and southern Gu8m. Noactivity concentration for potassium-4O is recorded for either location.
The activity concentrations of uranium and thorium in soil suooest thatthe absorbed dose rete of gamma radiation may be as high as abouf-ffsxiO:4
!I!.I.p?D,Y!f,r at the sampling locetions in northern Guam cornpared withaoout 4xru-'r gDay Per year in southern Guam. The value for northern Guam

^is conpareble in magnitude to the value measured at Niue. The Technical
Group does not know . of any action tabn to verify the high values innorthern Guam, which, except for Niue, is out of charicter wi[n the lnown
-l'ow levels of natural radioactivity in the South Pacific Region. TheTechnical Group reeqnmends that if fotiow-up investigations have not beenundertaksn they should be put into effect at an earri date.
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AVERAGE CONCENTRATION OF
IN SOIL AND ABSORBED DOSE

IABLE 5-I

P0TASSIUH-4o, URANIUM-z18
RATE IN AIR 1 M ABOVE THE

AND THORIIJM-2]2
GROUND SIJRFACE

Radionuclide
or

Deeay SerieE

Average Concentrafion
in SoiI {a)(Bq ks-])

AbEorbed Dose
Rate i4 Arr (p)

l0-i GY Y-r

4ox

2r8u (o)

2l2rn (u)

r70 (100-700)

25 (10-50)

25 (7-50)

l,4 (0. 4-2.6)

0.9 (0.4-r.g)

1.5 (0.4-2.9)

(a)
(b)

Ihe typieal range ie given
tn raclioactive eguilibrium
Source: tl.lSCEAR (l9BZ)

within brackpte.
with sll the decay products.
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TAELE 5-2

ESTIMATED ANMJAL EFFECTIVE DOSE Eq.JIVALENTS TO A PERSI}N
FROI,I NATURAL SOURCES IN AREAS OF NORHAL BACKGROUND

Source of irradiation
Annual effactive doee eqrivalent (uSv)

ExLernal lnternal
irradiation irradiation Total

cttsl,tlc RAYS

COSM(EENIC RADIOM'CLIDES

PRIMORDIAL RADIONUCLIDES

40K

87Ru

258u 
"""i""

,00 ,00

t5

100

5

l5

180

5

120

90

l0

7

7

800

tt0

1044

526,l:]] 

,40

2f8u_+ ZtLu

2I0i6

226Ra

222Rn1 44po

2t0Po2I0P,b_+

LtzTh geriee

?tz]rr-

228Ra+ 224Ra

220Rn_) 208T1

T0TAL (rounded) 650

Source: tt{SCEAn (f9SZ), Annex B, p. IOZ

Lr40 2000
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TABLE 5.'
EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENTS
SOURCES JN THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

Annual Effective Dose Equivalent (uSv)

Source of
Irradiation

External
IrradiaLion

Max. Min.

Internal
Irradiation

l"lax. Min.

Iotal

Max. Min.

Cosmic Rays

Cosmogenic
Radionuclides

r00

15

Primordial
[6dionuclides
87lu I20 10

1i3,y"ria;

ii1t;S=rifig

l0
7
7

100 t0
rr0 ] 

'44

iiiii:'ili_"1
ttoRn-) zoett-J

I
I

J
2L6 

'L

Total (Rounded) 5t0 ,80 rI80 770
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IABLE 5-4

AVERAGE ABSORBED DOSE RATE IN AIR AI I M ABOVE
GROIf\D SURFACE DUE TO PRIF{ORDIAL RADIONUCLIDES

Soil Location of Average Absorbed DoeeIsland/Atoll Type Messurement Rate,in Air.
(to-4 cy y-r)

Tahiti Volcanic 0utdoors

lndoors

Hao Coralline Outdoors

Indoore

2.2

2.7

0.5

0.7

Source: Dr.rcousgo et al. (f982)
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IAELE 5.5

AVERAGE CONCENIRATION OF PBIHORDIAL RAOIONTJCLIO€s INSOIL IN SOIJIH PACIFIC REGION ANO CALCII..AIED A8S{N8EI)
OOSE RAIE IN AIR 1 11 ASOVE GROIfiD SInFACE

Location REdionuclidc
or

Deeay Serice

Avcrage
ConcentreLion

in SoiI,
(BC ks-')(a)

Absorb"d Doss
Rata in Air

lo4 cy ,-I

RersrfB

l.lajuro 0.1
I.0

r.l
'i8il

26
27

<8
22
t7

<8
z7
23

CorsllrrE Soil
Ref. Greenhouac

ttSij**"'Iota.l.:

Iotal :

ToLal :

< 0.0t
0.8
2.1
2.9

Yolcqnic Soil.
Ref. as above

-

P"I"u
'Th 16 O.g Raf. lblsn

2.t

L.Z (1979a).

Vol.cenic Soil
Ref. as Ebove

Worrnej Ie.
fotje Atoll

25(r0) Coralline Soil
Ref. t&lson
( r97eb)

llotje Is.,
lfotje ALolt

27 (4) Corallirrc Soil
Ref. ee above

Ailuk Is.,
Ailuk Atoll 27 (rt) Corallins Soil

Ref. ae abovc

Bigen Is.
Ailuk Atoll

lo(t) Corallirp Soil
Ref. aa $ova

tltirik
Atoll

ztSu ,7 (6) 1.4 Coralline Soil
Ref. ss sbovs

Chrietnss Is. 28(4) Coralline Soil
Ref. fblsr
(re77 )

(e) tlunber of samples rs given rn parenthesea.

40
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TAELE 5-6

C0NCENTRAII0N 0F P0TASSIUM-40' tnANlur,t-zt8 AND
THORITJ}.I-2'2 IN NETil ZEALAND SOILS AI.ID AESOREED
OOSE RAIE IN AIR 1 I,I ABOVE ITIE GROTJND SURFACE

Radionucride corrcentratiog in soil Averaga Abaorbcd DoaeoD (Bq tq-^) nati in Air
DEcay Seriee Maximrm Average l0{ Gy y-r

40x 1000

63

,50

23

30

1.6

T,2

2.2

218u (")
2]2rn (e) 100

(a) In radioactiva eq.rilibrirn with aII thc decay prodcts.
Sourcer l,lational Radiation Laboretory (L974).
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Figure 5-2. Thorium-2t? deeay Beries. Source: UNSCEAR (f9SZ), p. 96.
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CHAPTER o

ENVIRTITO{ENTAL RADIATION FROI NtJCLEAff EXPI.OSIONS

5.I PRODUCTION OF ARIIFICIAL RADIONUCLIDES

Uf man's activities, the two almost exclusively responsrbJ.e for the
introduction into the environment of artificial radionuclides are
atmospheric nuclear explosions and nuclear electric power production.
Very little direct information is available about nuclear explosions
because of their military nature. Nevertheless, they can be detected at a
great distance by the earth tremors, atmospheric pressure waves, and
radioactive clouds that they cause. The data published on this subject
are uneertain, however. Compilations of data are given in US Weather
Bureau (f954), Zander and Araskog (1977), UNSCEAR (1982; see also Table
5-I, this Chapter), and Perkins and Thomas (1980).

With respect to atmospheric explosions only, three main periods are Lo be
considered. Between L945 and 1960, the USA, USSR, UK and France among
them carried out 27? explosions, most of them low- or medium- Pobrerr but
also including some high-yield thermonuclear (fusion) testsr sUCh as the
Mib and Bravo tests conducted by the USA on Enewetak and Bikini. Between
August 196I and December L962, following a short moratorium obserbed by
the USA and USSR, those two countries conducted a total of L27 exploeionst
including many high yield tests, the frequency of which exceeded aII
preeeding onea. AJ.so, one low-power explosion was made by France during
this period. Between 1964 and 1980, sixty-three low- or medium-power
explosions h,ere carried out by the Peoplest Republic of Chrna and by
France. In addition, nunerous underground explosions were effected at the
botLom oF shafts, which introduced into the atmosphere little or no
radioactive material.

All USA, USSR, and Peoplesr Republic of China tests were carried oul rn
the Northern Hemisphere, As regards more particularly the atmosphere of
the Southern Hemisphere, twelve Iow-power expJ.osions were carried out by
the UK between I95? snd 1957 in Australia; forty-one low-power or
medium-power explosions were attributed to France bebween 1966 and I974 in
the Tuamotue, principally on the ato.ll of Mururoa. Mention should be made
finally of nine British axplosions made between ]957 and I95B and 15 USA

explosions made in 1952, mostly of medium power, all at the American test
site on the Christmae Islands, which are situaled at 20 N in the middle of
the Pacific. The clouds from these tests often drrfted to the Southern
Hemisphere.

Table 5-l lists the estimated yielde of atmospheric nuclear tests from
L945 to 1980. The listing does not include underground nuclear tegts,
whieh do not normally release radioactive maLerial to the envirorvnent or
cauae exposure to the public (but see Chapter 9 for further discussion).
The production oF fission nuclides is proportional to the fission yield of
the tests, whereas the production of nuclides formed by neutron
activation, such as tritium and carbon-I4, can be assumed to be
proportional to the fusion yield.

I4
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Unlike an explosion, a nuclear reactor is designed to prevent pollution of
the environment as much as possible, which explains the fact that nuclear
explosions are responsible for almost all the artificial radioactive
nuclides that have been introduced into the environment. Chapter t
explains fission and fusion processes in nuclear reactors and in nuclear
and thermonuclear devices. It should also be remembered that, with one or
two exceptionsr all nuelear reactors are situated in the Northern
Hemisphere (see Figure g-5); it wiII be seen, however, that their effects
cannot be entirely ignored in the Southern Hemisphere.

6.2 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT

Table ]-1 (Chapter 3) gives a non-exhaustive list of the more important
nuclides produced by nueLear explosions in the aLmosphere. Their
subsequent behaviour depends on their physical state at the normal
temperature of the atmosphere and on the total power of the nuclear
explosion. To understand this, j.t must be remembered that the atmosphere
consists of severaL successive layers with very different properties
(Figure 5-1). Between the surface of the earth and a height of I to 20
kiLometres (according to latiLude and season), there is the t"opogph"r".,
in which all the phenomena of evaporation, condensation, and preclEjta-ffih
of water or snow occur and where the temperature falls as the altitude
risesr making it in qeneral unstable so that vertical mixing occurs very
rapidly. Above that there is the stratosphere which goes up to a height
of about 40 kilometres; it has a moie or .l-ess constant temperature and
contains almost no water vapour, making it vertically stable. Between the
stratosphere and the troposphere, there is a boundary that is usually quite
clearly clefined, known as the trypopause., the height of which varies from
one day to another and from onEEffiiTo another.

A nuclear explosion produces first of all an extremely hot fireball, in
which all matter is vapourized and which cooLs down slowly as it mixes
with the air. NucLear explosions with a force greater than I megaton(that is in fact, those caused by fusion reactions) have enough energy tocarry this mixture to the stra:E6E[F-ere. In the cooring piocess, the
naturally gaseous substances mix with the air and may stay for a long time
in the atmosphere. Those materials which condense at the temperature ol
the atmosphere settle, atom by atom or moLecule by molecule, on the snall
aerosols in suspension in the atmosphere.

Nuclear explosions in the kiloton range, when detonated near ground level,
release most of their debris into the troposphere, and short-lived
radionuclides will predominate in the first fission debris. During the
period of French testing in the atmosphere aL its testing ground in
Polynesia r prevailing winds usually carried debris in an easterly
direction so that South America was the first large land mass to receive
such fallout. The radioactive cloud would take about three weeks tocircle the world, and it would sometimes go around more than once.
Because of dispersion, precipitation, and radioactive decay, the danger of
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any particular area_receiving a high leve-l of tropospheric fallout lessenswith the Progress of the radioactive cloud. otcabionally part of theradiosctive cloud would be caught in an anticyclonic ediy and divertedback toward Ehe w8st. When bhis happened, slowiy diffusing radioactiveparticlee would be carried over islanos :.n tne central South pacific areain a matter of days.

In the troposphere, these aeroso.Ls are condensed in the ice crystals ofclouds and are quickly precipitated bo the ground in the form of rain orsnow (humid fallout). Those that reach the ground or vegetation maysettle there even without precipitation (dry Fallo;ii; - -- --:

Tropospheric fallout consists of aerosol.s which deposit with a meanresidence time of up to l0 days. During this period, the debris becomesdispersed non-uniformly in the Iatitude band of injection, followingtrajectories governed by wind patterns. From the vlewpoi.ni of humanexposurer tropospheric fallout is important for nuelides of a few days' totwo-months' half-Iile, sueh as iodine-I1l, barium-I40 and strontium-g9.Stratospheric fallout, which comprises the bulk of the production, is dueto those particles which are carried into bhe stratosphere and laier giverise to world-wide fallout, the major part of which remains in thehemisphere of injection. The estimated stratospheric partitioning ofnuerear debris is given by UNSCEAR (r9g2, Annei E, Table 2).

The main features of the mixing processes and air movements in theatmosphere (Figure 6-l) have been determined largely from the measurernentsof radionuclide concentrations. Aerosols descend gravitationally from thehiqhest altitudes and move with the general air movements at lower levels.Eddy diffusion in the lower stratosf,nere and upper troposphere causes theirregular migration of air masses in the general directions indicated inFigure 5-1. The circular air flow patteri in the troposphere at loweraltitudes is termed Hadley cell circulation. These cells rncrease ordecrease in size and shift latitudinally with season. The mean residencetime of aerosols in the lower strabosphere ranges from three to twelvemonths in the polar regions and frorn eight to twenty-four months in theequatorial regions. Their re-entry into bhe troposphlre is the result ofcomplex processes of atmospherii dynamics, the effect of which is totransfer air masses intermiLtently from the stratosphere to thetroposphere. Such transfers oecur more readily rn the local springtime,
and in the vicinity of 40o N or ]5o S.

Because meridionar movements in equatorial regions are very sright, thetropospheric aerosols produced at middle or high latiludes ln onehemisphere' or injected into it From the stratospher6 at these latitudes,only very exceptionally pass into the other hemisphere, as if there were akind of I'equatoriaL barrier', stopping them. This is shown in Frgure 6_2,where it can be seen that aftbr lhe resumption oF nuclear tests in theNorthern Hemisphere in September 1961, gross beta-radioactivity remained
unchanged in the..Southern Hemisphere, 'nnile it increased by twenty timesin the Northern Hemisphere.
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Gases whose half-lives ale
homogeneous concentration in

sufficiently Iong may reach a more or less
the troposphere.

5.' MEASUREMENTS AND DATA

It is importanL to have some understanding of the pathways by which
radionucl,ides contribute to the internal or external radiation dose. Let
us consider r 83 example r the exposure of living things to fallout
caesium-I)7' and consider the exposure pathways shown in Chapter 5, Figure
t-t.

There ia first the input of caesium-Il7 into the atmosphere by a fission
or fusion nuclear exploeion. The radionuclide becomes more or less
unevenly distributed throughout both hemiepheree. l{e can measure the
caeaium-lJ7 concentrat,ion in the atmosphere or in rain or the deposition
per unit area of the land surface. The caesium-IJ7 can be inhaled and
talcn up by man as one pathway (Figure )-7, Pathway 4). Then again the
caesium-lJ7 can be talen in by Crinking water or diet and enter body
bissueer where it gives an internal radiation doee (Figure )-\, pathway
5). Finarly, as we wirl discuss later, the radionuclide, while on the
earth's surfaee or in the atmosphere, can give an external dose of
radiation to the body (Figure 5-5, Pathway 2). Transfers betreen
compartments cant in most cases, be easily measured and a relationship
established between the amount of a radionuclide released to the
environment and the dose received from that nuclide by persons, I'lany
calculations of such transfere are given by IINSCEAR (f982) ot in many
other scientific publications.

Every nuclear expl.osion produces more than 200 kinds of fiesion products
and dozens of activation products, whieh are Far from being all of equal
importance. UNSCEAR has compiled data on the distribution of fallout in
various compartments.

The great variability of the atmospheric processes of dispersion, of
injections of stratospheric air into the troposphere, of precipitation to
the ground' and oF ingestion of food results in a comparable variability
of the doses received by different people. Therefore, there is a need to
study what numerical data can deseribe, in more detail, the exposure of
South Pacific populations to fallout radiation. Generally speaking, very
littIe information was available about this situation anywhere in the
world before 1958. Since that date several networls or individual
stations for taking measurements have been set up. It is the data frorn
those stations that are examined below.

6.t.L Strontium-90

Strontium-90 is a fission product and a pure beta-emitter (that is, no
gamma emission). Its metabolism in the body is similar to that of
calcium, which explains its i.mportance in internal irradiation processes.
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The eseential parameters for the ingestion of stronlium-9g depend on itsrate of deposition on the surface of lhe earth. Tables 6-2 and 5-3 givethe deposit of strontium-9O up to lgg0. Iable 6-4 shows, station bystationr the data available in the South Pacific Region 
"" ,utl as in NewYorkr for purposes of comparison. The injection of stratospheric aerosolsin middle latiLudes explains why the iaximum amounLs of deposilion ofradioactivity per unit of surface are in these latitudes it"ot" 5-2,Figure 6-r), Table 5-l shows that the greatest increases In annualdeposition occurred j.n the Southern Hemisphire in the years lg6rt Ig64,and 1965' They are therefore atb,ributed to the transfer into thishemisphere of that strontium-9O which had been introduced rnto thestratosphere in 195.1' to 1952 as a result of explosions in the NorthernHemisphere. Secondary increases in the yu"r" 1969 Lo l97l and rn r9:i4

Iur? probably due to French explosions conducted in the SouthernHemisphere. The higher figures observed at Tahiti (Iable d:4) are mostlibly explained by this.
There are no fallout data available before 1958, but the strontium-9gaccumulated in the strata of firn of the Antaretic continent has beenmeasured' It can be seen From lable 5-5 that the deposition per squarekr'rometre.was_practi:qlty the same in Lhe period 1955 to r96J as it was inthe period 1964 to 1958. Before 1955 thei" *""u neglrgible quantities ofstrontium-90 deposited in Antarctica. Ihe annral deposition ofstrontium-90 in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres for the period1958-1980 is shown in Table 5-), together with the curnulative deposi! ineach hemisphere and the estimated to[a] injection to January r9gl. SinceL97L, the annuaL .rate of injection of stroitium-9O has been less than theannual rate of decay, and the cumulative deposit nas sieality-oecrease{.Total strontium-9O production from nuclear tests was assessuo to-[J-;;fii7becquerel to 1980. The global inventory of deposited strontium-9g, whichis_^decreasing by radioactive decay, *"s 4xtbrTuec;r;;;i'"t-fn, ur,o of1980.

6.r.? Caesium-I)7

caesium-ll7 is a..fission product, a beta and gamma emitter. 0f thefallout radionuclides it rs'the most imporianl contributor to externa.l.irradiation dose. The concentration of caesium-lf7 in air is mostimportant. Few data from the South Pacific Region exist. Table 5-5 showssome of the available data. Unlike g"oun- 
'-Sposition, 

the concentrationof caesium-IJ7 in 
. 
air depends hardry at arr upon precipitati.on.Therefore, stations situated at the same latitude in a given hemisphereare fairly comparable. In Lhe original taures-or valuesr' rior rtrrich thevalues given in Table 5-6 were extracted, an important, increase in theNg:tlgrl Hemisphere between February lri0 and July l97t is noted. It isattributed to the Chinese tests. ln Lhe southern Hemisphere in June Ig1L,there was a distinct increase at Tahiti (rigure 6-4), where theconcentration beeame 5.BBxIO-I5 eurie per eubic metre, and rather Lessdistinct at the other stations further "r"y-f"or the French test site.The average Ievel nevertheless remained sLiqhtiy hrgher bhan usual untilthe end of 197r. It should, however, be -noteo inat the activrty ofcaesium-LJ7 was still much less (between I0 and Z00Lt times less) Lhan theactivity of a natural cosmogenic nuclide like berylrrum-7 (Table 6-7).
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6.t.5 Short-Iived Radionuclides

The observatione made in the preceding paragraph cleerly show the
advantage of detect,ing the paesege of a radioact.ive cloud, particularly in
statione that are relatively near a nuclear teet aite. This effect igparticularly noticeable in the caas of ehort.- or very short,-lived
products. Regular meaeurements have thua been carried out at Tahiti by
the French Atomic Energy commission (cEA) from 1970 to the preaent by
garffns spectrometry of filters thet are changed daily and represent sme
72r0OO cubic metree of air. Table 6-7 shor{s, y6Et by year, {neen velues
for months in which activitieg wgre sufficiant to enable them to be
measured. From time to time, coneiderable levels for nuclidee ea
short-lived aa barium-I40 (harF-life If days) were meaeured. A
characteristic example is given in Figure 6-4, The sharp increaae
observed in the concentration of the short-lived radionuclidee in fune of
I97I corresponds to the start of the French test program for that year,
which lasted until A.rgust.

6.3.4 Plutonium-2i9

Ihese two isotopes of plutonium are produced by the action of neutrons on
uranium-238, or they constibute residues of unfissioned fissile matter in
lhe nuclear explosive devices. The reason for measuring them is their
extreme harmfulness, both radiological and chemical. Generally these two
isotopes are not measured separately.

Some data concerning the concentration of plutonium in the air are given
in Table 6-8. 0wing to the great variability of these results, it was
considered preferable to give the extreme values observed each year rather
than an average value which would be meaningless. It will be seen that,
as is the case for other artificial radionuclides, the highest values are
found in the I950s in the Northern Hemisphere. Data for concentrations in
air are not available for Tahiti before L975. On the other hand,
measurements of the plutonium depoeit,ion have been nade at this station
since 1970, and they show generally only very small values (TaOIe 6-9).

5. 4 DOSE CALCI.[.ATIONS

6.4.I External Irradiation

6.4.I.1 Fallout radionuclides

l'lany radionuclides produced in nuclear testing emit garsna rays and
contribute to the dose from external irradiation. The most important from
this point of view are a number of short-lived radionuclides, particularly
zirconium-95 and its daughter niobium-95 and the long-Iived caesium-I]7.
In principle ' it is possible to cal.culate external doses fron the
integrated deposition density of each radionuclide. In estimating doses
received from fallout radionuclides by external irradiation, |'NSCEAR
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(1982) took into account the back-scatter and shierding afforded tissuesby other tisaues of the body. It also took into acciunt the shierdingeffect of buildinge and the relative_ proportions of time that peopre spendindoors and outdoors. The overau fabto; u""J to convert absorbed dose inair to absorbed dose. rn.organs was taken to be about 0.J. The effectivedose equivalent commitments 6btaineo are freeentec in Table 5-10. Theeffective dose equivalent commitment to the world population is estimatedto be about 580 microsievert, lhe combined short-Iived radionucrides andceesium-rJ7 each contributing about harf of this varue.

5.4. I.2 Krvpton-85

Krypton-85 is a ge8eous fission product., It is almost a pure beta emibt,er(a gamma emiesion occurs in only u,4% of emj.ssione.) pralti""iry lhe onlyway to remove krypton-85 from.the atmoepnere is by radioactive dmay(natF-tire ro.r yeai's)' suostantial stack releases of krypton-g5 occur atnuclear fuel reprocessing plants but are not a source of signifieantexpoaure in the viciniby of the plant. In J!80 the atmospherie inventoryof krypton-85 was estimated at about ] x l0I8 becquerel. The fraction dueto atmospheri".-lu"lgT. explosions is reratively smal.l, about i:il"I;iibecquerel (UNSCEAR, fgBZ).

Almost all of the sources of hypton-85 are locaLed in the NorthernHemisphere, but there is little uptale of &rypton-g5 by the biosphere orby the ocean. Thus there is a rather uniform distribution of kcypton-g5between the two hemispheres.

In the South Pacific Region, where the concentration of radon-Z2? in theatmosphere is especially row, the activity due to krypton-g5 is about twoto three times higher than the natural radioactivity in the atmosphere.This is not of- great conseguence, however, because kcypton is notmetabolizgd by living organisms and thus only makes a srighi contributionto radiation dose.

6.4.2 Internal Irradiation

Exposure of humans to
involves inhalation of
contaminated foodstuffs.

6.4.2.1 Strontium 90

fallout radioactivity by internal irradiationactivity in surfaee air and ingestion oF

Strontium-90 is a beta emitter that decays to yttrium_90, a beta emitterwith a harf-life of 54 hours. Jh: most important exposure pathway is byingestion. (chapter..J, Figure i-j, patnwai ij, ano most of the dose isreceived by bone tissue. The efiective 'oose equivarent commitmentscalculated by tf'lSCEAR ( lgg?) for north and south temperate zones and forthe world population are given in Table 5_10.



6.4.2.2 Strontium-89

Strontium-89 decays with the emieeion of beta reye. It is one of the mein
components of fallout activity in the firet few monthg after a nuclear
test. The ratlo of activitiee of etrontim-89 to strontiun-9O at the time
of fiesion ie approximately 150, and the totrl atmoaphgqic input of
strontium-89 is eEtimated to have bean about 90xl0ru becquerel.
Strontium-89 was meaEured in milk at some eixty-three cities in the US

between 196I and L96r, during which period about 55 percant of the total
deposition in the Itbrthern Hemiephere occurrod.

Estimatee of the effective doea equivalent cqunitment u,era made by
UNSCEAR(1982) t and both inhalation end ingeation pathwaye were found lo be
important. The dose commitments weighted for the world population are 1.0
microsievert from ingestion and I.8 mlcroeievert from inhElation. From
measurements of strontium-90, it is estlnetEd thet the dose comnitnents
wtrich spply to the population of the eouth temperate latitudes are a
factor of four lees than the north tempcrate zons velues and that
hemispheric velues are about 1.5 times leee thsn the temperata zone valLpe
( from data in Table 6-2).

l'bet of lhe dose from strontitm-89 wae delivered in the early 1950s durlng
maximun deposition.

6.4.2.1 Ruthenium-106

Ruthenium-106 is s puro beta emittsr. It decaye to rhodlun-I06, a beta
emitter that also emits gailne reys, The total atretoopheric injeetion oF
ruthenium-106, aeaesaed from that of etqontiun-9O uelng the activity retig
of 20 et the time of fiseion, haE been cetinatcd at about l2xl0ro
becgreral. lnhaletion is the mogt important pathwey, and the effactive
doge equivalenf connritmenLs (Table 6-f0) Bro 49 microeievert (north
tearperate zone), Il microaievert (eouth tcnpetate zone) r 6nd ,0
mieroeievert (world).

6.4.2.4 Iodine-llI
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Iodine-lll is e beta,/garma emitter. The totel injggtion of globally
diepereed iodine-Ifl iE estimatad to be about 7xlOau becq.rerel. Fresh
milk dorninetes as e aource of iodine-lll intskg in arees where it is a
major dietery cmponent. ThE short half-life of iodine-lfl msanB that it
is not well mixed in the atmosphere before depoait.ion or decay. A rough
estimate of total activity depoaition deneity, weighted ovar the
population of the world, has been made by UNSCEAR (1982) from the ayerage
ratio of iodine-Ifl,/bariun-140 meaaured in depoeition. Estimates of the
effective dose equivalent commitmants (Table 5-I0) are 48 microsievert
(north temperete zone) , 6.9 microeievert (aouth tanparate zone), and ))
microeievert (world).
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6.4.2.5 Plutonium and transplutonrum elements

The most important plutonium isotopes released during nuclear explosions
fn the atmosphere are plutonium-2t9, plutonium-240 and piutonium-24I.since plutonium-??g and prutonium-z4O are not usualry measuredindividuallyr activities reported as plutonir.rm-219 appLy geneially to amixture of plutonium-Z]9 and plutonium-Z40 containrng' apf,rox:,mately 60percent of plutonLun-239 in terms of activity. The is6tope' plutonium-Z4lis a beta emitter with a helf-life of 14.+ years, which decays to thealpha emitter americium-z4L' with a half-life of'437 yeats. nftrrougn ilis not produced directly in nuclear explosione, americium-Z4l activity inthe envirorment is increasing as plutopium-24r decays, and the toLalultimate production will amount to s.:xtOI5 becqlerel. plutoniun transferto human tiseue can follow either the pathway of inhalation oF airboneplutonium or the ingestion of contaminated food. Ihe most importantpathway to man is the inhalation of contaminated air. Estimates of the
dose cornmitments from inhalation of plutonium and americiun (Table 5-I0)
were obtained by tt'lSCEAR (1982).from the integrated concentrations in air,the committed dbses Per unit inhaled activiii, ano an intake rate oF airof 20 cubic metres per day. The effective dose equivalent comrnitments are1.0 microsievert from plutonium .25d, 4l mierosievert fromplut.onium-zlgr24o, B. B microsievert ror ptutonium -ril;- and r.7microsievert from americium.24L.

Food samples from the New York area were measured for plutonium-?.i9r240 inr96t, 1964, L97? and 1974 and for americium-24r in rg74. Ihe dietary
11take of-plutoniun-Z39r240 was found to be about l0 times higher in t95lthan in 1974, due to the influence of dilect deposition. Italian data forthe 1975-1978 period were in good agreement witi"r ttre New york data.
By an approach similar to that used for strontium-90 and caesium-I.)7, areLationship between ingestion in any one year and the deposition rate canbe found for the.plutonium isotopes, From this relationsirip an expressionfor the fallout-to-diet transfer factor can be obtained i.nscenn' (l9gtj.The dose commitments resulting from ingesti.on of plutonium andamericium-24l ?le given in riute 5-10. -with the exception ofamerieium-?4l, the dose commitments from ingestion are much lower thanthose From inhalation. The effective dose equivalent cqnmitments weightedr?". world^-population from ingestion are 0.0047 mj.crosievert fromplutonium-?38' 2'7 microsievert From plutoniun-ztgr?4O, O.oO-microsievertfrom plutonium-2 r, and 1.8 microsievert from americium-z4r.

In addition to the plutonium isotopes released during atmospheric weaponstesting, mention should also be made of the significant quantiLies ofplutonium-2f8 that were released to the environment during the accidentalre-entry of a US satellite in 1964 (Hardy et al., tgll). A Transitnavigational satellite, Iaunched from Vandenburg Air Force in California,contained |! Par!..of lt: payload g.Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary power
generator (SNAP-9A) containihg-5.lxt014 6eeq,.reret (;b;;i-l 'Liiig""i*"j 

oiplutonium'?t9. Sampling in the stratosphere indicated that the generatorby1ryd up completely_during re-entry and turned into sma.Ll particles at analtitude of about 50 kilometres. Studies of soils collected in .1970-71
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showed that ever 75 percent of the SNAP-9A deposition occurred in the
Southern Hemiephere. 0n a global basis thie ev6nt increased the total
plutonium-Z!8 deposit by about three times. ln the Southern Hemisphere,
which received only about ZO% of the plutonium-Zf8 fallout from weapone
tests, the plutonium-Z)B deposit was increaeed by about eight times.

6.4,?.6 Tritium

Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, is a pure beta emitter. It
oecurs naturally, being produced in coemic rey induced reactions.
Man-made tritium has been injected into the stratoephere in substantial
amountg by thermonuclear explosions. Most of the tritiu4^ exiebe aB
tritiated water. Total tritium production is about 2.4xI020 becquerel.
Twenty percent of thie amount has been transferred into or produced in the
Southern Hemisphere. The effective dose equivalent cornmitment is 14
microsiavert for a person in the Southarn Hemisphere and 5I microelevert
for a peraon in the lbrthern Hemisphere (Tab1e 5-I0),

6.4.2.7 Carbon-I4

Carbon-I4 is a pure beta emitter with a long half-life of 5710 years. As
discuesed in Chapter 5 it occurs naturally. It is also formed in large
quantities in nuclear explosions, especi.ally in thermonuclear ones.

It may be seen in Figure 5-5 that the carbon-I4 activity in atmospheric
carbon dioxide increased in the Northern Hemisgrirere in several succegsive
steps until L96r-I96tt, when it was double its natural level. Later, the
carbon-I4 dioxide mixed throughout the atmospherer the concentrations in
both hem'ispheres beconing very similar by the end of L967. Since that
time, the concentration has decreased quasi-exponentially and was about ]0
percent above the natural level in 1980. A simple extrapolation, probably
unrealistic, would lead to naturel levels by the year 2015. The input g[
man-made cerborFl4 into the atmosphere is estimated at 2.2 x l0r/
becqrerel. By comparison to natural earbon-I4 production and exposure (12
microsievert), a doee commitment of 2600 microsievert has been celculated
for bqnb carbon-I4 (Table 6.I0). Carbon-I4 is therefore by far
responsible for the most important part of the globel dose csrmitment from
nuclear explosions, amounting, in fact, Lo 69 percent.

The dose ccrnmitment from carbon-I4 is delivered over a very long time
period. By the end of the year 2000, only 7 percent of the total
commitment will heve been delivered (UNSCEAR, L982). Ihis is in contrast
with the case of almost all other artificial radionuclides, whose
half-lives are of the order of days, months or years and which will have
practically disappeared by that time.

Although there is no doubt of bhe reality of the value of 2600
microsievert for the total carbon-l4 dose conunitment, this figure does not
allow a correct evaluation of possible harmfulness due to this nuclide.
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In effect the proportion of carbon--l4 in the carbon atoms of Iiving thinga
in continental areas is practically the same as in the atmosphere, and the
carbon-l4 atmospheric concentration decreases very rapidly (Figure 6-5).
Since this concentration is the same in both hemispheres, such a decreage
is mainly due to the carbon dioxide absorption by surface seawater, in
which the concentration is steady about 5 to l0 percent above the naturel
level. It could therefore be expected that the carbon-I4 concentrat,ion in
air would reach a level about 5 to I0 percent above the natural baclgground
level. This level might be further modified by subsequent mixing between
surface and deep waters. Furtbermore, it is knorrn that, as a result of
manrs activitiee, some 5 x 109 tons of carbon ($rat is about I percent of
the atmospheric content) derived from the combustion of foasil fuele,
which are free of carbon-I4, are introduced into the atmosphere annually.

It is therefore impossible to predict what will actually be bhe carbon-I4
atmoepheric activity beyond the year 2000. It may only be postulated thet
this activity will differ only a little from its natural level. The
Technical Group thus eonsidered thet it wou.Ld be reasonable to linit its
assessment to the year 2000. Consequently the effective dose equivalent
commitment from carbon-I4 to be taken into account in this Report is only
7 percent of that given in Table 5-10, that is, about 200 microsievart
inatead of 26OO microsievert.

This being Bor the actual effectrve doge equivalent cqnmitments to be
borne in mind are those given in Table 6-11, from which it can be seen
Lhat, in terms of the dose commitments, the Southern Hemisphere is three
times less contaminated by artificial radionuclides then the Northern
Hemisphere. Thie is primarily because most of the atmospheric nuclear
explosions were detonated in the Northern Hemisphere, and only a emall
part of lhe debria penetrated into the Southern Hemiephere. Thie isclearly illuetrated by Figure 5-5, where the preponderant effect of the
explosione carried out in L96I and 1962 (in the Northern Hemisphere) can
be seen.

6.5 SIJMMARY OF MSE COMMITMENTS DUE TO NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

Estimates of the dose commitments from nuclear exploeions carried out to
the end of 1980 are summarized in Table 5-f0 (UNSCEAR, 1982). The use of
the effective dose equivalent commitments permits a direct comparison of
the importance of the various pathways to man and of the importance of lhe
various radionuclides considered. The weighting faelors of the ICRP were
applied. For the world population, the contribution of ingestion (1000
microsievert) is found to be about four Limes higher than that of external
irradiation (680 microsievert), which in turn is about five times greater
than that of inhalation (110 microsievert). The relative importance of
ingestion would be very much reduced if an incomplete effective dose
equivalent were calculated up to the end of the year 20U0. In that case
externaL irradiation wouLd be the dominant pathway, as carbon-I4, which is
the major contributor to the ingestion dose, delivers in that time span
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only a small fraction of its total contribulion. The effects of this
correction are discussed in sect,ion 6.4.2.7, 0f the 2I radionuclides
considered by WSCEAR (f982), only seven contribute more than one percant
of the effective dose equivalent commitment for the world population.
These nuclides are, in decreasing order of importance, carbon-I4,
caesium-157, zirconium-95 strontium-90, ruthenium-106, cerium-I44 and
tritium. If the contribution from carbon-I4 is only considered through
the year 2000, then caesium-l)7 becomes the most significant radionuclide,
and carbon-l4 beeomes approximately equal in importance to zirconium-95.
For zirconium-95, ruthenium-106 and cerium-I44r the irradiation to which
the world population was committed by nuclear tests to the end of 1980 is
already largely completed. For caesium-I)7, strontium-90 and tritium, a
Iarge part, of their contribution to the effective dose equivalent
conmitment will have been delivered by the year 2000. If there is no
further nuclear testing in the atmosphere, only carbon-l4 will contribute
significantly to the dose rate in the third millenium. In the far future,
however, the long-Iived plutonium isobopes and their decay producte may
have to be given further consideration.

As regards the artificial sources of radiat.ion, at present consisting
almost entlrely of nuclear explosions in the atmosphere, the data for the
Southern Hemisphere indicate that the radiation doses to wfrich populations
are exposed is on average two to three times less than in the case of
populations Iiving in the middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
However, the numerical data at present available are not sufficient in the
Region, in that numerous nuclides have not been measured and, in reepect
of many others, the atmospheric measurements have often begun too late.
It is therefore possible that certain localised populations may have been
exposedr' during transient events not docr-rnented, to more radiation dose
than the average inhabitant of the Region (see also the following section
dealing with the Marshall Islands).

However, it does appear bhat the fraction of the effective dose equivalent
received by populations that can be ascribed to artificial sources is
still, for the Region as a whole, very small in cmparison with the amount
from natural sources (Figure 6-6). In partieular, it is much lees than
the extremes of the geographical variations of natural irradiation shown
in Chapter 5. In other words, the possible eonsequences of irradiation
from artificial sourees might well always be completely masbd by the
variability of the natural radietion to which populations are expoeed.

6.6 AREAS I{ITH UNUSUALLY HIGH LEVELS OF ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY
IN

In Chapter 5 it was concluded that the South Pacific
whole, an area in wl'rich exposuro to natural sources
is low by conparison with the world average; and in
been seen that expoaures to artificial sources of
al.so low for the region as a whole, because most of

Region is, on the
of ionizing radiation
this Chapter it has

ionizing radiation are
the population of the
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Region lives :.n lhe Southern Hemisphere, whereas the greater par! of thefallout from atmospheric nucl.ear weapons tests *"i delivered in the
Northern.Hemisphere. It was also pointed out in Chapter 5, however, lhatcertain islands in the Region (Nrue and possrbly Guam) can be ideniified
as areas having unusually high levels of naLural radioactivity. Similarly
there are islands in the Region where unusually high levels of artificialradioactivity occur, notably in the Marehall Iilanis, where large amountsof local fallout from the US atmospheric test series h,ere received.

The United States conducted more than sixty atmoepheric nuclear exploeionsat its Pacific Proving Grounds during the period I94d-1958. In contrastto the more l"cgl! French progrim, in which moet of the explosionsoccurred at high altitudes and led mainly to widely dispersed tropospheric
and stratospheric fallout r many of the US delonations occurred at or nearground Ievel. This caused relatively large particles of coralLine debris
!o be eucbd upward by the convective forc6s associated with the risingfireball. The radionuclides associated with the fireball eondensed on
these large particules and within a few hours led to radioactive falloutclose to the point of detonation. Bikini and Enawetak Atolls, where mostof the US tests in the Pacific were conducted, became heavily contaminated
with debris oF this kind.

In addition to the two test sites, other islands and atolls in the
Northern Marshalls received significant quantities of Iocal fallout. This
more widespread contamination of islands'in the area occurred most notably
as a result of the 1954 Bravo test, a very high-yield (fifteen-megatoni
surface explosion. The trajectory of the failou[ cloud from that te6t wasincorrectly forecast, and large quantities of fallout were carried
eastward and fell on the inhabited atoll of Rongelap and, rn leaaer
amounts, on Ailinginae, Rongerik, and Utirik before thJ people living onthose atolls h,ere evacuated. In addition, the Japanese fishrng ve5eelFublyu Ygru, operating east of Bikini, was exposed to Lhe falrout. As aresult 219 Marahallese, 28 American servicemen and 25 Japanese fishermenreceived variably severe exposures to ionizing radrations. Their
exposures produced short-term effects and also led to long-term effectsthat continue to be studied. The most recent review of thi effects thatoecurred in the exposed Marshallese population is given by Conard et al(re80).

A very large amount of scientific research on the radioactivecontamination at the Pacific Proving Grounds has been carried out sincethe 1950s. Recent work has been donJ for the purpose of establishingwhether the people who were displaced from Brkini and Enewetak prior t;the testing programs could safely return. The most recent assessments
have been carried out by Robison and co-worbrs at the Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory (LLNL) (Robison et al., l9g0; l"9BZ). The survey abEnewetak followed a clean-up operation, in which large quantities ofcontaminated soil and other debris were disposed of in a erater left byone oF the explosions and covered by a concrete cap. In addition to theBikini and Enewetak assessments, there has a.Lso been a recent survey onother islands in the Nort,hern MarshalIs, rncluding Rongelap and otherlocations thought to have received lesser amounts of locaL fal.Iout(Robison et aI., ISBJ- a,b; LSBZ; Noshkin eL al., fggl).
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The LLNL radiological surveys included measurements of exlernal. absorbed
dose and also large numbere of radionuelide concentration measurements in
soil and in plants and animals (including marine organisms) used as food,
Doses that would be received by various ingestion pathways were calculated
on the basis of different sets of assumptions concerning diet and whether
or not imported foods would be eaten extensively. The types of doses
cal.culated were dose equivalents to the whole body and bone-marrow and
doses to the lung from inhalation. Maximum annual dose rates were
reported, and also calculated were )0-year and 5O-year integrated doses
(tnat is, the surmed dose equivalents that would be received over thoee
time periods), AII the calculated doses are those due to artificial
radioactivity only.

The importanl general observaLions made from the LLNL radiological.
assessments, applicable to aII the areas studied, are the following:
(1) the terrestrial food chain is the most important exposure pathrayt
contributing more than 50 percent of the total dose, wrth external gamna
exposure being the second most significant pathway and doees received by
the marine food chain, drinking water, and inhalation being of much lesser
importance; (2) caesium-lj7 accounts for more bhan 55 percent of the total
dose, with strontium-90 being the second most significant radionuclide;
(i) ttre transuranic radionuclides contribube a small portion of the
predicted lung and bone doses but do present a long-lerm sourca of
expoaure; and (4) tne predicted doses depend very heavily on Lhe diet that
is assumed. The authors of the reports believe that the predicted doses
may be somewhat overestimated.

A summary of the maximum dose rates calculated f,or the Northern Marshall
Islands is given in Table 6-L2, Following the year oF maximurn exPosure
the dose rates would decJine becauee of radioactive decay. Tha higheet
doses are for Bikini Island anci are about ten to twenty times (depending
on the dieb aasumed) the average effective doee equivalent eetimated for
the natural baclqround exposure in the South PaciFic Region ag a whole
(Chapter 5). They are comparable in magnitude lo the dosee from external
irradiation measured at Niue Island, an arBe of unusuelly high natural
radioactivity (Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1). The doees at Bikini Ielend
exceed the limit of 51000 microsievert per year for stochastic effecte set
by the ICRP for exposure of the general publie to artificial ionizing
radiation (Chapter )). The Bikinians have not yet permanently resettlgd
their atoll.

At Enewetak the doses are relatively high at Enjebi in the north, where
most of the testing was done. In the eouthern isJ.ands, which u,ere
recently reset,tled, the doses are low and within the variability of the
natural baclqround exposure. A committee appointed by the U.5. National
Academy of Scienees recently eval.uated the structure built at Enewetak to
contain the radioactive debris from the clean-up operation and eoncluded
that the structure and its contents present no credible health hazard to
the people ofl Enewetak, either now or in the future (NAS/NRC, 1982). The

same cqnmittee also pointed out, however, that for people who might want
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to reaettle Enjebi in the near future, radiation expoeur6a due to
strontium-9O or caeeium-lj7 in locally grown foode may become exceseive inrelation to currant u.s, standards- f5r a general p6pui;ai;n, eepeciallyif food ie not inported from other islande oF tfre atoll or from outside.

The results for Rongelap, Rongerik, Ailinginae, and ulirik refrect thareaidual contamination from the Bravo tee[. For the obher islande in thesurveyr the dosee are quite 
. gT4r compared to natural bactgrowrdfluctuatione but preeumably are sfill higher'than those which would bereceived.gl clmparable islands expoeed oily to worldwide fallout. Robieonet al. (1982) eetimated thet for thess iilands (Likiep oo*n-tnrough Jenoin Table 6-12) approximately 30 percent of the ceeEium-l 17 in the soil isfrom worldwide fallout ind nbt specifie to the Harshsll IEIands.

Worldwide fallout accounts For only 7 percent of the eaesium-l j7 at Utirikand only about 2 percent at Rongeiik and Rongerap. Ihe other 70, 9), and98 percent of the caesium-l]7, rEspeetively, 6n the islands ie due toIocal and tropoepheric fallout.
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TAELE 6-I

ESTII,IATED YIELDS OF ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEAR IESTS

Year Country
tfunber
of

teets

EEtinated yield
(Mr)

Fiaeion Total

L945
L9M
1948
1949
l95r

L952

L95f

L954

1955

1956

L957

1958

1960
1961

L962

196tr
L965
L96f.

L967

USA
IJSA

u5A
ussR
u5A
u55R
u5A
tK
u5A
UK

usA
ussR
usA
U55R
u5A
t SsR
UK

U5A
t 55R
UK
U5A
us5R
UK
Frenee
ussR
France
t ssR
USA

China
China
France
China
France
Cttina

0.05
0.04
0.10
0.02
0.50
0.04
6.6
0.02
o.25
0.04

29.6
0.5
0. 17
1.5
9.7
2.5
0.10
0. 14
4.7
5.85
8.2

L6.2
4.54
0, lI

25.4
0.02

60.05
16. 5
0.02
0. (n
0.68
o.62
0.20
L.72

0.05
0.04
0. l0
0.02
0.50
0. (n

L2.6
0.02
0.25
0.04

47.L
0.5
0.17
t.0

?2.7
4.9
0. r0
0,54rl.,
9.25

17.6
t5.2
7.24
0. ll

L22.'
0.02

180. l
17.r
0.02
0.(H
0.68
o.62
0. z0
t.g2

,
z
t
I

15
2

l0
I

tl
2
6
I

tl
4

t4
7

6
25
ll

7
5'
25
,
,

50
I

,e
t8
I
t
5
t
t
2
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Table 6-1 (Continued)

Year Country
Number
of

tests

Estimated yield
(Mr)

Fission Total

1958

L969
L970

T97L

L972

L97t

L974

1976
t977
L978
I980

Summary

1945-L962
L949-L962
195?-L95t
I96O-L97tt
1964-1980

TOTAL

France
China
China
France
China
Franee
China
France
China
France
China
France
China
China
China
China
Chine

USA

USSR

UK

Francc
Chine

4.L
r.2
2.O
2.55
2.o
1.95
0.02
0, 12
0.12
0.05
1.6
r.l
0.45
?.t7
0.02
0.04
0.45

4.9
,.0
,.0
2.75
t.0
L.g5
o.a2
0. t2
0. 12
0. 05
2.5
1.1
0.60
4.L2
0.02
0.04
0.6

5
I
I
I
I
5
t
3
2
5
I
7
I
,
I
2
I

79'
142
2L
45
22

7?.1
tlo. 9
10.5
l0. g

LZ.7

2L7.2

tl8. 6
357.5

L6.7
1l. g

20.7

,45.442t

Source: tfr{SCEAR (f9g2) Annex Er F. ZZ7
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TABLE 5-?

LATITTJDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF STRONTITT,I-9o DEPOSITI${E/

Latitude
band

(degreea)

Intagreted
deposition

(ro]6 sq)

Area of
band

Population
dietribution

(r)

Pogllation
reightcd

intcAratcd
dcpoaition
deneity

(lo' aq m-2;

Integrated
deposition

deneity

(ror2 ,2) (rol eq m-2)

NORTHERN }IB.IISPHERE

80-90
70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
t0-40
20-ro
10-20
0-10

Total

0-t0
l0-20
20-to
,0-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90

TotaI

SOUTHERN HE,IISPHERE

0.10
o,79
5.n
7.rg

10. 16
8.5t
7.L2
5.Og
1.57

46.0

2. t0
r.7g
2. gl
2.76
2. gl
l.2l
o.67
o.25
c.0,

14.4

t.9
II.6
r8. 9
?5.6
fI.5
t6.4
40.2
42.8
44.L

44.1
42.g
40.2
56.4
,1. 5
25.6
18.9
ll.6
5.9

o.26
0.68
L.74
2,89
,.21
2.t4
L,77
r. 19
tr.8l

0.48
o,42
0.70
o.76
0.89
0,47
0, ]5
o.z?
0.08

0
0
o.4

lr,7
15.5
29.tt
,2.7
ll.0
6.t

100.0

54.0
16.7
14.9
lr.0
0.9
0.5
0
0
0

r00.0

2.L4

0.54

L.96
89 (N)
u (s)

60.4

a/ Through
Source:

1980, including projected
UNSCEAR (f982) Annex E, p.

deposition of stretoapheric burden.
zto
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ITBLE 6.'
ANNUAL DEPOSITION AND CI!,IULAIITIE DEPOSIT Or JTRONItrW*90

o*liSil"iode'osib

Nsrthe,rn Southern
neniephere hemiaphere

itl,orLhern
hemisphere

Sor,rthern
heniephere Global

Pre-l958
1958
L959
19,50
r96t
L962
1961t
19&
1965
te66
r967
r968
t969
rt70
19tl
1972
l9n
Le74
I975
r976
'r917

re7.l8
t?19
le80

6.68 a/
2,tt
,.89
o.r7
l. r0
5. 14
9.70
6|It
2.86
T.2L
4.62
o,7z
0.54
0,76
0;70
g.rz
0. 12
9.45
ll,t2
0. l0
0. r-0
a,r1
gf l-?
0. tl

2.97 a/
0.95
0.68
0,6?,
CI.64
0.98,
L,W
1.56
L.t2
o.'77
0. {t
0. t8
0. t2
0. {7
0! 55
s. t5
IJr,lI
0.14
0.1,
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.04
0.04

rt.4t

9.0;5 B/
,. ?8
4.t7
r.59
I.94
6.32

"l.0. 84
7,&9
4.18
1.98
I. 0t,
t. 10
1.06,
L.Zt
L,Z6
g.6v
Or2,
L,'9
t). t5
u. r8
L. ,g
0.44
0, t6
0.u

6A.27

6t?9
8,A

12.06
L2.7:1
L''69

, 18.,65
?v.79
57.96
t5.$
,:5.ttg
55.22
t5.08
,4,78

'4,61t4,r2
tr.97
tt.2t
t2,gg
32. r0
tl,6A
tr. u
10.78
]0.16
29,54

2.22
l. 11
,.79
4,U
4.7V
5.59
6.r?
7.gg
/. ro
9,62
9.81
9,?:2

10.2t
10.41
.10.7t
10.80
I0,65
10,.55
I0.40
10. e5.

r.0.06
e.88
9.79
9. tJ,

8. 5l
u. t5
15. 76
15. e5
18.46
?4.24
J4. lg
41.r5
$tt.zt
45,l0
45.0,
45.00
44,99
{15.10
45.25
$tt.77
45.8,9
45.44
42..70
4I.89
4t.,21
ItO.6
t9.66
,9,A5

lntegretad
depoqltion 45.95
(to^o eg1

Stratoephcric
inventory/b

(ro16 eq; 
o" l'8

Total injection
tlrrough t9B0

(ro16 aq1 
46'a

< 0.,0I !r.18

14,4 60.4

ay' Estimated fmn the omrrlabive depoait.b/ Heeaurad Ju^fy l9z9 in the il;G;* henisphere,, reduced with aharf-tiore of l0 monthg [o bhe end-of 19g0, prua Jstim.teo injectio-nin I9.8O. EEtimate only for, ttre s_utfrern hentoph€re.Ssurce: UNSGEAR (f992) Annex E, p. ZZg
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TABL€ 6-5

STRWIITI{-90 AfCtl{l+ATIOrl IN C0ASTAL ANIARCTICA' (10-, CI xt{-Z)
(CALCII,ATEO TROM LAI"IBENT ET AL,, I98})

Pto-ltt5

l95r - 1965

1954 - le68

1969 - 1971

*0

e. l0

?.w

0,6t
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IAALE 6-5

C0NCEI{TRAIIOI,| 0F CAESIt$t-lr7 tr{ AtR
(rO-r5 cr Ft-l)

lbr_Yorkr Mauna Loa, Eeetar te., Antofrgeetr, puarto tbntt, lrhrttUSA Horstt Chlls Chff; Chll.(l) (r) (r) (t) (l)- t2)
196' 106

450
, 20.7
6-
7-
B-
9 

',71970 5.7
I 5.'
2 l.g
, s.79
4 2.5
5 1.,
6 0.64
7 L,?g 2.1g 0.76

1980 0.t5
l-
2-

t,9
1.8
t,5

67
,?
,:

i.r
6.8
6.0
2.4
l.l
,.4
1.9
0.65
,.5
2,4
l. t
u_,72

:

f.;
1.6
1.5
0, t4
0.u
0.47
0.44
0,2t
0.19
0.20
0. l,
9,8

:
t.,
4.7
4,2
t.l
t.2
t.l
1,0
0.21
0. l0
0.16
0.I,
o':o

f.;
1.5
1.9
1.,
0.55
0. t4
0.49
0,u
0. I7
0. 16
0. l5
o'It

:
l.4t
z.17
t. 14.
0.8E
l,z7
0.72
o,2t
0,to
0. l4
0.2t
0.16
0.16
0.116

6.0
7,2
5.1

Sourcaer (l)
(2)

EnvtronmentsJ l,leseuramcntr Laboretory, l9gl,
Unpublleficd date, Frcnch Atonlc Enariy Comireion.
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IAELE 6-7

ACTIVITY OF GAI.I'IA EHITTERS IN AIR AI rAHIrr (to-r5cllt-t)il

1970 r97l 1972 t97t L974 r97' 1976 1977 1978 Ie79 1980 l98l lr82
7Be 65.6 69.5 82.' 84. l 89.9 r07 I40 tl7 77.I 75.6 7t.t 77.t 8r.9

952, 58.4 L59 4.0(4) (r2) (r0)

101 l4J 6.74
(4) (12) (t2)

16.5 r02 2.m(4) (r2) (e)

l0. t 8,78 2.72(4) (r2) (r2)

1.11 O.59 0.45
(t) (2) (5)

- 91., 6.99(r) (r)

r.45 2.57 l.l4(4) (12) (r2)

f0.4 106, 15.9(z) (5) (l)

56.8 248 1.60(4) (r2) (e)

29.2 47 .4 6.%(4) (r2) (t2)

8.48 565 
'.?7(2) (4) (t)

45.4
(4)

L2.4
(7)

100
(4)

5.7J
(e)

L99
(z)

0.88
(rl )

55t
(2)

TZ'
(4)

5.82
( 12)

224
(2)

89.2 L,49
(7) (e)

5r.8 1.66(e) (8)

110 0.4{)(5) (5)

6.2t Z.n(8) (5)

r.62
(t)

e8.8
(6)

I.Z7 A.72
(e) (8)

r55
(5)

r55 0.69
(6) (2)

16.9 2.81(10) (e)

91. I
(5)

- 0.65
(4)

0.ll 0.88(t) (e)

- 0.17
(r)

1.82 l.0l(2) (r)

c.zt 0.40(e) (r0)

5.86
(2)

0.4{t 0.81(r) (r)

o.45 0.94(5) (6)

0.% s.27(r) (r)

0.(D 0.r5(r) (r)

- 0.r7
(r)

1.94
Q)

o.t7
(5)

o.E
(4)

0. 14
({)

o.r5 0.0{(r) (r)

95ttu

lorRu

106Rh

1255b

rllr

lf7c8

l40Be

l4lcG

tsc"

147Nd

0.49
(2)

0.47
(7)

0. t4
(r0)

0.21 0.16(7) (8)

- 0.x
(t)

o.tl o.It(6) (t)

0. 16 0.06(rr) (8)

0.48
(z)

0.28 0.(B(e) (r)

51,tt O.6t 0.rl 0.19 - 0.X) 0.04(6) (e) (r) (r) (t )
57co o.7z g.zs o.o9 - z,trl(4) (u) (r) (4)

Source: thpubliehed data, French Atonic Energy Cooniasron

a/ Meen values for mqrths in rhich activitieE were high enor.qh to allor reliable
neeeurenentg. fhc nrnber of months is indicated in parentheeeg under each valr.e.
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TAELE 6.I.I

EFFECTIVE DOS.E EIUIVALENT CIT.IMITI,IENTS (}{ISRO5IEVENT) ]FRO,I
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T - tropoephere

LPS - Iowar polar stratosphere LES - lorer eguetorial stratoaphere
UPS - upper poler stretosphere UES - upper oguatolial strEloephero
HPA - high polar atmoaphera HEA - high egueborial atnoephele

Figute 6-1. AbnoEpherlc rogiong nnd thE pradominant atmoepheric tjansport
prqcoseee. Source: UNSCEAR (198?)r Annex E, p. At
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CHAPIER 7

_f'IEDICAL, INDUSTRIAL, RESEARCH, TEACHIT{G
AND I{ISCELLANEOUS USES OF SOUNCES (r IONIZING RADIAIIO{

7.I OUILINE OF THE PROBLEM

7,7 MEDICAL USES OF IONIZING RADIAIION

In developed countries, the madical, inoustrial, research, leaching, andmiscellaneous uses oF sources or ionizlng radiation are t<nown tocontribute lo different extents and in diffJrent ways to the radiationdoses received each- year 
- 
by persons in those countries. In medrcal uses(here taken to incluie all [""" oF ionizing radiation on patients Fordiagnosis and treatment) radiation doses are received by patients who, itcan be assumedr. are likely to obtain some benefit from their radiationexpoeure. through improvement in their health care. However, during suchusea 

- 
doctors r nurses, technical staff and others invoLved wiII alsoreceive some radiation dose. l{hen radionuclides are used f,or medicalpurposes there is the added possibility that persons in the generar publicwill receive some radiation dose from 'the 

release of radionuc.Lides to theenvironment during that use or as t-he resurt of the disposar of theradioactive wastes.

In the uses oF sources of ionizing radiation in industry, research, andteaching, the radiation dose wrll frainly be received by those working withthe sources. However, here again, iF radionucl.ides are used, someapplications may rnvolve the releise of radionuclides io Lhe envrronment
:ld the disposal of radioactive wastes, resulting in radiation doses tothe general public.

Miecellaneous sources of ionizing radiation involve a wide variety and ararge number of materials and ev-ryday items. In most case", -n" 
users ofsuch gources are not aware that they are receiving some radiation exposurefrom bhem' In a number of developing countries, increasing use rs beingmade of sourees of ionizing radiation. Ihe contribution made by suchsources bo the radiation dose of the populations ol those countrres isgenerally unlnoyrn.

It,,is. likely tlta!, with time, tne countries in the South pacific Regionwill increase their present uie oF some of these sources (for example, inmedical diagnosis) 
"l.d begin to use others (for example, in industry andstudent^training). There is undoubtedty now quite widespread everyday usein the Region of a number of miscellanuous 

"ou"cus of radiation resultingin expoeure oF the population.

7,2.L General lnformation

Sourees of ionizing radiation are used tothe world for medical diagnosis and,
treatment of patients. Tne iources are

some extent in most countries in
to a Lesser extent, For medical

X-rays produced when certain
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electrically operated machines Ere switched on, as welI as radronuclides
which continuously give off ionizing radiation. ln a number of developed
countries, assessments have been made of the radiatron dose to populalions
from the various uses of ionizing radiation. These assessments show that
medical examinaLions using X-rays mab the greatest contribution to the
radiation dose, the contribution from the use of radionuclides for medical
diagnosis and From al"l sources for medical treatment berng very much
smaller. In most deveJ.oped countries the radiation dose to populations
from the medical diagnostic use of ionizing radiation is the largest
contributor of all the artificial sources of ionizing radrations. In some
of those countries the annual dose from medical diegnostic uses, averaged
over bhe whole population of lhe country, is about the same as lhe dose
received each year from natural baclqround radiation.

In developed countries and in some developing countries the medrcal
diagnostic uses of ionizing radiation involve large numbers of patients.
The radiation doses to individual patients are, in medical dragnosis, rnost
often highly non-uniForm throughout their bodies. AlLnough bhe dose to
individual organs and tissues of patients is low for many examinations,
the dose is mostly received in a short time, that is, at a high dose rate.
The patients include children, somebimes very young children. y{hen bhe
patients are pregnant women, their unborn babies will receive radiatron
doses which wiII be higher if the examinations involve the lower abdomen
of the women. Studies have shown that unborn children exposed to ionizing
radiation undertake risks to their development and future health. For
older patients the risks of injury from radiation doses from medical
examinations are generally low, although the radiation dose they receive
individually may greatly exceed their radiation dose in a year from
natura-L baclqround radiation. Some patients, however, who have had many
X-ray examinations of bhe same parts of Lheir bodies have developed
harmful eFFects from the radiation dose received.

Sbudies and reports by nabional and international bodies and by i.ndividual
scientists show that the radiat,ion dose t,o individual patients, and hence
to the populations of countries, from the medieal diagnostic uses of
ionizing radiation can be reduced by improved techniques. lmprovements
thab can be effective in reducing risk include the forlowing:(r) more careful selection of patients for X-ray examrnationi,
particularly when young children or women who are, or may be, pregnant are
involved i Q) better technical standards in equipment and in procedures
used in the examinations; (l) regular inspection and proper maintenance of
the equipment used; (4) bebter training for the medieal and technical
staff involved; and (5) the use, where appropriate, of other diagnostic
procedures, such as ultra-sound, that do not expose patienLs to ionizrng
radiation. |{ith such improvements an increase in the number of patients
examined each year does not necessari-ly mean that the radiation doses,
averaged over the whole population of a country, wiII also increase. In
addition, the need has been shown for the maintenance of nigh standards of
radiation proteetion for Lhose who are occupationally exposed during the
use of sources of ionizing radiation for medical purposes. When
radionuclides are used, careful consrderation must be given to their
possible environmenbal release and to the proper management of radroactive
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wastes which arise. r'losL countries in which tne medical rises oF sourcesof .ionizing radiation are widespread rely on the var-1ous recommendatronsand guidelines published by the International Commissron orr RadiologiealProtection and on obhers based on lhem (for exampre, those oF tne worldHealth 0rganization) in developing inr- appropriate practices to beapplied.

7.2.2

l{ith respect to the use of X-rays for medieel dragnosrs, rn at reast someeounbries in the Region there has been a substant.ial growth in lhe numberofl examinations made in recent years. For example, it tt" npia i,tati.onalHospilal, western samoa, the numbir.of X-ray examinalions (not rncJ.uding
9:l!"1 X-ray examinations) increased by about 48 per cent between 1970 and1977 (Western Samoa, Health Departmenl, lg77). In Fiji most of the X_rayexaminations are done at three hospitals: the Coloiia] war Memoriar,Lautok and Labasa Hospitals. The number oF X-ray examrnations (notincluding dentar X-ray examinations) increaseJ by about r9 percent between1977 and 1980. In 1980 armost 62,oao patients were examined (Fiji,Ministry of Health, 1980; f982). In New CaLedonia between )0,000 and15t000 patients are examined with X-rays each year. In more recenL yearsthe number has decreased because of in increasing use of urtra-soundequipment for medical diagnosis. In wallis and Futuna Islands, l0g0patients received x-rly diagnostic examinations in lglz. Ihe TechnicalGroup has no information on-Lhe use of radronuclides for medical diagnosisin the Region' b:t.such use is probably not widespread. similarry, theuse of sources of ionizing radiations ior medical treatmenL is believed Lobe small in the Region, thougir a cobalt-50 unit for the ganrna-raytreatment of cancer patients is operated at the Noumea Hospital in Newcaledonia (personal eommunication), 

. 
and 

-"luipr"nt 
emitting ronrzrngradiation is probabry used in a few other countries rn the nejion for thetreatment of patients. The Technical Group is not aware of anf assessmentof the radiation dose to the population oF any country in the Region fromthe medical uses of sources of ionizing radratiorr.

The number oF X-ray examinations. carried out per 1000 inhabitants per yearin developing countries appears to lie between 100 and 200, much 1ess than
]1..^9:yltoped countries, where the number lies between 100 and 900(UNSCEAR t L982). It is reasonable Lo assume that bhere wirr be anincrease, and more diversity, in the use of sources of ionizing radialionfor medical purposes in tne Soutrr Pacific Region as health servicesdevelop further. In many of the countries, the special facir.itiesnecessary for these purPoses are becom-ing more readily available in themajor population centres, and it is to be eipected thal, with tlme, thefacirities will be provided rn r.ess densery poputated areas. As thesedevelopments occur, it will be irnportant for the countries of tne Regionto ensure that the radiation doses to their populations are mrnimised.The Technical Group sees value in the development of a regional programthrough which special technical services to oversee standardi witn respectto the medical uses of ionizing radiaLion wour.d be avairabJe.
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7.t I0NIZTNc RADIATIoNS IN INDUSlRy, RESEARCH, ANp TEACHING

7.r.I General Information

In developed countrres, radionuclides and electrically operated equipment
which gives oFf ionizing radiation are used extensivel.y in industry, in
industrial and scientific research, and in teaching. In a number oF
developing countries, the use of sources of ionizing radiatron for those
purposes is increasing. The radionuclides are either sealed in small
source holders or unsealed, for exampJ-e as liquids or powders.

ln industry, seared radionuclides are used for such purposes as the
control of industrial prccesses, the checking oF che eFfectrveness oF
weJ,ds in metal. components, and the killing of bacteria in medical
products. The many researu-h uses of unsealed raoionuclides include
investigation of the mixing of products in industrial processes, the
location of leaks in pipelines, the study of the movement of silts and
sands in rivers and harbours, and the investigation of physical, cnemical
and biological phenomena. Electrically operated equipment which grves off
X-rays is used in industty and researeh. 0f particular concern are X-ray
procedures to analyse industrial products and research materials.

To provide the professionaL and Lechnj,cal staff to use the various sources
of ionizing radiation effectively and safely in inoustry and research,
.jniversity and technical students are trained in the use of such sources.

The users of the above sources of ionizing radration and people in their
immediate vicinity will receive some radiation dose. In addilion, when
radionuelides are used, questions of their possible release to the
environment and of the safe disposal of radioective wastes arise. In
countries where bhese sources are used extensively rn rndustry, reeearch
and teaching, national regulations, usuaily based on the recommendations
of the International Commission on Radiological Protection, are the
foundation for the effective control of radiation doses, including those
to the general public which could arise from environmental releases of
radionuclides and the disposal ofl radioactive wastes.

7.3.2 Possible Impacts in the South Pa,cific Ragion

The Technical Group had no information on the use being made in Ehe South
Pacifie Region oF the above sources of ionizing radiation, which are now
linding increasing application in a number of developing counLriee. It is
Iikely that, with bime, there will be a need for some of the eountries in
the South Paeific Region to make use of at least eome of those
applications. As that occurs it will be important for the countries in
the region Lo develop effective control of bhe radiation doses to persons,
including those doses which arise from environmental release of
radionuclides and from the disposal oF radioactive rastes.
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7,4 MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIAIION

The United Nations Scientific Committee on tne Effects of,\tomic Radiationin reports to rhe uN Generar {ssembly (LJNSCEAd, L97zi 19713 r:gz) drerrattention to a variety of products i; use by the pubJ,ic (consumerproduets) which contain radionuclides put into the products lo give aparticular result- Those reports referred also to eome elactricalproducLsr 
-components of which operate at hrgh voltages and are possibl,esoutces of expoeure of Persons to X-rays. l'losl of the users oF the aboveproducts are unaware that the products are sources of radiation oose tothem and to others.

7.4.I Seqionucll{es in Consumer products

UNSCEAR (1977) Pointed out that many millions of items of various krnds ofconsumel producLs . containing radionuclides are used every day by personsaround the world. These consumer products were grouped as i'oliows: (l)radioactive lurninoue products; (Z) electronic and electrical devices; (l)antistatic devices; (4).g?s and smoke detectors; (5) ceramic ware,glassware and alloys; and (g) otner oevices and usesr.including scientificinstrumenLs. Onry some of theee products are discussed here, theintention. bging to stress that most users oF the products are ]ikely Eo beunaware that the products are a source of exposure to ionizing radiation.
In radioluminous products radionuclides are included along with anon-radioactive substance so as to cause the latter to grve ohf visiblelight as a result oF the ionizing radiation acting on ii. Examples arethe dials of sgme watches "nJ clocks, some compasses and marinenavigationar instruments, some fishing lights, some exrt signs incommercial buildings.and aeroplanes, and somi mooring buoys and iigh[s.These products contarn a variety of radionuclroesl rost with longradioactive half-lrves. The activities of radionuclides vary from one
lind of product to another. When radiolum:.nous products were firstintroduced (particularly for the dials of watches and clocks), naturarryoccurring radium-Z25 was used. There is little doubt that'many of theproducts containing radium-226 are sLill ln use or in the possession ofpersons. More recently artificially produced radionuclides i-rave been usedinstead of radivn-226, and the radioluminous proctucts with suchradionuclides result, in general, in J,ower radiation doses to the users ofthe producte and to other persons. It is important to realise that notall deviees which glow in the dark are radioacbive, because somenon-radioactive substances give off liqht by using other non-radioactive
agents.

SmaII amounts of radionuclides are included in €lome electronic andeLeetrical devices, sueh as components of fi.uorescent ]amps, electronic
valves r sun and germicidal larnps, sorne lamps for outdoor and industriallighting, and some high- and low-voltaqe protective devices. Many of thedevices in this group contain ""[iri"i"lly produced radionuclides,although, in some oF them, nat,urally occurring radiun-ZZ6 and thorium areused' Again, not a]l kinds of the devic6s mentioned here containradionuclides.
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Some devices designed !o eliminate or eontrol static electricity contain
radionuclides. Examples of these deviees are Iightning rods used on large
buildings, and brushes and other attachments used to free long playing
records and some scientific instruments, of dust attracted to thenr by
static electricity. The radionuclides used in antistatic devices include
naturally occurring radium-226 and polonium-ZlO and some artificially
produced radionuclides .

There is increasing use of devices to detect Ehe presence of gas or smob
i.n buildings. Many devices made at present for these purposes contain
either naturally occurring radium-226 and uranium or artificially produced
radionuclides including plutonium-2t8.

Naturally occurring uranium and thorium are used in products such as wall
tiles, plates, vases, cups and mugs to give them bright colours. The same
naturally occurring radionuclides are used in making special glassware,
flints for cigarette lighters, lenses for spectacles, and mantles for gas
lamps. Naturally occurring t,horium is present in rods used for metal
welding.

A number of scientific instruments used j.n indusbry and research contain
radionuclides (mostly artificially produced) as a means of improving lheir
performance. Artificially produced radionuclrdes have also been used to
identifyr against fraud, benk cheques and lokens used in vending machines.
A novel use of naturally oceurring uranium has been the rnclusion of small
amounts of it in dental porcelains used to fill teeth and to make false
teeth. The uranium makes the tooth fillings and the false teeth look more
Iike natural teeth in both daylight and in artificial light. Beceuee aII
isobopes of uranium are radioactive, this practice results in radiation
doses to the mouth and tongue.

The concern about consumer produets which contain radionuclides is not
limited to persons who use or work with the product.s. Afber a time many
of these product,s are damaged beyond repair, or are no longer effective in
operation or are discarded for some other reason. The question of their
safe disposal then arises. Even in thoee developed countries where there
are controls on miscellaneous soupces of expoeure to ionizing radiati.on,
many consumer products containing radionuclides are libly to be dieposed
of as household or industrial trash without coneideration being given to
their radioactive content. Such trash is usually dunped on land or burnt
and becomes a poasible source of radiation exposure to persons other than
the original ueers.

7.4.2 Electrical Products 0perated at High Voltages

Some electrical equipment which operates at high voltages (greater than
about I0r000 volts) may give off X-rays. Equipment of Ehis kind ie used
in industry, medicine and research and could result rn radiation doses to
persons working with it. Colour television receiverg, however, are the
most common eleetrically operated product which may cause persone in the
general public to be exposed to X-rays. Surveys have shown that, in the
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l950sr some colour television receivers gave off X-reys at a level much
higher than the limil recommended by r.ne InternationeJ Commrssion on
Radiological Proteetion for X-rays at the surface of the receiverg.
Becauee oF !his, ln some countrias more stringen! controls were put onthis aspect of colour telavision receivers. More recently there have besn
developments in eleetronice which have removed the main source of X-rayproduction thet existed in the colour television receivers of earliei
construction. The X-rey doses to persons from colour televrsion receivers
made more recently hava been shown to be negligrble under conditions of
normal operation and proper servicing. Th; pioblem which occurred with
colour television receivers did not exist with black and white televrsionreceivers becauee of the lower voltages at which Lheir electronie
components operated.

7.4., Possible Impacts in the South pacific Reoron

A report by UNSCEAR (tglt) incluOes Lhe estimate that, on a world_widebasisr consumer products of the krnds discussed above contributed eachyear a radiation dose equivalent to I dayst additional exposure of theworld popuJ.ation to normal naLural radiation. AlLhough thrs is only a
small' additional radiation dose, it rs the third highes[ conlribution fromman's activities, being exeeeded onJ-y by the mediial diagnostrc uee of
ionizing radiation (the highest) and fallout from past nucLear explosionsin the atmosphere. The :rctual contributions to the radiation dose of
persons in different countries and regions from consumer products dependson the extent to which the products are used ano controlled. The
Technical Group did not have available to iL any information on [he use of
these products in the South Pacific Region.

Efforts are being made in more and more eountries to eontrol the use ofthe miscellaneous soureea of ionrzing radiation discussed above and to
minimise the levels of radiation dose persons receive From them. For gome
of the products ( for example, television receivers ) rnLernational
standards have been establ ished. irrational or regional regulatory
procedures along the lines of those recommended rn Chapter 4 (section 4.1)
would ensure that the radiation dose to persons in the Region from these
sources would be limited.

7.5 0THER S0URCES, NOT AVSILAB.LE T0 tHE pUtsLIC

UNSCEAR (L972) referred to some miscellaneous sources of ionizingradiation which are not used by persons in the general public but whrch inthe past have resulted in radiation doses to pirsons and some radioactive
eontamination of the environment. In particular, the report referred toaccidents invoJ-ving- aeroplanes carryrng nuclear bornbs or components of
such bomber lo the loss at sea of nucleai submarines, to the uncontrolledreturn to earth from outer space of satellite eomponents containing
radionuclides (see Chapter 6, section o.4.2.5), and to the Iose, theft,and misuse of radionuclides. Some of bhese caused limrted radioactive
contamination of the environment and -l,ow radration dose bo gror.ps ofpeopre. Others resulted rn a higher radration dose to a few peoile.'
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7.6 5IJMMARY OF DOSES FROI'I DIFFIRENI SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
AND TRENDS I{ITH TIME

Figure 7.I shows a comparison of the contributions made by natural
sources, medical applications, atmospheric nuclear explosions, and nucleer
power production to the radiation exposure received by the world
population expreased as a percentage of the average annual effective dose
equivalent from natural sources of radiation. Natural sources, with an
annual effective dose equivalent of 2000 microsievert (1000 mierosievert
in the South Pacific Region), mab by far the largest contribution
(Chapter 5). Among the man-made sources, the largest contribution comes
from the medical uses of radiation, partieularly for diagnostic putposes.
The annual effective dose equivalent from medical uses of radiation
throughout the world is taken to be about 400 microsievert (UNSCEAR,
f982), approximately 20 pereent of the average annual exposure to natural
bacfqround. In the South Pacific Region the natural bacfqround is Lower
than the world average, but the average exposure due to medical uses is
probably also somer*rat lower, so that approximately the same percentage is
fibly to apply for the Region. The medical uses of ronizing radiation
are the area in which countries potentially have the greatest possibility
of control over the radiation dose received by their populations.

The contribution made by nuclear explosions has followed a discontinuous
trend but has mostly decreaeed since 1953, with snall variatrons due to
more recent explosions. The annual collecbive effective dose equivalent
attributable to the production of electrical energy by nuclear means haE
been increasing eontinuously because of the expansion of nuclear pohrer
programnea, but its contribution is at a substantially lower order of
magnitude.
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Figure 7-1. Trends with time of dosas from different Bor.Eccs of radiation,
Annual effeetive doee, equivalents, expregsed aa parcentagc ofthe avErage exposure to netural sourcag.
Sourcer II{SCEAR (f ggZ), p. Zj.
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CHAPTER 8

R'IDIOACIIVITY IN THE PACIFIC IICEAI{

8. I INTRODUCTION

F"l of.bhe present concern about radioactivity in the South pacificRegion is due to- the possibility of contamination of the marineenvironment that could reeult frorn existing or proposed activiEies thatinvolve radioactive materials. As baclggrJuno-to the discussion of thoeeactivities that 
^follow in Chapter 9, thls chapter presents an overview ofnatural' and artificial radioactivity 1n the palific gcean. It is intendedto provide the reader with some appreciation of the levers ofradioactivity and of some of the oceanic 

-p"o"""""s 
that control thedistributions and concentration levels of radionuclides in the ocean. Aeexplained in orapter z, the order activity unit, the curie, is retained inthis and the following Chapter. Congqntrations in seawater are mostcommonly expreseed in picocurie (lo-rz curie) per litre or kilogram ofwater. This chapter contains a number of iigures that have beenreproduced from the published scientific literatuie, some of which mabuse of yet other concentration units. These other unj-ts are explained inthe figure captions or in the !ext.

8.2 NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

Seawater contains virtual.Iy all of che radionuclides that occur naturally,though many of them are prlsent at exceedingly low coneentrations. This
:?::*?t 99nsi!e-1s a selection of those natririt radionuctides that uNscEAR\L'62) rdentrfied as being significant sources of hunan radiationexposure ' Some of the radionuclides to be discussed are also of greatimportance j.n consiggllnq radiation doses to marine organisms. However,most of the scientific ieseareh that has been carried out on naturalradionuclides in the oceans has been done because of their importance aetracers for studying how materials are oisperseo and transportad in themarine environment.

By. far_ the greatest proportion of the data that presently exists onnaLural radioactivity. in the ocean v/as collecfed during the Geochemical0cean Sections slYOy (GE0SECS), which was part or tr," InternationaJ. Decadeof 0cean Exploration ' a mutti-nation coopei"tiu" study of the world oceangduring 
- 
the period 1970-1980. GE0SEcb was a large-scale survey of thechemical properties of bhe ocean with a major emphasis on the measurenentof the radioactive nuclides that could 6e used as tracers to studycirculation and mixing processes in the sea. The pacific GE0sEcsexpedition was earried out aboard R/v tlelville, 

" """""rch vessel operated
?I_!r,".Scripps Institution of Oceanography, between August tiil and June1974 (craig 

"ng rurekian , Lg76), -rnls""""tion 
or [rre nefrt referslargely to GE0SECS data, and a map showing the GEoSECS sampling stationsis provided in Figure g-I.
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8. 2. I Cosmoqenic Radionue-lides

UNSCEAR (L982) identifies only four radionuclides in this category that
are significant with regard to human exposure: tritium, beryllium-7,
carbon-I4, and sodium-Z2. There have been no measurements of sodium-Z2
concentrations in seawaterr and the natural levels of tritium in the ocean
are now insignificant in comparison EEfrTe amounts of tri.tium that have
been added from nuclear weapons testing.

8.2.1.1 Beryllium-7

Measurements of beryllium-7 in the Pacific Ocean were reported by SiIbr(1972), Examples of the vertical distribution of beryllium-7 are shown in
Figure 8-2. Concentrations are highest at the surface and in general are
relatively uniforrn in the surface mixed layer, which is rapidly stirred by
the winds blowing across the sea surface, but the concentrations drop very
sharply in the upper part, of the pycnocline (thermocline). The pynocline
is the region in the water col.umn where the density of the seawater
increases sharply with depth, Iargely because the water becomes much
colder at depth. The strong density gradient across the pycnocline
greatly inhibits vertical mixing, and because beryllium-7 has a short
half-life (51 days), little of it penetraLes through the pycnocline before
undergoing radioactive decay. Thus the amounts of beryllium-7 below 100 m

in the ocean are usually undetectable. The pycnocline barrier also
inhibits the transport to the surface of materials released at depth in
the water column or at the seafloor.

8.2.1.2 Natural carbon-I4

Carbon-l4 exists in the atmosphere in the form of the gas carbon dioxide
and enters the ocean by gas exehange at the sea surface. Because of
chemical resctions of earbon dioxide with water molecules, the carbon-J4
in the oeean oecurs largely in the bicarbonate form, Mixing and
circulation within the ocean distribute the carbon-I4 to all depths.
Because the carbon-l4 at,oms undergo continual radioactive decay wfrile this
distribution is going on, it is possible to use rneaaured variations in the
carbon-l4 content of seawater to estimate the rate of the circulation and
mixing processes, This kind of information is fundament,al to an
understandi.ng o'the ocean, and for that reason the carbon-I4 distribution
in the oeean is of great scientific interest. The measurement of
earbon-I4 concentrations in seawater was, therefore, an important part of
GEOSECS. The Pacific GE0SECS earbon-I4 data were published by Ostltrnd and
Stuiver (f980),

Figure B-J cont,ains vertical profiles showing the carbon-I4 distributions
in different oeeans. Concentrations of carbon-l4 in seawater are always
expressed as per mil deviations of the carbon-I4/carbon-12 ratio from the
ratio that existed in the atmosphere prior to the start of the industrial
revolution (that is, prior to about 1850). A A C-14 val.ue of -I50 per
mil, for example' signifies a carbon-14,/carbon-12 ratio that is about 150
per milr or 15 percent, Iower than bhat ratio in the carbon droxrde of the
pre-industrial atmosphere. The surface layers of the ocean have been
greatly perturbed by the large quantities of carbon-I4 produced in the
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atmosphere by the testing of nuelear weapons, and positive a C-14 values,commonly greater than +I00 per milr are now found in ocean surface wetere.Thua the near-surface values for naLural carbon-l4 indicated in Figure g-)
were re-constructed from meaaurements made prior to the ma;or inputs ofweapons-produced carbon-I4 (tnat is, prior to 1957).

The imporbant features to note _in Figure B-J are that (t) the highest
A C-I4 values occur at the surface , (i) lhe J.argest vertical gradienteoccur in the main thermocline (pycnocline) region down to 1000 m or so,and (]) the highest deep-water values occui in the North Atlantic, withthe lowest occurring in the North Pacific. The first feature reflects thefact that carbon-I4 is added to the ocean onry at the sea surface and thatthe deeper waters are isolated from the atmospnere long enough forsignificant radioactive gg""y to occur. As with beryrrium-7r the steepgradients illustrate the effect of the thermocline as a bamier that elowsdown exchange between the surface and deep waLer masseg of the ocean. Thevery low A c-14 valuee in the deep f,lorth Pacific indicate that that wetermass has been isolated from contact with the atmosphere longer than anyothers' The large-scale circulation patterns in the ocean are such thafdeep watere are derived by sinking of surface waters only in the far NorthAtlantic and around-Antarctica (piincipally in the weddeir sea), and thereis no deep-water formation in the 'Norl,h pacific. Figure'g_4 

"nor" uvertical eross-section of the pacific 0cean iliuetrating thesouth-to-north decrease in A C_14.

As an approximation it can be considered that the water in the deepPacifie ocean is.supplied by an inflow originating in the south, in theAntarctic Circumpolar Currenl, and leeves ui-a-sroi upruiiing irrrough thethermocline into.. the upPgr layers, where il is exported from the pacificby a slow southward driFt uaik :.nto the circunpoi"" region atain. Thenatural carbon-l4 measurements made during GE0sEcS allow an eetimate to bemade of the tirne that thia cycle takea. A recent calculation by Sluiveret.aI' (f98])-gaYe- a replacement time of 5I0 years for water below IXlgmetres in the Pacific 0cean' It should be emphasized that this is anaverage eetimate and that some parcels of water nay be replaced more orless frequently.

8.2.2 Primgrdial Radionuclides

8.2.2.I The verv ]onq-lived nuclides

Potassium, rubidium, uranium and thorium are all supplied to the oceans inrivers from weathering of the continents. Recently it has been-discoveredtfat significant amounts of potassium and rubidiun are also reJ.eased tothe ocean by hydrothermal activity at the """"i" ofl the mid-ocean ridges,where-seawater percolates through hot, newly-formed rock and J.eaches outthe elements into so.Lution (Edm6nd et al. , l97g). All of the potassiumand rubidium delivered to the ocean contain the radioisotopes potassiunJt0and rubidium-87 in their naturar abundances, and, of course, all theisotopes of naturar uranium and thorium are radioactive.
It is an important characteristic of the ocean as a chemical system theteverything added to it is also removed from it by deposition in seafloorsediments or by interaetion of seawater wrth hot rocl in the hydrothermal
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circulation mentioned above. For natural substances there is good
evidence to indicate that the oceans are at an approximate steady etite,at wfiich the input and output rates balance so that there is no change
with time in their eoncentrations in seawater. In other words, it dois
not appear that the total saltiness of the ocean or the relative
proportions of the different elements dissolved in seawater have changed
very muehr even over long time periods of millions of years. If the input
or output rate of an element is compared with the concentration of the
elemenb in seawater, then it is possible to define a reeidence time for
that element r which is the average time that an atom of the element spends
in the ocean water coLunn before it ia removed. Fot pgtassium, rubidium
and uranium the residence times are vQry long (r0'-r0' years) cunpared
with mixing times oF the ocean (about l0' years) r so their radioisotopes
have nearly the same concentrations in seawater everywhere: ))0 picocurie
per litre for potassium- 0, 2.9 picocurie per litre for rubidium-87, l..lpicocurie per litre for uranium-238, 1. J picocurie per litre for
uranium-Z}.4 and 0.05 picocurie per litre for uraniun-2J5.

Thorium, unlike potassium, rubidium and uranium, is not very readily
mobilized in natural waters, and most of the thorium transport through the
oceans occurs in the solid particulate residues of continental weathiring.
Thus thorLun-ZJZ is rather inhomogeneously distributed in the oceana, andits concentralions are very low.

8.2.2.2 Uranium-series radionuclides

The decay sequence and half-lives of the uranium-series radionucJides are
given in Chapter 5' Figure 5-1. It is inetructive to compare the relative
concentrations of the uranium-series nuclides in seawater. This is donein the graph shown in Figure 8-5, where representative vaLues of surface
and deep Pacific waters are used. In any system that is cloeed to
migration of uranium and its decay products for a sufficient time, a typeof steady state known as secular equilibrium is reached in which the deiay
rates, hence the activities, of all members of the decay chain are equaito that of uraniun-Zl9 (see chapter 3). It can be seen (Figure g-5) thatthis condition is not found in the oceanic water colunn, and many examplesof disequilibrium are found within the uranium series beeause of the
transport of decay products into and out of the system. The various caaesof disequilibrium are of interest because tFrey teII us much about how
radionuclides with diflferent chemical properties behave in the oeean.

Uranium has already been mentioned as an element having a long residencetime in the oeean r so that its concentration in seawater ie uniform
everywhere. lt can be Been in Figure 8-5 that a slight excess of
uranium-Z]4 exists . (tnat is, uranium-ZJ4 activity is greater than
uranium-Zf8 activiby). This arises because oF a nuclear recoil effect
during radioactive decay such that, in the weathering proceas, uranir.m-Z54
atoms in rocks are somenftat more easily dislodged and taken into solution
than are the remaining uranium-Z18 atoms. Thus rivers have rather large
excesses of uraniun-?14 reJative to uranium-Z}8, and the oceans end up
with a 15 percent uranium-2J4 excess.
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An important example of radioactive disequilibrium within Lhe uranium
series is shorn by tne Lhorium isotopes thorium-214 and thorium-210. ln
surface waters a thorium-?J4 deficiency rs found (thorium-Zf4 aetivity
less than uranium-Z)B activity). This rndicates a process that removes
thorium from the surface layer of the ocean. In order Lo maintain such a
deficiency, the removal process must occur aL a rate that is comparable to
the decay rate of thorium-Z14. A large number of thoriun-?l4 measurenents
was made in the North Pacific by Matsumoto (1975), who calculated a
residence time of 4-5 months for thorium in the surface layer of the
ocean. The rernoval of thorium is caused by an uptake (adsorption) on the
surface of particles in the water which, in the surface layerr are
supplied abundantly from the production of plankbon. This uptake is
followed by a settling out of the particles and transport of bhe thoriun
to deeper layers in the water colunn. The settling can be accelerated by
the activity of zooplankton, which ingest frne particulate material and
paclage it into Fecal matter that settLes more rapidly. This is a good
example of the natural stripping processes by which t,he oceans cleanse
themselves of substances edded to them. Such proceaaes are part of the
basis for statemente that the oceans have a certain assimilative capaciby
for waEtes added to them. It should be emphasized that each element and
radionuclide behaves differently in the oceans r eo the efficiency of the
stripping proceas ehows a wide range of variability, depending on the
specific chemical properties of the eLement or radionuclide. For thorium
the proeeas is very efficient. For potassium, rubidium and uranium the
process is very inefficient, and theee elements reside in the oceans for
very long periods of time, as mentioned above.

In the deep waters of Lhe ocean, t.horium-?J4 ts found to be in equilibriun
with uranium-Z18. This indicates that the stripping, oP scavengingt
process described above is slower than it is in the surface ocean and slow
compared wibh the decay rate of thorium-2f4. Ihe difference between the
deep and surface waters is due Lo the smaller concentrabions of
particulate matter found in the deep ocean. However, examinaLion of the
longer-lived isotope thorium-2J0 shows thal scavenging also continuee at
depth, and here we have an extreme example of radioactive disequilibriumt
with thorium-Z10 activities almost insignificant eornpared to those of
uranium-2J4. Although the removal rate of thorium from the deep ocean is
slow compared to the decay rate oF thorium-Z}4, it is still fast compared
with the decay of thorium-Z]0. From the thorium-2f0,/uraniun-?J4
disequilibrium, it can be calculated that the residence time of thorium in
the deep ocean is approximately hO-tO years. Thus even though thorium-zr0
is a long-Iived radionuclide (half-Iife 751000 years), it does not persist
in the oceans for very long. Virtually all of the thorium-210 that would
be in equilibrium with uranium-2}4 :.n lhe ocean is found in the bottom
sediments, not in the water colurnn.

Because of the efficient removal of thorium-Z]0 from Lhe water colurnr the
remainder of the uranium series decay chain is found Iargely in the uPper
sediments on the seafloor. However, a certain amount (about I0 percent)
oF the radium-2Z5 that is formed there escapes into the bottom water and
is dispersed upward. This is an example of a natural releaee of
radioactivity on the seafloor, and it provides a useful analog for
considering the possible effects of artificial releases.
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A large amount of radium-226 daLa was collecLed in the Pacrfie ocean
{uring GEOSECS. The data have been published in papers by Chung and Craig(f980) and by Ku et al. (1980). An example of the distributions found is
shown in Figure 8-6. Concentrations of radium-226 are higher in the deepwater than at the surfacer BS expected considering the source at the
bottom. However, surface concentrations are for.rnd to be much too low to
be accounted for by physical di.spersion models based on the natural
carbon-I4 distribution, so it has been concluded that there must be
Processes other than radioactive decay that remove radium-225 fton the
surface ocean. This occurs by incorporation of radium-2?5 in the biogenicdebris produced at the surface by plankton, much of which diseolves on
entering the deep water or on reaching the bottom sediment. Thus a cycle
occurs in which dissolved radium-ZZ5 is slowly mixed upward to the surface
across the thermocline and then carried downward by part,icles and released
at depth. This eycle produces a distribution of radium-226 in the oceanin which the youngest deep water (tnat is, water which was most recently
at the surface) contains the lowest radium-2?6 concentrations ( found i;
the North Atlantic) and the oldest waters, in the North Pacific, contain
the highest concentrations. This is opposite to the trends discussed
above for carbon-I4, but it is similar to the trends observed for the
nutrient elements, especially silicate. Surface waters everywhere containnearly the same concentration of radium-226 (O.Ai - 0.04 picocurie per
litre).
Radon-222 and its short-lived daughters are in seeular equilibriun with
radium-226 throughout most of the oceanic water column. However, near the
seafloor excess radon-222 LS present (tnat is, radon-222 acLivity greater
than radiun-226 activity) beeause of input from the bottom sediments.
From the distribution of excess radon-222 above the seafloor, it is
possible to determine rates of mixing within the bottom layer. A
discussion
is given

of
by

this, using GEOSECS data from the Pacific and other oceans,
Sarmiento et al . (L975), The mixing raLe is important in

determining the bottom water concentrations that would arise from
artificial releases of radioaetivity on the seafloor.

At the sea surface a deficiency of radon-Z?? occurs (radon-222 activity
less than radium-226 activity) because of radon loss to the atmosphere.
Rates of gas exchange at the interface can be estimated from measurements
of the deficiency. However, the ocean is not generally an important
source of radon in the atmosphere, most of which comes from the land.

Measurements of lead-210 in seawater show a significant excess (lead-Zl0
activity greater than radon-22? activity) at the surface and a deficiency
(lead-210 activity less than radon-??Z activity) at depths below the
thermocline. The source of the surface excess is the natural fallout of
Iead-2l0 from the atmosphere, where it is produced following radioaclive
decay of radon-Z?Zr which derives mainly from the continents. The
deficiency ln the deep water means Lhat Iead-210 is eontinually being
stripped from the ocean as was the case with thorium-2]O discussed above.
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Figure 8-7 is a map of lead-210 concentratrons i.n surface seawater.Coneentrations are seen to be generalJ.y higher in the North pacifrc thenin the South PaciFic. This reflects tne raiger land mass of the tbrthernHemisphere, supplying more radon-222 to tfre atmosphere and hence rpreread-2rO to bhe sei surface. It can al.so be seen (Figure g-7) thatlead-210 concentrations are, in each hemisphere, highest in the centralregions of the ocean. This pattern refleets the fattern of biorogicalproductivity in the ocean. Like thorrum, .lead is stripped lrom thesurface waters because of the blologically ariven particle formation andsettling. The bio-Logical aetivity, f,"n"u the stripping proceas, is moetintense around the-edges of the ocean and also along tn"- Equ"to". Thosewaters are most effiiiently stripped, so the lead-21.0 concentrations areLowest.

The vertical distributi.ons of read-zl0 in the pacirie ocean are shown inGEOSECS data published by Nozaki et aI. (19g0) and by Chung and Craig (inpress)' .Figure 8-8 showg some representative data. Here the results areexpressed as the lead-Zl0 minus radium-226 activity difference t,o show horthe magnitude of thg disequilibrium -;h"il;; with depth. The excesslead-210 (positive values) csn be seen "[ tne top penetrating dornwardrnto the thermocl.ine. Berow about 1000 m all tn" samples show adeficiency (negative values), and the deficiencies are largesL near thebottom.luggesting that lead-Zio removal is fastest near the bottom due tointensified stripping processes occurring near the sediment,/waterinterface.

The final radioactive member oF the uranium series is polonium-Zlg.Concentrations of polonium-2l0 in surface waters from the pacific oeeenwele reported by Nozaki et aI. (f976,). Little oF the polonium_Zl0 in theoceen eomes from bhe atmosphere, most of it being produceJ within theocean itserr by decay of leed-210. It is known -th;t polonium-zlu isatrongly concentrated by plankton and other marine organisms, and somgtiseues of marine organisms receive exbremely nigh ridiation dosea fromthe polonium-Zr0 depoeited within them (cherry'at 
"i., LggD. Because ofthe upt'ab by planKon and adsorption on planicuonic detritue, polonium-2lgie .scavenged from the surfece ocean, and a poronium-zio' deficiency(polonium-Z]O activity less than lead-210 activity) is found everywhere.This ia shown in Figure 8-9, which r"p" -rr" foioniuir-ZLo/Lead-210 activityratio in Pacific surfaca watere. As expected the higheat ratios (laaEt

amount of ecavenging) occur in the central ocean areas of each hemiaphere,and the lowest ratioe (hrghest rate of scavenging) are founo in thoaeareas where biological produc[ivity is highest.

9,2,2, )

The decay-sequence and halF-Iives oF the thorium-series radionuclides areglu"T in chapter 5, Figure 5-2. Because of the very row sorubirity ofthorium in seawater, and because of the short half-lives of all thethorium-23? deeay products, members of lhe thorium serieg are ordinarilypresent at very low concenttations in seawater. Howevor, significantamounts of radium'?Z8 ate found around the edges of the ocean and alsonear the deep seafloor because of i.ts diffusion out of sediments, Like
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radium-226, radium-Z28 provides an important anal.og for coneidering
artificial releeses at the seafloor, and thorium-2Z8 measurements provide
i-rnportant information on chemicel scavenging (the cleansing or stripping
proceas described above) in the sea.

The activity level of uraniun-Z35 in nature is leas than 5 percent that of
uranium-2J8. UNSCEAR (f982) coneiders the sma]I contributions to doees
received from members of the uraniun-?35 decay series to be negligible,
The concentretions of the uranium-Z)S decay products in eeawater are very
Iow and difficult to measure.

8. ] ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY

During the period oF large-scale atmospheric weapons test,ing by the U.S.
at its Pacific Proving Grounds in the Marshall Islands, several ocean
surveys were condueted by Japanese and U.S. scientiets to monitor bhe
changes in the radioactivity levels in seawater (Japan Society for the
Promotion of Science, 1956; Hines, 1962). Host of the measurement
techniques that were employed during those early surveys were not capable
of determining the concentrations of individual radionuclides, and the
sampling was generally not detailed enough or frequent enough to cope
adequately with the high degree of spatial and temporal variability
existing at that time. For these reasons, it is diFficult from Lhe early
work to draw conclusions on the behaviour of artificial radionuclides in
the ocean.

As with the natural radionuclides, mueh of the data bhat exiets on the
distributions of individual artificial radionuclides in the Pacific (bean
derives from the Pacific GEOSECS expedition conducted in L97r-L974, slone
tan years after the large-scale production of nuclear ureapons debris from
the U.5. and USSR atmospheric tests had stopped. The most important
artifieial radionuclides measured during GEOSECS were tritium, earbon-I4,
caesium-If7 and plutonium-?Jgr24O (the sum of the two isotopes, which
eould not be individually measured by the technique that was used). These
radionuclides give important information on how materials are moved and
dispersed in the ocean, particularly, at bhis time, in the upper layers of
the ocean. Their distributions in the ocean continue to change with time,
and for this reason, they belong to a class of substances sometimes
referred to as transient tracers. In this respect, they differ from the
natural radionuclides, whose oistrj.butions remain nearly steady in time.

l{ith the exception of carbon-l4, which forms gaseous carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, the radionuclides produced during nuclear explosions in the
atmosphere are distributed largely within the hemisphere in wfrich they are
produced (Chapter 5). This is true of tritium, which enters the oceans as
tritiated water, partly in rain, to a smal] extent rn rivers, but mainly
by vapor exchange at the air-sea interface. It is also true of
strontium-90, caesium-lr7 and plutonLun-Z}9r24O, whieh are all delivered
to the sea surFace in rain and also in dry fallout. Carbon-I4, as carbon
dioxide, has a much longer residence time in the atmosphere and tends to
be more evenly distributed between the two hemispheres. In L97r,
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approximately 50 percent of the total weapons-produced carbon-I4 stillremained in the atmosphere, whereas onry 0.1 percent of tha 
-;";;;

remained (Broecbr and peng, lgBZ). Thus 'the atmospheric inventory ofcarbon-l4 continues to be ieduced because of its uptake by the oceans(Chapter 6, Figure 6-5).

Tritium and the fallout radionuclides strontium-90, caeeirm-l]7 andplutonium-259r240 all reach the sea surface within weelcs (for tropoephericinjection) or a few years (for stratospneric iri.iection) of the time theyare produced ln 3 nucrear exprosion, Thus a in""p peak, ialging behindthe peak in prodrcligl uy.! year or two, is seen when their ojiivery ratesare plotted against time (Figure 8-10). Their behaviour is in eontrast tothe more gradual remova] of 6arbon-14 from the atmosphere, as discussed inChapter 5, section 6.4.2.7 and shown in Figure 5_5.

8.1.1 Tritium Distribution in the pacific 0cean

Figure 8-lla shows one of the tritium seetions measured in the paciFic
9::"n during. GEOsEcs. As stated in chapter-5, the anount of natura.l.\cosmogenrc) tritium in the oceans is very small, and virtually all of thetritium now found in the oceans can be eonsidered to be weapone-produced.The asymmetrical distribution of tritiurn about the equator is striklng intheEe sections. lfuch higher concentrations are found in the l{orthernHemisphere, as expected. The same asymmetry is also evident in thewater-colr"mn inventories shown in Figure g-1lb. Alr tritimeoncentrations a.re expressefoin tritiun uniti (TU). one ru ""|""""nts onetritium atorr for, every lOru atoms of hydrogen and is equivarent to t,zpicocurie per litre of seawater. Thus 

-the highest surface waterconcentrations :lgy in Figure g-rlb.correspond to about )0 picocurre perIitre' ln L97t-L974, no tritium could be detected in the paciric oceanbelow about 1000 metres.

8.t,2 Bomb Carbon-I4

The amounts of carbon-I4 produced during the atmospheric testing ofnucl'ear-weapons were_large enough to cause a significant increase in bhecarbon-I4 content of the atmosihere and, subseluently, of the surfacewaters of the ocean. Figure B-r2a shows A c-14 varues meaeured inPacific surface waters Ouiing GE0SECS (L9jj_I974) in--comparison withvalues that were measured eirlier before significant inflis of banbcarbon-l4 (pre-I958). Figure 8-12b shows the water-colunn inventories oFthe artificial conponen[. Comparison with Figure B-lI shows that, withcarbon--l'4, there is much less asymmetry in the distribution about theequator than there is with tritium. A" pointeo out above and in C6apter6, this is because oF the long residence time of carbon dioxide in theatmosphere cqnpared to the tiie required for atmospheric exchange betweenthe Northern and Southern Hemispheres. lt is believed that the pronouncedcarbon-r4 minimum at^the equator is caused mainly by upwelling, in theequatorial region, of waters that are relatrvely'Oeficielrt .l.n caruon-I4,and 
-the data provide a me€tns of estimating the upwelling rates (Broecfrer

and Peng , IggZ).
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8.J.J Tha Fallout Radlonuctideq Strontium-90, Cae

A recently published atudy by Bowen et aI (1980), based largely on data
from GE05EC5 statione, provides the most extensive treatment presently
available on fallout radionuclides in the Pacific 0ceen. Eerlier
meaaurements, most notably by Y. Miyake and co-wor&era in Japan and by
T.R. Foleom and co-wor&ers in the thited States, were reviewed by Volchok
et al (1971) and Miyab and Sugimura (L974).

The GE0SECS data are shown in vertical sections in Figures 8-11 bhrough
8-16. In general, fallout strontium-90 and caeeium-ll7 are related to
each other by a constant ratio (caesium-Il7/strontium-90=I.45), which is
also maintained everywhere in seawaLer. Thus it would be redundant to
present data for both radionuclides, and, in fact, the contoure in Figures
8-1, and 8-15 are based on strontium-90 as well as caesiun-lJ7
measurements.

The distribution of caesium-lJ7 (and strontium-90) bears a strong
resemblanee to that of tritium (Section 8.1.I). This sinilarity reflecte
the fact that caesium-l]7 mlve6 largely in true solution in seawater, not
being associated significantly with sinking particles. As is the case
with tritium, fallout caesium-lJ7 shows a strong asymrnetry in its
distribution about the equator.

Plutonium-?}g1240 distributions are in sharp contrast to those of tritium
or caesium-If7. Ilhereas the tritium and caesium-JJ7 concentratons are
generally highest at the sea surface, the highest plutonium concentrations
are found, throughout the Pacific, in a sub-surface layer centered at
approximately 450-500 metres. The downward penetration of plutonium is
more extensive than it is for tritium or caesium-I)7, and at some of the
stations in the fbrth Pacific (Figure 8-f4) a plutonium-rich bottom-water
layer is found. These distinguishing Features of the plutoniurn-?rgr24O
distribution can be accounted for by an association oF plutoniun with
sinking particles and a subsequent release of plutoniun frm the
particles, either at sub-sutface depths in the water colunn, while the
partieles are sinking, or at the seafloor, after the particlee have
reached the bottom.

The GE0SECS data set is extensive enough bhat water-colurn inventories of
the fallout radionuelides could be calculated. From a comparison of those
inventories wibh the estimated global fallout deliveriee, it is evident
that over most of the Pacific Ocean represented by Lhe data (mostly north
of the equator) there is a substantial excess of both plutonitrnr-ztgr}h0
and caesium-I17. The excess is most pronouned for plutonium-?tgrZt0,
especially in the 0-I5o N latitude band. Recognizing that there xrere
still gaps in the coverage, Bowen et al. (f980) nevertheless provided
estimates of ocean-wide invenLories of the fallout radionuclides in the
North Pacific. They h,ere, ,in 1974, as followst L74 x l0' curiee of
plutoniurn-Llgr}4}, 5.4 x iOb curies oF caesium-l17 and 3.72 x 106 curieg
of strontiun-9O (converted from the caesium-lJ7 inventory). Global
fallout deliveries to the same area were calculated from norldnide fallatt
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d9t", to be 59.7 x lof curies of plutonium-zrgrzilo nd 2.6g x td curieaof strontiun-90. Thus the amount br plutoniurn in the l,lorth pacific isabout 2.5 tirnes larger than woulA be eiipe"i"J-f"* global (etratospheric)
fafrgyt a]one, and the amounts of ce"siuf,-il1-t*a Etrontirm-90) are aboutl'4 timea rarger. The only obvious aource io" these large invurtoryexcesaes rould sPpoer to be close-in and tropoapheric fa.Llouf clor.rds frgqthe varioue nuclear test series conducted in the pacific. This isconsistent with the obeervetions pointed out in Orapter g (eeeLon 6.6) o?unuaually- ligtt inventories of caesim-Il7 in soils of tho lbrtlprnMerahall Islands. Boren et al (lg80) point oul en"t, in order to accotntfor the Pacific 99"o rvellgrv data, tire cross-in fallout must have had aplutoniun-259r249/caeeiun-lf7 ratio' rrigrrer-inan that Found in gl6alfallout end thet deep-eea sediments in ltre vicinity of ttre tE tegt aitoacontain urrsually high levels of plutoniun.
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Figure 8-1. GEOSECS Pacific expedition
the 4-km contour. Shaded
Turekian (L976).

I97t-L974. Thin lines reprseont
area: < t km. Source: Cralg md
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Figure 8-2. Profiles of beryllium-7 coneentration and temperature vereus
depth (Z) neaeured at two statione in the Pacific Ocean.
Llpper panel: ]0 October 1968; 28oJ2rN, l60o00rt. Lower
panal: 28 April 1958; 44oJ9rN, L?4o5ttll. I disintegration
per minute (dpr).0.0157 becqrerel=9.45 picocr.nie. Source:
Silfrer (L972).
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Figure 8-4. Dietribution of carbon-I4 (expreesed as A C-14) a north-
south traneect in the eastern Pacific Ocean. The progressive
decrease in the values for deep water from south to north can
be seen. Source: 0stlund and Stuiver (1980).
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Figure 8-5. Representative coneentrations of the urenitrn-series radio-
nuclides in PaciFic 0cean waters. Short-Iived nuclides ale
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Figure 8-6. Contour diagram of radir.rm-226 cotrcentration in e north-eouth
verticel section in the eestern Pacific. I disintegration
per minute (dgn)=0.0167 becquerel-O.45 picocuri€. Source: Ku
et al. (1980).
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Figure 8-7. Lead-2r0 distribution in surface waters of the pacific tlcean.
l. disintegration per minute (dpm)-O .0167 becq.rerel{.45picocurie. Source: Nozaki et al. (1976).
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Figure 8-8. Four repraaentative profiles efiowing leed-210 exeesa in the
uPpcr rater colunn and deficiency in the bottoo part of the
watet colunn. Shaded arsaa are the areas of excees and
deficiency raletivc to the mid-depth deficiency as norn. I
diaintegration per minute=0.0l67 becqrerel=0.45 picocufig.
Sourcer lbzeki et al. (lg80).
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Figure 8-9. The distribution of polonium-210,/Iead-210
the surface waters of tne pacific 0cean.at. (1976).
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activity ratios in
Source: l,lozaki et
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Figure 8-10. ilean tritium eontent of rain at
to 1974. Also given is the total
gtrontium-9O deposition. Source:
(f978), reprinted in Broeclar and

Valencia, Ireland, from 1952
annual Northern Hemiephere
Dreisigacker and Roether
Peng (1982).
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Figure 8-ll. (a) Section showing the vertical distribution of tritirn
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LATITI'E

Figure 8-L2. (a) a C-14 values in surface waters of the Pacj.fic (been at
the time of GE0SECS (f971-1914) and prior to contamination by
bombe C-I4 (pre-I958).
(b) Inventories of bomb C-14 versus latitude in the pacific
0cean \n L97J-L974. source: Broecrer and peng (r9gz).
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Figure 8-IJ. Hestern Pacificr nofth-Eouth section l70otf-I70oE, LgTt-|q
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Figure 8-15. Eastern PaciFj.e, north-south Eection l2r-rzgo11, LgTt-11
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Figure 8-15. Eastern Pacific, north-south section rzt-lz$ol{, LgTr-74
GEOSECS program: plutonium-2t9 1240 concentrations (dpn/foo Esearater). I disintegration per minute (dpn)=O.OtgZ
becqrereld).45 picocurie. Source: Boren et al. (lgg0).
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CHAPTTR 9

PRESSIT AIO PROPOSED ACTIVIIIE5 IT{VOLVIT{G RADIOACTIVE IIAIERIALS
IN T}IE S(ruTH PACIFIC REGITI{

9.1 RAproacTtvE wAgTE SToRAGE AND DrsposAl

9.1.1

9.l.l.l International requirements

Use of Lhe ocean as a repository for radioactive materials and otherhazardous substances is internationally recognized as a matter that,requires careful controL. Aceordingly, a system of principles andpractices governing such use has been idopted witn tne aim of assuring theprotection of the marine environment,. The most important internationalagreement governing present waste-disposal practice is the Convention onthe Prevention of lularine Pollution by Dumping of Vrlastes and gther l.latter,which was adopted in London in 1972 and came- into Force rn Ig75. Thisconvention is commonly referred Lo as the London Dumprng convention (LDC).
F of early L98t, the LDC had been signed by some 5l countries (curtis,19Bl)' among them being canada, France, J"p"n, the Netherlands, spain,Sweden, USSR, U.K. and U.S.A.

The London Dumping convention embraces alr types of wagtes, bothradioactive and non-radioactive. Three general categories of waste arerecognized (Article IV): (l) extremely hazardous iaterials, Iisted in
*T"*_l^:f=!!" Convention, for which dr-rnping is categorically prohibited;\z) maE,errals requiring special aare, listed rn- Annex 

-Ii of theconvention, for which a speciar p""rit is required; and (l) omermaterials, for which dunping under a general permit is arlowed. specialand general permita are issued by the appropriate national authorities inthe ccruntries engaged in dunpinq (Article'VI). Radioactive wastes Fallwithin the first !1o categories given above. In category (l) are'high-Ievel radio-active tt"s["" or other high-Ievel radio-active matterdefined on public health, biorogicar or othei grounds, by the competentinternational body in this fie1J, at present bhe International AtomicEnergy Agency,.as unsuitabte For dunping at sea', (An;e; i;-p;;;;"aph 5).--In categoty (2) are trradioactive wastes or other redio-active matter notincruded in Annex l. In the issue of permits for the dunping of thismatter ' the Contracting Parties should take full account of therecommendations of the eompeLent international body in this fietdr atpresent the International Atomic Energy Agency" (Annex II, section D).Thus the tnternational Atomic_ enerly nien"y (infn) t"-"n""t"d with theresponsibility of defining high-Ievet rioi-6act:.ve waste, for *6i."n dunpingi1 prohibited, and of setting recommendations to be followed in thedisposal of other radioactive wiste, which is permissible under the termsof the LDC.
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The IAEA Definition and Recommendations are subjeet to continual review
and may be revised as technological developments and improved scientific
knowledge warrant. The present version is given in IAEA (I97ga), which
defines high-level radioactive waste as lollows:

frFor the purposes of Annex I to the convention, high-lever
radioactrve wastes or other high-level radioactive matter unsuitablefor dunping at sea means any waste or other matter with an activity
per unit gross mass (in tonnes) exceeding:

(a) I cilt for 6 ;ggitters but limited to ro-I Ci/t for 226Ra
and supported ""Po;

(b) IOZ Ci/t for p / EeniLLers with half-Iives of at least 0.5
years (excluding tritium) and p ,/r-emitters of unknown
half lives; and

(c) fO6 ci/t for tritium and P t V -emitters with half-lives of
Iess than 0.5 years.

The above activity concentrations shall be averaged over a gross rnass not
exceeding 1000 tonnes.

The Definition is based on:

(f) An assumed upper limit to the mass dunping rate of 1001000 t per
year at a single dunping site; and

(2) Caleulated upper limits Lo activity release rates from all
sources (other than natural. sourees) of

(a) 1gl Ci/Vr f ot 4 -eryifi,ters (but Iimited to tO4 Ci/yr for
'tbRa "nd "upported 

zrupo);

(b) to7 cilyr For P t t-emitrers
0.5 years (excluding tritium)
half lives; and

'tl(c) 10" Cilyr for tritium and p
cf less than 0.5 years

at a single dunping site and also
when released to an ocean basin of

Radioactive wastes that do not exceed the Limits set forth above are
incruded under Annex II and may be dunped under a special permit. The
above should be interpreted as upper -Limits, and the IAEA specifies thatpermits should not be given which would allow these .Iimits to be
approached.

with half-Iives of at least
and p /t -enitters of unlnown

/ t -enL|ters with half-lives

in the case of-cl-emitters
not less than l0r t 

m) .,,
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f1 s9!!ing the preeent limits for radioactive waste disposal in the oce8n,the IAEA relied on the advice of two international groups oF experts thatit convened in L977. One of lhose groups reviewed the earlier prov:.sional
Definition and Recormendations, concluded that revisions were necea3ary,and then went on to consider the 

-oceanographic criteria for settinirel'ease limits' Thg other group of experls considered the radiologicalcriteria. The reports iseued 5y the two groups oF experts (tnEn lgTgbrc)provide the oceanographic basis and radioiogical basis for the presentlyadopted IAEA Definition and Recommendations ( IAEA r97ga) . summariee ofthe IAEA work and accounts of the prior nislorical deveroprnent can befound in a number ,of published sources (MitcneU and Shepherd, lggl;Nishiwaki, lgBI; Templeton, Igglarb). nn especiatty good crilical reviewof the IAEA work is given in a report by Sutton (I9BZ): --

The task of the IAEA rs one of radiation protection, that is, of assuringthat the human exposure to ionizing radiation that would result Fromdunping stays within specified Limiti. Thus it is necessary to predictthe radiation dose lhat may be received by people from rerease ofradioactivity on the seafloor. The IAEA experts adopted the critrcalpathway approach (Foster et al., I97I) in making their predietions. Thisinvol'ves evaluaLion of sequences of events through *'nicn radionuclidesrel'eased to the environment are diluted, perhaps re-concentrated, andultimately reach people either in food or in mat.erial with which lhey comein contact. The exposure pathways_most J.ikely to result in the highestdoses are teferred to as critical pathways , and the j.ndividuals who willreceive those doses are said to belong to critical populations or critical
9roups.

The steps necessary to predict the radiation dose that may be received bypeople as a result of radioactive contamination of the marine envirormentare as foLlows (Foster et al., I97l):
I ' Estimating the concentrations of the contaminants that wiII exlst inseawater.
2' Estimating the relationships between the concentrations in the waterand those in seafood, sediments, beaches, fishing gear, and othermaterials used by people.
J' Estimating rates of consumption of particular seafoods by criticalpopuration groups and the extent of exposure (time and oistance) tomaterials that can deliver an external doee.4' Converting the estimated intakes of radionuclides and the intensity ofthe deposited eontaminants into estimates of internal and externaldose.

In order to set release-rate limits, the above steps are talen to predictthe dose to critical groups for a hypothetical unit rate of release on theseafloor (for example, I curie per year). The permissible release_ratelimit is then taken as that number or units ,hicn will produce a doseequal Lo the limit set by some particular standard. In the IAEA work thestandard used was the dose Lrmit set by the International Commission onRadioJ.ogieal protection (ICRP). At present that dose limit for criticalpopulations is 5 millisievert per year over the whole body or- doses toindividual organs of the body wirich are estimated to cause equivalent
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radiation hazard (that is, the elfective dose equivalent; see Chapt.er )).
This is about five times the average dose to people in the South Pacific
Region from nalural baclqround radiation (Chapter 5).

It is especially important to recognize t,hat the critical groups
reeeive the doses estimated by the above procedure consist

could
those

individuals who could receive the largest exposure, not the average
exposurer resulting from the release of radioactivity. For example, one
of the eritical groups used in the IAEA assesement consists of people
whose diet would be largely of seafood harvested enLirely from that
location in the ocean where the nighest radionuclide concentrations might
conceivably occur. It is unlikely that any such individuals would exist,
but even if they did, the release-rate limits are designed to be
restrictive enough to protect them. The avelage individual doses received
by entire populations would be many times, probably thousands of times,
lower than the maximum doses estimated for the critrcal groups.

In establishing the oceanographic basis, the IAEA experts recognrzed that
present scientific knowledge does not allow exact predictions to be made
of seawater eoncentrations resulting from radionuclide releases. They
a.Iso recognized the possibility that some radioactivity could be
transferred from the seailoor to human populations by completely
unforeseen pathways. Because of these uncertainties, the IAEA experts
adopted a conservative approach based on pessimistic assumptions about
what might happen in extreme circunstances, not on realistic assumpbions
about what would most likely happen. Thus the doses predicbed by their
calculations are, by intention, most probably overesti.mated. For this
reason the resu.Iting re-Lease-rate limits contain built-in safety factors.

The IAEA experts included an additional level of cautiousness in their
analysis by recommending that disposal of radioactive waste be limited at
the outseb bo rates not exceeding those which could, if necessary, be
continued for very Iong periods of time -- periods comparable to the half
life of plutonium-2t9. The length of time actually adopted in the
caLculations was 40,000 years. This is a conslervative procedure,
particularly for the long-lived wastes, because it would rthen take
thousands of years for their coneentrations in the ocean to build up to
the maximum levels, They pointed out, however, that there is mueh concern
within the scientifie community about the effects of long-lived wastes and
the possibility that revisions in the estimates of acceptable levels might
become necessary, because ib would equal.ly take thousands oF years for lhe
long-lived wastes to decay away. The experts therefore recommended
adopting a procedure to enforce a slow approach of activj.ty in tne
environment toward the rnaximum levels so that time would be allowed for
monitoring, assessment, and revision of control procedures should it prove
necessary, particularly for the long-lived radionuclides (IAEA, l978b).

The major Lask in establishing the oceanographic basis was to estimate
radionuclicie concentrations throughout the oceanic water column Lhat would
result from given rates of release at the seafl.oor, For any radionuclide
released at a constant rate, the coricentrations in seawater increases
until an equili.brium distribution ls eventually built up. f{hen
equilibrium is reached, the rate of loss by radioactive decay balances the

who
of
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rate oF 1nput, and there are no further rncreases in concenbrabion. Forradionuclides with half-lives much greater than vertical and norizontalmixing times, the equilibrium eoncentrations are uniform throughout theocean and are easily calculated. For shorter-Iived radionucliiee, theconcentrations depend also on rates of mixing and are higher near thesource and on the ocean bottom than at the surfaee. Foi approximatecalculations, in which the emphasis was on bottom concentratrons, the IAEAexperts chose to use the Strepherd dispersion model (Shepherd , Igiil. Thismodel considers an ocean of finite size with horizontal circulation andthree-dimensional diffusion. lhe model was acknowledged to be aeonsiderable idealization but was considered adequate for the purpose ofdefining large-seale, Iong-term eoncentrations.

Some examples of resul-ts calculated from the Sfrepherd model are shonn inFigure 9-l for a wide range of radioactive half-lives. For referencepurpo8es the horizontal mixing time of a typical ocean basin can be talenas Iess than 100 years and the vertical mixihq time as in the range of afew hundred to_one thousand years. The qr"n[ity plotted on the verticalaxis-of Figure 9-l is referred to as the specific'concentration, which issimply the concentration of radioactiviby, in curie per cubic metre, thatwould result from a unit rate of rerease (l curie per second). For anyactual rate of release, of course, the resu.Lt is simply scared,_up bymultiplication. The volume of the ocean basin is taken to Ue-iOl7-luuilmetres. (Tne volune of the Pacific 0cean is approximately seven timesthis value.) Curve H shows the limiting case in whi.ch mixini rates arealways much Faster lhan decay rates so tiat concentrations beiome uniformthroughout the ocean. This curve slopes upward to the right, indicating
!1"!' for a given release rate, long-lived radionuclides *itt-build up t6higher concentrations than short-Iived radionuclides provided thatconstant input is maintained rong enough to reach this equiribrium (i.e.,for tj.mes considerably 1onger than tneii half,_l-ives). Wrien 

-mi*ing 
ratesare comparable to or slower than radioacLive decay rates, concentrabiongradients will occur such that concentrations aru high"r ihan average atthe bottom of the ocean, near the source (curves C anJ D), and -Lower than

average at the surface (curves E and F). Ihe differences are large Forshort half-lives and become sma-Il for very long half-lives. Thue the
9g"e: converge toward the upper right-hand part of the diagram. Thisillustrates how the slowness of vertj.cai mixing in the o"""n--iirit" thetransport of short-lived radionuelides to the iurface. It also shows thatlhe details of the oceanographic model ( for example, which value is chosenfor..the mixing time oi the diffusion coefficient) 

"""-irpo"tant forpredicting the concentration distributions of lhe short-livedradionuclides but become unimportant for determining the concentrations olthe J.ong-lived radionuclides.

The most obvious pathway for the transfer of radioactivity from theseafloor to human populations is by the dispersion process described above
and then by the consumption of fish caughL in surface waters. However, inorder to allow for the possibility Lhat Future pathways might originate atgreat depths and for the possibility of upwelliiq frdr q"uit Oeptns to thesurface, the IAEA- experts adopted the conservative -"ppro"ch of basingtheir-radiological assessment on the higher bottom concentrations, eveifor food chains originating in the surfice. A vertical dispersion rate
eorresponding to a 4000-year mixing time was used in their calculatione.
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These aseuunptions lead to the eurve C in Figure 9-1.

The Shepherd model deals only with long-term, Iarge-scale dispersion from
a dunp site, and leads to estimated average concentrations at the ocean
bottom or surface. However, the oceanographic basis considered also the
possibility of short-term processes, such as the formation and transport
of pltmes, that could short-circuit the long-term dispersion procesa.
These are important to eonsider, because they could lead to higher local
concentrations in pathways leading to human populations. The analogy of
the smoke-filled room (URff, 1980) is helpful: in the long term the
build-up of the baclqround concentration is of greatest importance in
determining how much gnoke will be inhaled by the occupants of the room,
but in the short term the actual coneentration at a given place, and tne
amount of smoke inhaled by an individual, may be dominated for a while by
a wisp of smol€. The IAEA experLs took the possibility of such plune
transport and aLso the possibility oF deep convective mixing into account.
This is one of the more speculative parts of the report, but caleulations
based on what were considered to be extreme examples indicated that the
specific concentrations arising ,Iocally in the short t.erm from a single
site might be approximately I0-o curie per cubic metre/curie per second.
This value is shorrn by curve A in Figure 9-L and was used as a more
restrictive limiL for single sites, except for the longer-Iived nuclides,
for which the whole-ocean limit becomes more restrictive.

In carrying out the radiological assessment for all the radionuclidea,
pathways and critical groups selected, a large number of calculations were
necessary, and a simpler one-dimensional model was used, which predrcts
comparable but somewhat higher concentrations than does the fuII
three-dimensional calculation. The values used are represented by curve
B. The oceanographic model finally used for seLting the Definition of
high-level waste required by the LDC is shown by the highlighted portione
of curves A and B in Figure 9-1.

The radiological assessment involved calculat.ions for eighty radionuclides
believed most like1y to be significant in the marine environment. It
postulated twelve representative pathways by which hunan populations might
become exposed to radiation following release of radionuclides on the
seafloor (Table 9-I). Rel.ease-rate limits were derived by first
calculating the dose to eritical groups that would be produced by each
pathway from a unit re.l.ease rate. The calculations were based on
established radiological methods. For the five pathways involving seafood
consumption, arpirical concentration factors relating concentratione in
marine organisms with concentrations rn sear{ater ( frorn the oceanographic
basis) were taken from the scientific Literature. Ouantities analogous to
the concentration faetor were introduced for non-ingestion pathways ( for
examp-le, to estimate the concentrations ol radionuclides in sea-salt
aerosols that might be inhaled), and the appropriate maximurn permissible
annual intakes for ingestion and inhalation pathways h,ere calculated.
Finally the release rates which would lead to the ICRP dose limit were
derived. The louest oF the release rate limits for Lhe different eritical
groups was then adopted as the overall reLease-rate limit for each
radionuclide. Table 9-2 gives a listing of the release-rate limits
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calculated for a finite ocean volume or tOlT cubic metres and for a singlesite. Release-rate limits were derived for each of the inclividualradionuclides and eech of bhe pathways. However, for actminigtrative
convenience and analyticel simplicity, the radionucl,ides were grouped into
!hT?"-T:in categories aecording to the basic properties of deciy type andhalf-life. Ihe release-rate Iimit for the most limiting radionuclide ineach group was then adopted as the release-rate timit foi tnat group as awhole. lingle-site Iimits sre more restrictive, except for iong-Iivedradionuclides, because of the inclusion of short-term effects in lhe
assessment.

In addition to the Definition of high-tevel radioactive waste required by
Annex I of the LDC, the IAEA a.l.so publishes Recommendations concerningdisposal of other radioactive wastes as required by Annex II. The current
Recornmendations are given in IAEA (l978aj. They inc]ude the recormendedbasis for issuing special permits for radioactive materials and therecommended detailed basis for operational eontrol of dumping of waste.The former deals with environmenLal evaluation, monitoring, andassessment. The latter deals with requirements for seLection of a-dunpingsite,. packaging requirements, approvar of the ship and its equipment]escorting officers, record keeping, and international co-operation andobservation. The recommendations are quite extensive and detailed. Someof the more important requirements are the for.r.owing:

a) An environmental assessment by Lhe requesting nationaL authority isrequrred- The purPose of this assessment should be to estimate theIikely doses that would actually be received by individuals andpopulations so that eomparisons can be made with alternative methodsof disposal or nat.ural baclqround doses. Thus it should differ fromthe IAEA assessment, which used unlikely maxirnizing assumptions Lo
r \ assure the protecbion of even the most highly exposed rndividuals.o/ lhere must be compliance with IAEA radiation protection requirements,which are based on IcRp dose limitations. Th:,s includes arisk-benefit analysis in comparison with alternative procedures, suchas disposal on land. Radiation doses are to be tept as row as isreasonably achievable, economic and social factors 'tlerng 

taken intoaccount. Resultant radiation doses to individuals should not exceed
ICRP recommended limits, now or in the future.c) Upper limits to the activity from all sources (other tnan natural)

r\ :li9h may be dr.rnped in an ocean basin must be specified.d) Minimr.m requirements for packaging are that pac'Lages descend intactto bhe seafloor and that any -inner container remar.n there duringdescent. Subsequent release should be minimised to the extentreasonably achievable, but no quantitative requirements for minimun
Ieakage rate are speeified. t{aste must be either solid, solidified,or absorbed on a soLid substrate.e) Risks to marine life must be considered.f) Quantities and nature of radioactive waste for dunping must be
measured or estimated. Records must be kept and rupoitud to theInter-governmental Maritime Consultative 0rganization (IMCo), wnicnis the Secretariat for the LDC. An escorting oFficer is appointed bythe country dunping the waste (and issuing the permit) to'supervisethe procedure and assure that the conditions of the permit are met.
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g) Dump sites must be between latitudes 50oN and 50oS at depths
exceeding 4000 metres. They must be clear of continental margins,
undersea cables, and potential seabed resources, and they must have
areas Iess than 10r000 square kilometres.

At present the only active program for ocean dunping of radioactive wasteis that eonducted by some European nations in the eastern North At]antic.
The operation is conducted within the Multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioact,ive WasLe, an agreement
that was adopted in L977 by the Organization for Economic Co-operalion and
Develognent (OECD/NEA, lg8l). The following NEA Member Countries areparty to the l'leehanism: Belgium, canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Federal
Republic of Gerrnany, Greece, lcerand, Irerand, Italy, Japan, Luxemboulg,
Netherlands, Nornay, Portugarr spain, swedenr switzeiland', Tur|<ey, l1nit;a
Kingdom and lJnited States. Dtrmping operatrons are presently limited to asingle site of approximately 4000 square-kilometre area centered at
46000rN and 16045'W. The site is approximately 700 kilsnetres from land,and the water depth is approximately 4400 metres. Dumping of radioactive
waste is carried out mainly by the UK, but the Netherlands, Belgiun and
Switzerland have also dunped small amounts in recent years. A revier of
UK practiees is given by Mitchell and Shepherd (f9BI).

The 0ECD Mechanism provides a framework for promobing consultation among
member states on issues relaLed to the disposal operation. It is designe-
to provide a means by which each country is assured of the safe[y of the
operationsr and it also provides for observation of the dunping operationitself. The Secretariat of the Mechanism is the Nuclear Enirgy Agency
(NEA) of OECD. The NEA is concerned with scientific and technicat iisueiof site selectionr Paclaging, operating procedures, and environmental.
assessments. Recently the NEA published a review of the suitability of
the present North-East Atlantic dump site (OECD,/NEA, i9g0). The NEA wortrsin cLose col.Laboration with the IAEA and has a formal agreement of
cooperation with that organization.

Table 9-J is a summary of recent dunping rates at the North-East Atlanticsite and a comparison with the lAEA-recommended release-rate limits. It
can be seen that present dunping rates are a very small percentage of the
IAEA limitsr and it can thus be concluded Lhat maximum individual dosesresulting from present operations are libly to be an even smaller
percentage of the ICRP-recommended limits (0ECD/NEA, I9g0).

At the Seventh Consultative MeeLing of Contracting Parties to the London
Dumprng Convention, held in February I9Bl, a majority of the delegations
present voted in favor of a resolution calling for an immediate suspension
of any dunping of low-Ievel radioactirle wastes, pending presentation of ascientific and technical report on the subject at the Ninth Consultative
Meeting, to be held in February 1984 (Curtis, Iggl). The resolution is
not a legally binding one, and how it will afFect the preeent and planned
activities of 0ECD nations that have existing or proposed programs of
ocean disposal remains unclear at this time of writing
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9.1.1,2
Pacific

Because r:f its limited Land ari-'a and geologic instabili.ty, Japan has givenserious consideration to use oF the ocuan-as part of rts strategy foi tnemanagement of radioactive wasles. since Lhe early 1960s 5ip"n hasparticipated in internationa.I forums considering the sea-disposal option,and since the early I970s it has conducted research to assess thefeasibility of using sites in the western North Pacific for low-ievelradioactive waste disposal (Ishihara, I9g0). Recently a speciFic proposalhas been issued (Rl{MCr f980). The jap"nu"u proposal'calls for an initialexperimental phase to demonstrate operational and environmental safety,followed by a full-scaLe operation after about two years of monitoring.According to the timetable originally announced, the experimental pnaJe
was to. have begun in late 198I. However, because of protest ageinsl tneplan, the operation has been postponed for an uncertain period of time.

The site chosen f91^..the disposal operation is a 10,000 square-kilometrearea centered at l0oN, L47ow, wit.h a water depth of about 5d00 metres. Itis situated about 900 kilometres southeast of Tokyo and about lI00kilometres north of the nearest island in the Conrnonwealth of the NorthernMariana Islands. Ihe conditions required in the site selection were that(1) the main distribution areas of rmportant coastal fisheries should beavoided, (2) deep-sea fisheries should not be affected , (t) bottom currentflows and upwellings should be weak, (4) the seafloor should be flat andsoft, and (5) seismically active zones should be avoided tSfnZ1rSA,undatedr (b)) - Site surveys in four candidate areas h,ere capred out, and
-the proposed site was chosen as best meeting the established criteria.
?'lllg the experimental phase, approximately 50b curies contained rn some5'000-101000 200-liter drums wouLd be durnped. The waste would consistaLmost.entirely of beLa/gamma-emitters (largely manganese_54, cobalt_60,strontium-9O, caesium-r)7, and cerium-l44). bperations ,rouid be run byLhe Radioactive Waste f'lanagement Center (RWMC) of Japan under the SECDMechanism, and there would be moniLoring studies carried out after thedumprng. Full-scale dunping would then froceed in the same area afterabout two years, provided that. operational and envirorynental safety had
been confirmed. The amount of aetivity to be involved in the full-scaleoperation is yet to be determined, but a figure of r00r0u0 curies per yearrs used in the envi.tonmental assessment and is regarded as an upper limit.
Ihe environmental impact of the proposed Japanese waste-disposal operationhas been assessed by the Japanese Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and
Technology Agency. The leehnical Group received an undated, draft Engliehtranslation of the report of that assessment (STA,/NSB, undated, (a)i-ano
was informed by representatives of the Japanese Government that a final
1:P9"t was in preparation for submission to NEA for its revrew under the
OECD Mechanism. It is required that this submission be made at least oneyear before any durnping operations begin.

As in other assessments of radionuclide releases to the marineenvironment, the impact of the proposed Japan dumping is quantified interms oF the radiation doses that could be received by lndividuals and
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populations of people. The calculated doses to critical groups may be
compared with limits set by the ICRP or other authorities, or with the
natural baclqround exposure, so that a judgemenb can be made as to whether
or not the proposed aetivity presents an unacceptable nazard. However,
the main purpose of the Japanese assessment is, presumably, to obtain
realistic estimates of collective doses to populationsr or of average
individual dosesr so that objective comparisons could be made r:,th
alternative disposal options. Thus the Japanese asseasment does not actopt
the high degree of conservatism taken by the 1AEA in setting release-rate
Iimits but instead attempts to estimate doses that would be more likely to
be received.

The Japanese assessment eonsiders the impaet of both Lhe experimental and
full-scale phases of the proposed durnping operation. Since bhe activity
invoLved in the experimental phase (500 ci) is very wnall, only thefull-scale asseasment, is considered here. Table 9-4 gives the individual
radionuclide dr-rnping rates assumed for the full-scale dunping and shows
eomparisons with the releaee rates that formed bhe IAEA Definition of
high-level radioactive wasbes (IAEA, I978a). Most of the activity thal
would be dunped consists of the four beta/gamma-emitting radionuclides
manganese-54r cobalt-60, strontium-90, and caesium-IJ7. The longest-lived
of these nuclides is caesium-I17, with a half-life of thirty yeirs, The
maximuun dunping rates of beLa/qamma-emitting nuclides would be one percent
of the release-rate limits set by tne IAEA assessment. For tritium andfor radium-226 and t,he other alpha-emitters, the percentages would be
extremely small.

Like the IAEA assessment the Japanese assessment includes an oceanographrc
model for estimating the radionuclide concenbration distrrbutions in the
ocean folloned by a radiological analysis for calculating the resulting
doses. It is assuned that all of the radionuclides are released From the
packages immediately upon impact on the seafloor. Thus release rate is
taken to equal dunping rate. The design of the waste pacbges is such
that there would be eontainment of at least some of the nuelides, perhaps
for several years or longer, during which time there would be e
significant decay of bhe short-lived nuclides. l-lowever, this cannot be
quantified, so the worst-case assumption of irunediate release is adopted
in the assessment.

The oceanographic model coneiders a box measuring 12r000 kilometres from
east to west, 51 000 kilometres froqrnorth to south and 5 kilometres in
depth, giving a volune of l.6xr0" cubic metres. These are the
approxinate dimensions of the North Pacific Ocean. The point of release
is taken at the seafloor, 11000 kilometres from the wegbern boundary of
the model and 2'000 kilometres from the northern boundary. Released
radionuclides are dispersed from that point by horizontal and vertrcal
eddy diffusion (mixing), and after a period of time, a steady-state
distribution is reached at which each radionuclide will have burlt up toits maximum concentration. That concentrabion then remains steady as long
as a constant release rate is maintained.
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The aim of the calculations based on the oceanographic model rs toestimate the steady-state concentrations that would occur at a depth ofI'000 metres. That lepth is chosen in bhe assessment as the maximum depth!o which fishing would be carrred out. Most fishing:.s done at shallowerdepthsr where concentrations would be lower. In the absence of horizontaladvection (currents), the maximurn concentrations would occur al,mostdirectly over the dump site. A-steady current would alter the position ofthe maximurn in the horizontal plane out would not significantly affecf the
maximum concentration level. In the Japanese model, tnerefore, advection
Lerms are, for simpricity, left out of the transport equation.

The maximum concentration that would be reached at 1000 metres depends onthe relative rates of horizontal and vertical diffusion. Increaeing therate at which the material spreads out horizontally reduceg the maximunconcentration levels that are reached. Increasing the vertical. diffusion
ls!91 however, increases the concentration teiels that will oceur atI'000 metres by reducing the time available for radioaetive decay. _ In theJapanese assessment a horizontal diffusion coeflicient of 107 

"qu""ucentimetres per second was chosen. This is within the range of valuesconsidered realistic for describing large-scale dispersion-in the deepocean (Shepherd, l97B). For lhe vertical diFfusron coefficient a value of
200 square eentimetres per second was taken. Values of this magnitude mayaccuratery represent mixing near the seafloor in sqne areas (sarmiento etaI., 1976), but for transport over Lhe entire water colunn, values closer
9q I square centj.metre per second are consr.dered more reasonabl.e(shepherd, 1978). Tne higher varue used in the Japanese asaessment waschosen- paStly to compensate for the absence of vertical. advection(upwellrng) rn the model and partly as a conservative estimate to coverthe possibility of shorl-term effects.

Table 9-5 gives the results calculated for a depth of 1,000 metres andalso for the sea surFace and a depth of 11000 m. For simplicity oFcalculation, the different radronuclides were grouped accordrng toharf--tife, and an average half-Iife for the group ,,as taken. rhi.sapproximation does not signifi.cantry affect - the resuLts oF thecalcul.ations. The concentrations given are for a hypothetical unit rateof release of one curie per year. In the dose assessment that follows,those eoncentrations are Lhen simp.Ly multiplied by the actual reLease rateof each nuclide. The maximum concentrations (Tabte 9-5) are those thatwould be found directly over the release point. They are used rn the doseassesament to estimate maximum rndividual doses that would be received bycritical groups of people. The average coneentrations are calculated overa sub-area of 41000 kil.ometres by 4rr.l0o tilometres, where most of theactivity wouLd occur (not over the entire area of the North pacific).
Those concentrations are used 1n the Iater calculations of col.lectivedose. It can be seen from labre g-, that, as expected, (r) tneconcentrations increase with depth, (2) the concentration rnerease rsgreatest for the shortest-lived nuclides, and (]) the st.eady-stateconcentrations arer for a given release rate, higher for the longer-livednuclides. In the case of the very J.ong-lived nuclides, the buird-up ofconcentraLion Loward the sbeady-state va.Lue takes so long that there isvirtually complete homogenization. Frgure 9-2 illustrates the lncreases
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in time toward the steady-state maximum values, and Figure 9-] shorvs hor
the steady-state concentrations vary in the horizontal, with the higheet
concentrations occurring over the point of release.

Following the estimation of Lhe concenLrations in seawater, the Japaneee
assessment proceeds to the estimalion of doses. Individual and collective
doses are calculated for fishermen working in the disposal area and for
the general public. For Ehe individual expoaurea it is desired to knor
the maximum doses that would be received by critieal groups, that is,
those who would be most exposed, so the individual dose calculationa are
based on the maximum concentrabions at 1r000 metres. The purpose of those
calculations E.[tliemonstrate whether or not any individuals, even thos€
who are most exposed, would reeeive unacceptable doses. The collective
dose caleulations, on the other hand, are an attempt to estimate the
impact of the released radioactivity on whole populations. For those
calculations the average concentrations at 11000 metres are used. In the
calculation of individual doses, the exposure pathways considered are
similar to those used by the IAEA (Table 9-1). It is found that
consumption of seafood is the most important pathray, and the collective
doses are calculated for thst pathway alone. Additional information
supplied to the Technical Group by representatives of the Japanese
Goverrunent indicated that caesium-L17 and strontium-90 would be the most
important radionuclides contributing to the dose from seafood ingestion.

The cal.culated individual doses by various expoeure pathwaya are listed in
Table 9-6. The maximum individual whole-body dose received by manbers of
the general public is estimated to be about 0.1 microsievert per year,
10r000 times srnaller than the average effective dose equivalent in the
South Pacific Region from natural radiation (1000 microeievert per year,
Chapter 5) , and 50,000 times smaller than the ICRP limit (5000
microsievert per year). For fishermen the total exposure is estimated to
be about twice as great as for the ganeral public. Collective dose to the
general public is estimated to be 4.J man-sievert per year in Japan and l0
man-sievert per year in other countries. The Japanese report also lists
doses lo individual organs due to the ingestion of fish. The report
concludes that the doses resulting from the proposed dunping operation
would be very low.

As pointed out above, the Japanese assessrnent uses lees conservative
assumptions than does the IAEA assessment. This can be seen by coorparing
the radionuclide concentrations used in the two assessments for the entry
points into pathrays leading to human exposure. The IAEA aesessment used
bottom-water concentrations, which were kept high by assumption of a slow
rate of vertical mixing. This is a conservative approach, because most
exposure pathways probably originate in the surface layers, where
concentrations would be lower. The Japanese assessment takes the more
realistic approach of using the estimated maximun concentrations that
would occur at 11000 metres, though it introduces some conservatism by
adopting a rather large value for the vertical diffusion coefficient (200
square centimetres per second). Figure 9-4 compares the spacific
concentrations that rere used in the assessments. For the IAEA assessnent
concentrations used in both lhe single-site and finite-ocean calculations
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are shom. Th9 single-site concentrations are hiqher, and therelease-rate limits moie restrictive, because they include the possibilityof short-term, local elfects, such as formation or nigh-concentrationplunes in the vicinity of bhe dumping siLe. The Japanese assessment alsoconsiders the ,possibility of such eients (sIA/NS8, undated (a), AppendixII ) but concrudes that their effects on the long-term averageconcentrations would be included in the assumed verLical diffusioncoefficient.

Compared with the IAEA finite-ocean calculation based on estimated bottomconcentrations, the Japanese assessment uses concentrations estimated for1000 metres depth that range from fifty times lower for half-lives of oneyear to about three t.imes lower For lbng-Iived nuclides. The dj.ffereneefor the long-lived nuclides is due simply-to the difference in ocean-basinvolunes assumed in the calcuLations, bompared with the IAEA single-sitecalculation, the concentrations used rn lhe Japanese assessment are as
much as 1000 times lower for the shortest-lived nuclides. The differeneesreflect the conservatism in the IAEA assessment, which was aimed atestimating maximum conceivable doses Lo rndividuals or critical groups.

For the ingestion,pathways Ieading bo internal exposure, Lhe Japaneseasssessment uses lower eonsumption rates than ooes bhe IAEA assessment,These rates are compared in Table 9-7. The main reason for the differenceappears to be that the IAEA deliberately chose consumption ratessufficiently large that for each pathway it *orto be unlit<ely tnat membersof one critical consumption group wouli al.so be members of a critical
consumption group for another type of seafood (IAEA, I97gc). Thus therelease-rate limits are set on the basis of the single most limitingingestion pathway. In the Japanese assessment, on the other hand, thedoses from aII the pathways were summed to give the total exposure. Forexposure Lo fishermen the Japanese assessment assumed consumption ratesthree times the figures given in Table 9-7. These higher figures and theresulting higher doses for fishermen may be moie applicable to somePacific lslanders who deperrd heavily on seafood in their diets. TheconcenLration fact'ors used in the two assessments to estimate radionuclideconcentrations in seafood are very similar. The Japanese assessment alsouses less extreme asaumptions concerning possible external irradiationfrom exposure to contaminated sediments than does the IAEA. (strict
application of the IAEA model to the case of the proposed Japan dunping
would predict a large contribution to the total dose from cooaft-5b u!external irradiation. The Japanese assessment reaches what appears to bethe more realistie eoncLusion that seafood ingestion j-s the most importantexposure pathway. )

It is important to emphasize again the diflference in aims beLween the IAEA
and Japan assessrnents. The ingn assessment was designed to set upperlimits on the permitted rates of release which, in practiee, would not beapproached. The Japanese assessment, on the other'hand, attempts a moreor less realistie appraisal of the aclual impact of a specific proposedactivity, though it too contains some degree of conservatism. presumably,
the purpose of the dose calculations in ihe Japanese report, particulariythe carculations of colrective doses, was to provide eventuarly for ;means of comparing sea disposal with other options.
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Criticisms of the NSB dunping proposal can be fourrd in a report prepared
by Prof. W. Jacl'rson Davis (Davis, l98l), who has also issued other reports
dealing with various aspects of oeean dunping of radioactive waste (Davis,
1980; 1982). Prof. Davisrs view is that there is insufficient knowledge
to guarantee the safety of ocean dr-unping of radioactive wastes and, for
that reason, dunping should not be done. He believes that storage on land
is a better alternative. His reports appear to be position papers rhich
advocate that alternative, and it j.s acknowledged that they are "politicalnot (purely) scientiFic docunents in the conventional sense' (l{. J.
Davisr personal cornmunication). The reports point out a nqnber of the
uncertainties of present scientific knowledge about the oceans.
Unfortunately, however, they do not attempt t,o quantify the hazarde of
ocean dunping (except for an erroneous calculation in Davis (I98f)), nor
do they eonsider possible hazards of the preferred land-based alternetive.
The Technical Group considers Davisrs reports to be effective staternents
of the author's position, but it would caution that bhey are strongly
biased and should not be relied upon as objective appraisals of the
problem ot of the present state of scientific knowledge. Neyertheless,
Davisrs report on the NSB proposal does raise a number of points that are
worthy of eoneideration by those seeking an understanding of the
scientific problems related to oeean dtrnping. I{e take some of those
points here as a focua for the Technical Broup's own comments on the
Japanese proposal.

Davis's first criticism is that the proposed Japanese dunping program
would violate provisions of the London Dumping Convention. He refers
specifically to present fishing activities and the possibility of a future
need to exploit seabed mineral deposits in the area (specifically
manganese nodules). The LDC requires that these possibly conflicting uses
of the ocean be considered, and the Japanese did, in fact, eonsider thern.
The proposed dunping site is at a depbh of 61000 metresr greatly below the
depths at which fishing is carried out, and only a very smell area on the
seafloor world be occupied by the dunping site and thus made ineompatible
with seabed mining activities.

A more fundamental problem in satisfying lhe provisions of the LDC, and a
more difficult one from the scientific standpoint, is the requirement
that r in granting permits for dunping at sea, national authorities
consider "the practical availability of alternative land-based methods of
treatmentr disposal or elimination ...'r. In its Recommendations, the IAEA
elaborates on what this requirement means when radioactive materials are
concerned (tnfl, L978a, para.B.1.2):

(I) The operations should be justified by assessing their net benefits,
taking into consideration the radiation consequences and
possibilitiee of alternative procedures;

(2) The radiation protection aspects of the operation should be
optimizedr keeping the resulting collective doses (including their
occupational and public componenbs) as .Low as is reasonably
achievabler economic and social factors being talen into aceount;
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and,

(l) The doses to individual members of the public should not reach theappropriate dose limitsr now or in the future. In estimating thedoses, account must be taken of other practices which mrght exposethe same eritical population groups.

The above requirements are based on the princrples and phirosophyestablished by the ICRp (see Chapter 4).
The requirement for optimization and comparison with alternatj.ve disposaloptions would require, in the finar anaiysis, that predictions ofcorrective doses baed on realistic assumptions be made both forocean-based and for land-based alternatives. As we have seen in thepreceding discussion, however, scienti fic understanding of oceanicprocesses and transfer pathways is not sufficient for exact iredictions tobe made. Davis's reports point to several areas where this is so. If oneis only concerned with setting limits, it -i; 

possrble Eo overcome theselimitations by .t3ldng very cons".u"tiu" (pessimistic) 
"""urptions aboutthe worst that might happen, 

"" the IAEA has done. This is a veryreasonable procedure, and the Technical Group considers the release-ratelimits s9t by IAEA to be based on a very high degree of caution andconservatism.

Il" lylping rates involved in the proposed Japanese program are far belowthe IAEA limits:.an9 the proposed sile satisfies Ehe genera] criteria setby the IAEA in its Recommendations. Thus it could easily be arguect that
l*^"i!:!" of-!h" proposed dumping by Japan is already demonstrated by therALA work' The principal aim of the NSB report snolto be to .iustifv theproposed operation by reference to the IAEA requirements risiedfi# ];this respect, the present draft of the Nse relo'rt is rnadequate. The dosecarculation that are given, particularly For lne collective doses, appearto. be- an approach toward more realistic estimates of doses that mightactually be received, but the report contains no comparison wifh other
a I ternatives .

0n the basis, largely, of the work by IAEA discussed rn section 9.r,r1 itis the view of the Technical Groui that the proposed Japanese dtrnpingoperation in the North Pacific is not a signihicant issue from thestandpoint, oF environmental safety ( though tnere rnay be important Iegal
:nd. political prineiples involvei tnat ire beyond the competence of theTechnieal Group to assess). The amounts of radioactivity to be disposedgf' mostly of short harf-life, are "r"it enough 'that there isinsignificant hazard. It is worth noting thaL the present invegtory of,for example, fallout caesium-lJ7 in the ilorth pacific (about :pio6-"rii""iBowen et at., r9B0).is being reduced at a rate;i-;;ri-rlzrro5'curies peryear because of radioactive decay, The maxi.mum gaesium-l)7 dunping rateprojected for the North pacific site is , at )x104 

"u"iu"-p"r-yu"", lowerthan bhis' Thus.even-if dumping were to proceed at the maximum projectedrate, the caesium-lJ7 inventory would continue to decline until asteady-state inventory had been reached at about r.i*ro5--;;;i"". Therewould also be the difference that the highest concentrations would oecurat the bottom of the ocean rather than aE the surfacer ES they do atpresent.
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In his evaluation of an earlier draft of the NSB environmentel safety
assessment, Davis (1981) arrived at the startling conclur.sion that the
Japanese scientists had based their dose calculations on a total release
rafe of only one curie per year, rather than the actual dunprng rate of
I0- curies per yeat, and he asserted that the actual doses bhat would be
recei.ved would be 1001000 times larger than they predicted and would
exceed lega1 limits. The Technical Group has carefully examined the
present draft translation, and it is quite clear Lhat such an error was
not made by the Japanese in their dose calculations. Professor Davis
apparently misunderstood the use of one curie per year as a hypothetical
unit rate of release that was, later in the calculations, multiplied by
the actual rates of release of the individual rsdionuclides. It should
perhaps be explained that this is merely a device used rn the calculations
to deal conveniently with the fact that each radionuclide must be
considered separately and that each is assumed to be released at a
different rate,

It does not necessarily follow from the above conclusion regarding the
safety of the particular Japan dunpi.ng proposal that dunping of
radioactive waste in the ocean should be advocated generally as a
procedure to be preferred over land-based options, This cannot be clearly
decided on the basis of present scientific knowJ.edge alone. Continued
objective evaluation of aII the alternatives is required. The problem of
the management of wastes, both radioactive and non-radioactive, will
always exist, and scientific understanding of the environment will
continue to be revised. The Technical Group feels it is important that
policies and practices remain flexible enough to respond to changed
circunstances and improved scientific knowledge. At any moment in time,
policy decisions should be based on the best scientific information then
available, but there will always be need in the end for the exercise of
good judgment and eommon sense.

9.t.1.) U.5. p-roposal to dispose of nuclear submarines

A proposal to use a site on the deep seafloor off the coast of California,
U.5.A., for the disposal of decommissioned nuclear submarines is presently
being considerad, along with other options, by the U.S. Navy. (A second
siter in the At.Iantic off lhe Carolinas, is also being considered.) If
this option $,ere used, al-L of the spent fuel would first be removed from
the reacLors. However, there would stilI be some radioactivity contained
in the reactor pressure vessels of the submarines. The radionuclides
present would be due to neutron activation, during reactor operation, of
the eLenents in the steel from which the pressure vessels and other
react.or components are made. They would be mainly isotopes of manganese,
iron, cobalt and nic|<el.

The U.S. Navy (1982) recenLly distributed a draft environmental impact
statement in which ocean disposal and tand disposal alternatives are
evaluated in great detail. Public comment has been invited, and there has
been no decision made on which alternative will be used. Dose rates and
dose cqnmitments that might result from both alternatives were caleulated
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and compared. For ocean disposal, rL vlas ,lonsidered tirat bhree submarinegper year would be disposed of. The lotal amount of radioactivity
contaiped in each submarine six ;nonths afber srrutdown would be aoout5.2x10- curies, J.argely consistrng of, cobalt-50, nickel-dJ and iron-55.
Rel'ease cates of the radionuclrdis wluld be Iimited by the rate of
corrosion of the steer pressure vessel. Initialj-y, and for up bo a
hundred years aFter sinking, there would be little or no release expected,
because the reactor compartment would be sealed. This would allow for agreat reduction of the initial activity by radioactive decay. It isestimated that the maxiinum releasa rate in-any year from I00 sirip" on theseafloor would be )9 curies per year, consisting mainly oF nicbl-6t.
Dose commitments were based on oceanographie and radiologicalcalculations. Calculations based on what *ere considered realistic
assumptions gave an average individual whole-body dose of 6xI0-umicrosievert per year, an sltogether trivial value. A worst casecalculation, in which it was assumed that a eritically exposed person
would consume in one year 56 kilograms of seafood :lI harvested
immediately at the deep disposal site, yielded a dose of 20 microsievertper yearr also a small vaLue. Seafood consumption would be the mostimportant patnway and nic bl-63 the most imporLant contributor to thedose. It ean be conc-l.uded that Lhe amounts of radioactivrty rel.eased andthe resulting doses received Dy peopre would be rnsignificant by
comparison to obher radioactivrty rnputs and radiatron doses in the South
Pacrfic Region.

9.L.2 Sub-seabed Iacement of Hi Level Radioacbive Waste

High-Ievel radioactive wastes are presently accumulating in a number of
countries around the world where nucl.ear reacLors are in operation (Figure
9-5). They result from the nuclear fission process ('Cnapter l) -and
aceumulate in the reactor fuer ,:lements. After a reactor hss beenoperating for a period of Limo, the fuel elements must be replaced. Atthat point. the spent fuel elements may either be disposed oF (throwaway
fuel cycle) or feprocessed to extract the remaining uranium and plutoniunrfor further use as fuel. Reprocessrng also generaues high-level waeteeconsisting mainly of fission products with sorne residual uranium,prutonium and other transuranic elements (chapter 3 , section J.ll)
The problem of managing high-level radioactive waste is larger by order of
magnitude than the corresponding low-level waste problem. Qne estimate
places Lhe acctmulat,ed amgynts to be disposed of by the year 2000 at 9xt0uCi of actinides and lxlOt* Ci of fission products from worldwide electric
power production (Grimwood and lr{ebb, Ig76). Dispersion of such quantitiesof radioactivity in the environment is not acceptable, so strategies ofisolation must be pursued, unlike lhe case of low-Ievel waste where it is
considered that small releases to the envlronmen[ may be permissible. Itls generally considered that hiqh-l.ev,:J.. radioactive wastes must bersglated From the biosphere for at least 104 years and perhaps as long asI0: years, depending on how the potential hazard rs quantitatiiely
deFined. In the Ltrited States a revrew group appointed by President
Carter advised that the responsibitity for t<ieping 

'the 
wastis iso1ated
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should not be left to future generations (Interagency Review Gror.rp, L979).
The length of time is simply too long to expect institutional barriers to
remain effective. Thus a requirement is bhat waste repositories be
loeated in sites that are unlikely to be breached, either intentionally or
accidentallyr by future human activities, This rules out indefiniLe
storage as a long-term waste-management strategy.

Emplacement of high-level radioactive wastes within the sediments of the
deep sea is one of several geologic disposal options being considered by
the US and other nations. Other geologic media receivirg serious
attention are basalt, salt, shale, granibe, and other types of crystalline
rocks. The major effort in bhe US is directed toward b,he potential
land-based repositories, but since I97t, the Department of Energy has also
funded a project to evaluate the feasibility of burial within the deep
ocean floor. This project, known as the Subseabed Disposal Program, is
coordinated by Sandia National Laboratories. Several aceounts of the
program are available in the published literature (Anderson et al., Lg75;
Hollister, L977, l98I; Hollister et aI., l98l; Hinga, LSBZ; Hinga et al.,
1982), and a status report for lg8l is soon to be availabli (Sandia
National Laboratories, I98J), Investigations of the sub-seabed disposal
concept are also being camied out in other countries, afid an
international Seabed l{orking Group (Sl{G) has been established under the
auspices of the OECD/NEA. The members of the Slf{G are Canada, the
Commission of European Communities, the Federal Republic of Gerrnany,
France, Japan, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the tkrited Kingdom and bhe
United States. Through its annual meetings the Sl{G promotes exchange of
information and provides for a continuing review of the sub-seabed
disposal option by a large number of scientists.

Consi.deration of the sub-seabed alternative has focu.gsed on the so-called
mid-plate, mid-gyre (MPG) regions of the ocean (Eisnop and Hollister,
1974). The plates reFerred to are the slabs into which the lithosphere(tne outer shell of the earth, consisting of brittle rock) is divided(Figure 9-6). At the boundaries between lithospheric plates, violent
phenomena such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are likely to occur
as new oceanic crust is formed (at the mid-ocean ridges) or destroyed (at
oceanic trenches), or as the plates slide past each other. Conditions
away from the plate boundariee, on the other hand, are relatively
guiescent, and the mid-plate regions under Lhe oceans are known to be the
most seismically stable (that is, free of earthquakes) areas on earth.
Records of the past several million years contained in the sediments of
MPG regions show a relative constancy of conditions on the deep-sea floor
compared with the situation on Land, where drastic changes in climate werefelt (Corliss et al., 1982). Additionally, with regard to sedimentaLion,
mid-ocean regions are in general depositional environments, whereag
continentaL areas are generally erosional. These aspects of geological
stability and predictability are the main scientific reasons for
considering the mid-plate oceanj.e areas as possible waste repositories.
The gyres referred to above are the large-scale systems of ocean
circulation. Mid-gyre areas are considered to be potentially the most
acceptable sites, because they are where bhe least biological activity is
found. This would add a level of safety, but is probably a less important
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criterion eince the strategy 1s ona of isolation, not dieperaion. Othertechnicel criteria that ippear to be fil]ed by MPG sites are remotenassfrom human activities and rimitation oF exploitaule reEourcea conparadwith other placee on earth.

Possible methods. of emplacing the wastes beneath the seafroor areillustrated in Figure 9-7. Containment of the waste and isolation frsn
!1" biosphere are based on the multiple barrier concept illustrated inFigure 9-8' lfuch of the present regearch is aimed at determining the timeit would tab for radionuclides to pass through the multiple uarriers andto decide whether that time i:. lgng "nough' 

fo" the waste to decay tonegligible levels. Present thinkin! is [n"t emplacement within theuneonsol'idated sediments, at a depth of some l0 - 100 metres below theseafloor would probably be safer tnan empl"eerunt within the underlyingbasement rocks, whose permeabiJ.ity is stiil not very werr knownr. Thesediments themselves are considered to be the prineipal barrier tomigration, because water flows through them very slowly, and migration ofradionuclides is retarded by adsorption on the sediment-grains.

Survey work in connection with the Subseabed Disposal program is beingconducted in five sludy regions located rn the North Atlantic and NorthPacific. (Figure 9:?): The purpose of the surveys rs to determine rhethercandidate sites within those regions meeL a number of selection criteriarelated to (l) geological stabili[y, (2) suitability oF the sedimenb boserve as a barrier and (l) avoidance of shipping lanes, communicationcables, strong cuments, inclement weather and areas with plausible futureeconomic reaources.

At present the Subseabed Disposal Program continues to exarnlne thescientific and envirorunental Feasibility 6f the concept. Some of theimportant, but as yet unanswered, scientific questions relate to bheefrects that the hegt.generated ln lne waste canisLers by radioectivedecay would have-on (1) the properties of the surrounding sediment , (z)the.migration of radionuclides within the interstitial waters of thesediment and (l) tne uptake of radionuclides by adsorption on the sedimentgrains: Tle question of hole c.Losure, that is, whethe.F or not the holethat is formed . during emplacement of a canister wiII eeal itself, thuspreservinq the barrier, is also ar-nong the more important questionsremaining to be answered. The feasibiliti phase of the p"og""r is due borun until 1988. . (Hinga et al., r9B2): rf technicat Feasibility isestablished by that time, then 
-the 

engineering developnent phase isscheduled to follow. It is not &nown ihen actial. disposal operationsmight begin, but they would not likeJ.y begin until well into the nextcentury, possibly.in 25-10 years. In the mean[ime it would be necessaryto establish internationai agreements and regulatory mechanisms forcontrorling th9 operations. Legal and fioriticir barriers toimplementation of the sub-seabed disp6sal concept are expected Lo be quiteFormidable (Deese, L977; I97B).
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It is too soon yel for anyone to conclude whether or not sub-seabed
disposal of high-level radioactive waste wouJ.d be a safe or practical
procedure' Several more years of scientific research are needed before it
will be possible to give an informed opinion on that question. It is the
view of the Technical Group that scientific research and evaLuation of alI
the competing options for waste management should continue wilh the aim of
finding the best solulion, always, of eourse, subject bo review within tne
scientific community and continued puolic scrutiny.

9.I.3 Nuclear Waste Storaqe

In addition bo the proposed waste-disposal activities that are now under
study and may occur in the South Pacific Region, there is also a recentJ.y
announced proposaL to use Palmyra Islandr or possibJ.y otner Pacific
islands, such as wake or Midwayr os sites for the construction of
above-ground, interim storage facilities for high-level nuclear wastes
(Van Dyke et aI., 1983; Finn, in prese (a, b)). According to Lhe
proposal.r spent nuclear fuel from Japan, Korea and Taiwan would be stored
there temporarily whrle permanent disposal strategies are being developed.
The US and Japan have an agreement to carry out a joint study of the plan.

This proposed activity does not, of course, involve any planned releases
of radionuclides to the envirorunent, but one must consider the possibility
of accidental releases on the island during bhe storage period, at sea in
case of maritime casualty or in seaports as the result of mishaps during
loading or unloading of the waste. The Technical Group has not examined
any official or scientifie documents relating to the proposed waste
storage plan and is thus not able a! this time to comment on the hazards
that mi.ght be associated with it. In view of the J.arge quantities of
radioactive material that would be involved, it is essential that a
careful studyr including quantitative assessments of radiation doses lhat
might be received by people in the event of an aecrdental release, be
carried out.

9.2 NUCLEAR I{EAPONS TESTING

At present the US, USSR, France, and Peoples' Republic of China have
active programs for the testing of nuclear weapons. In 1963 the US, UK
and USSR signed a test-ban treaty which prohibits testing of nucLear
weapons in lhe atmosphere. Since then, tests by those countries have all
been conducted underground. France and China were not signatories to the
treaty, and both countries conducted a number of explosions above ground
after 1953, though not on a large scale compared to the tests conducted by
the US and USSR prior to that time. Between L955 and L974 France
conducted 41 atmospheric tests at its Centre drExperimentation du
Pacifique (CEP) in the Tuamotu Islands (Journal des Forces Armdes, L982).
Since 1974 aLI French testing has been conducted underground, and in
recent years only China has conducted nuclear explosions above ground.
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Tl" teeting of nuelear explosives underground avords pollution oF the
atmosphere by radioactive debris and ti consrdered to be a safer
procedurer with regard to human health, than rs aLmospherrc testing. Thisis unquestionably true on the global scaJ.e and for the short term, becausethe radioactive mat.erial is contained wiLhin the underground cavity rather
than being dispersed worldwide. However, one cannob be certain about thelong-terrn effecte that might arise in the vicinity of an undergroundtesting site without eonsidering a number of qulstions that cannotpresently be answered. Referring primarily to the US anO USSR programs ofunderground testing, Eisenbud (1973) stated: "Whether the undJrgroundaccunulations of radioactive debris will in time prove significant as a
form of environmental pollution remains to be seen. The quantities ofdebris so involved are huge, but objective evaluation of potential
Iong-range risks has not be-n possible because Iittle of the uabic data
have been made availablelr. The same problem limited the Technieal Group'sability 

. 
to judge the situation in the south pacific Region. Theinformation available on the subject is limrted because of the secrecythat surrounds miritary activities, especialty programs of ,""pon"

development.

It is t,he policy of Lhe French Government not to announce its nuclear
weapons tests, and most of the available inforrnatron regarding Lhem comes
from reports made by other countries when the explosions "i" detected.
f9991{inq to unofficial information given in Journal des Forces Armdes
Q982) ' between 1975 and 1982 aproiimately 50 tests were carried out
underground at CEP, mostly on the atoll of Mururoa.

The Technical Group received inlormation provided by the French Government
concerning the procedures used at CEP (OtR Cfn tO44, dated 24 June IggZ).
The underground tests are conducted at the bottom of vertical shafts 1.5
metres in diameter aL depLhs ranging from 500 to lI00 metres, depending onthe expected yield of the explosion (usua]Iy between I and 100 tifotoie).
The bottom of the shaft is always below Lhe upp"r layer of limeston" ("hiqhly permeable- type of rock) and within Lhe underlying basalt (a dense
and less permeable type of rock). Before the explosion, the shaft is
sealed with several hundred metres of cement alternating wrth layers of
aggregate, to contain the explosion within the basart. I; the past theshafts were bored on the rim of the atoll, but rn the future they are to
be bored within the lagoon at distances of more than l.Z kilometres fromthe periphery. This change is being made for greater safety.

In order to estimate lhe amounts of radioactivity produced during thetests' it is necessary to know the frssion and fusion yields of tneexplosions. That information is nob avai.Lable although it is generally
considered that explosions.of yields less than 100 kt iru purel! fissionexplosions, UNSCEAR (l9BZ) estimated the total fissron and fusion yieldsfor the I966-L974 period of atmospheric testing at CEp (Taote 6_l): Theyialds in individual years were highly variable, but the average for theperiod was about- I megaton pef, year each oF fission yield and fusionyield- Extrapolation of those averages into the undeiground tesLingperiod, for which actual data are unavailable, alLows som6 

"pproximationto be made of how much radioactivity might be produced in an average year.
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For one megaton of fission yield, lxl05 curie of sLrontiun-90 and 1.5x105
curie of caesiun-Ll7 are produced (Klemenb, L965). In addition the large
quantities of neutrons released wou.Ld yield a variety cf activation
products in the surrounding rock. Estimates of Lhe amounLs of activation
products formed by underground explosions were made by Miskel (f964) in
connection with the US Plowshare program, which investigated the
feasibility of peaeeful uses of nuclear explosions. Itre estimates were
for a one-megaton device (99 percent fusion) exploded in basalt. Most of
the activation products would be short-Iived, wibh hall-Iives measured in
hours or days, but significant quantities of longer-Iived tritium
(half-life LZ ?years) and iron-55 (half-f[fe 2.7 years) would also be
produced (lxlO/ curie of tritium and 7.5xI0) curie of iron-55). The
amounts calculated were based on the assumption of a boron absorber
surrounding the device, which would reduce bhe neutron flux by a factor of
about 100. In the absence of such an absorber, the amounts of activation
products formed would be much Iarger.

An additional calculation can be carried out to give some perspecLrve on
Lhe amounts of artificial radionuclides thab might be produced during the
French underground testing. During l-he year I98I, Ene 261 nuclear power
reactors in operation developed a total of l,44xl0' eleqfi,ric watts, which
corresponds to a total energy production g[ about I5x]U^" joules. 0n the
basis of one megaton per year and 4.55xl0^-joules per megaton, the French
programrne of underground tests would contribute approximately 0.05 percent
of the total global production of artificial radionuclides.

The above are crude approximations, but it will be seen that although the
amounts of radioactivity produced by the underground tests are not
especially large by comparison with global production rates, neither can
they be regarded as negligible. However, as long as they remain in place
within the rock, the radionuclides are harmless to people or any other
part of the biosphere. In order to evaluate the possible environmental
hazards associated with the underground explosions, what needs bo be known
is whether or not some of the radionuclides will be released to the ocean
as the result of leaching by any seawater that percolates bhrough the
rock. This cannot be determined with presently available data. l.lore
informaLion is needed on the hydrological situation of the atoll and the
permeability and other properties of the rock related to its suitability
as a eontainment medium for the radionuclides that are produced. There
have been reports in the news media of possible structural damage to the
island and releases of radioactivity to the ocean, but the Teehnical Group
has been unable lo obtain any official docunnentation of these events.

it is t,he view of the Technical Group that the amounts of radioactivity
likely to be produced as the result of the French underground explosions
are not large enough to be cause for alarm but that they are large enough
to warrant serious concern, especially if the testing program and the
accunulation of radionuclides aL the underground site are to continue long
into the future.

IF comparable amounts of radioactive waste erere to be produced as the
result of a civilian undertaking, and if the wastes were destined for
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disposal in one oF the technologically developed countries in which suehan activity was carried out, theie would, in most countries, beconsiderable public concern and a requirement inat an environmental impactassessment be conducted, and re.l.eased for public scrutiny and seientificreview, before the undertaking began operation. This was not done in thecase of Lhe French military testing program in the Tuamotus. l-bwever, itis noted that a scientilic mission r"b o! Haroun Tazieff was recently sentby the French Government to investigate the safety of lfururoa and itsenvirorunent. The report of that group is to be published soon, but it wasnot avairabre for consideration by the Technical Group

The Teehnical Group believes that a careful envirorynental aasesanent ofthe,potential long-term effects oF underground tesling al CEp is needed toevaLuate the continued suitabilrty of -the site, A carefully designedmonitoring of the ocean in the vicinity of the testing site is also neededto determine whether_ any significant releases oi radioactivity erepresently occurring. Iritium is tikely to be the most sensitive i.ndicatorof this, because it is produced in abundance and is the nuclide that,because of its chernical properties, is most likely to escape. In thisconnectionr a survey would need-to be designed very careFully to eetablishregi'onal baclqround Levels, because much tiitium has already been added tothe ocean from the atmosphere. Samples from the 500-1b00 metre depthrange would be _especially important, because bhey would be expected tocontain tritium from any sub-surface releases that might be occurring, andbecause little of the tritium from bhe atmosphere has yet penetrated tothose depths in the ocean (see Chapter B).--Trrus the bacloglounU tritiumconcentrations at those depths are very low. It should be efrphasized thatvery careful scientiFic interpretation of the data obtained in such asurvey would be necessary to determine whether any measured tritium is dueto a sub-surface release or merely due to the baclqround. Because tritimwould.probably be the most sensitive indicator of any sub-surface releeseof radi'oactivity from the atoll, measurements of other radionuclides wouldbe.relatively unimportant unless positive results were obtained from theLritium monit.oring.

Further information is also required on the geologicar and thehydrorogicar properties of the atorl, trs possibl! lnoiiri"o by theexplosions. This information would allow the aasessrnent oF thepossibility of future releases. If the possible rates of re1ease anddeplh: of -release to the ocean h,ere known, tnei-lFesentiy availableradiologica-l' assessment methods, along the lines of those discussed insection 9.1 above, could be employ"J to estimate doses thaL might bereceived by people and to give an objective evaluation of theenvironmental impact.

It 
. 
is.. the position oF the Freneh Government that no release occura andthat there ate consequently no doses received by people as the result ofundergrourd testing. This may indeed prove to be true for normaroperations, but it is not unreasonable to inquire about the effecte ofpossible accidents. It would be desirable to know whether the FrenchGoverrment has coneidered any worst-case scenarios and, if so, whether ithas estimated the doses tnat mignt resurt from them.
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The Technical Group urges lhat any scientific oata relating to
environment,al safety in the vicinity of l,lururoa, whebher it is presently
held by the French Government or ob[ained in future surveys, be promptly
published and distributed to Governments in the Region.

As an example of the type of scientific data which should be published,
referenee is made again to the decision by France to conduct future
underground nuclear tests at CEP in shafts bored within t.he lagoon. Ihe
Technical Group believes that the decision could only have been taken
after a thorough scientific evaluation of the need for the change. fhe
Technical Group urges prompt publication of Lhis scientifrc evaluation and
its distribution bo Governments in the Region.

9.] OTHER ACTIVITIES

A number of additional sources, ot potential sourees, of artificial
radioactivity in the South Pacific Region should oe considered. In
general the releases of radioactivity from these sources are likely to be
smallr orr in the case of accidents, unpredictable, and on).y brief mention
of them is made here.

There do not presently appear to be any plans for development of nuclear
elecbric power generaling facilities among countries in the South Pacific
Region, but such facilities do exist in several countries around the rim
of the Pacific, such as bhe US, Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the Philippj.nes
(Figure 9-5). During the production of povrer by a nuclear reactor,
radioactive fission products afe formed within the fuel, and neutron
activation products are formed within the structural and cJ.adding
matenials. Radionuclides are found in the eoolant water because of
activation of rmpurities in the waber itself, because of escape of fission
products from the small fraction oF the fuel elements with defective
eladding, and because of corrosion of the structural and cladding
materials. AII reactors have treatment systems for the removal. of
radionuclides from gaseous and Iiquid wastes, and the low-level releases
which occur are monitored and can be controlled et the source. At coastal
installations, liquid effluents are discharged to the ocean. The
quanbities oF radionuclides involved are very small and, except at
Iocations very close to the point of discharge, they cannot be detected
above level.s attributable to worldwide fallout from atmospheric nuclear
tests.

Naval propulsion reactors are used on submarinee and other warships.
Contaminated coolant waters containing small amounts of cobalt-60 and
other radionuclides are drscharged i.n harbors, and tne demineralrzer
resins used to decontaminate the cool,ant are sometimes durinped at sea.

Recently the US and Japan have announced plans to expand existing nuclear
reprocessing activities, the US to resume plutonium production at Hanford,
Washington, and Japan to scale up commercial spent fuel reproceeeing
similar to that currently conducted at Tokai l,lura (Finn, in press (a,b)).
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These activities would lead to snall coastal discharges that could affectIimited ateas.

Finally one must consider the possibility of accidental rereases ofradioactivity to the envirorrnent that coul,d conceivably occur during any
9f . tF operatione in wfrich radioactive materials are handled. Th€
I:"lnig"l Group has not reviewed this subject in any detail, but notegthat it is an important part of the assessmints that are being made ofposeible waste-disposat activities rsrn/Niar-unoateo-i");-i"nJia irationalLaboratorles, lgBI).
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TABLE 9-I

PATHT{AYS AND M(DES OF EXPO5URE CONSIDERED
IAEA RADIOLOGICAL BASIS

Mode of ExposurePathway

Fieh consumption
Crustaeee coneumption
l'lolluec consumption
Seaweed consumption
Plankton consunption
Exposure from shore sediments
Expoeur6 from fiehefinenrs geer
Suepension of sediments
Evaporated from sea water
Deealinated watar consumption
Sea salt coneumption
Swinming

Source: IAEA (t97gc)

IN

Ingestion
Ingestion
Ingestion
lngeetion
Ingestion
External imadi.ation
External imadiation
Inhalation
Inhalstion
Ingestion
Ingestion
External inadiation
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TABLE 9-2

RECOM{ENDED RELEASE EATE LIMITS (CURIES PER YEAR)

Single S,{te Finite Qgeaq Volr.rtre
(10'' m')

Group A 226Ra and very long tiyqfl
beta-gamma emitters (based on ttoRa)

l{ost q}pha emtflers and transuranics
RlHs '-C and ""Pb (based onz]rPa)

Group c 9osr, rf7c" and most ^.ueta/gam"-triit,t"r; ab;eeu-on 9os")

Group D Tri.ti.um and s.hoDt-lived
betalgamma em:ittere (based on tribium)

Source: IAEA (f978b)

r04

s,

101

107

l0lr

q
l0'

108

r0l2

r04
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IAELE 9.'

Total snounts
dr.nped (asswring
no decay book

place)

Maximum
dumping rate
in one year

Averege
duping
fate

IAEA parccnt
releasc of IAEA

rate Limltr rclcasc(a) rate lirit
ci ci/y cL/Y cLly ci/y

Alpha
activlty

Alphe
aetivity
(Ra-group)

Eeta/garna
actlvity
(ex. tritirrn)

Trititm

8.1 x l0l

t00 (b)

2.5 x 105

2.5 x 105

l.6xl04

c. lxl04

0.E

0.1

105

rd

750

r0 (b)

1.4 x I0]

r0 (b)

(c)

(d)

4.] x 104

1 xlo5

to7 u.,

rdl < < o.l

(a) IAEA (le78a)
(b) Estimete, no dalailed information availablc over all(c) Average over 1975-1979(d) Average over 1974-1979

Source : 0ECD/NEA (f980)

y.8rr
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Redionuclide

Fercent of Total Agsumed
Actlvlty in Japan Dumping

Dumped l{agte Ratc ( Ci./yt)

ITBLE 9-4

RADIONUCLIDE DIJI'IPING RATES ASSTtr.IED A5 UPPER
LII.IITS IN THE JAPANESE ASSES$.IENT AI{D

CI}'|PARISON WITH IAEA (1978 a) RELEASE-RAIE
LII'IITS FOR A SINGLE DIJI.IPING SIIE

,H

*Mn

6oco

9os"

t06Ru

lrTcE

l44ce

Total beta/garma

226Ra

zrSu

2t9Pu

Total alpha

(except 22ft")

IAEA Ratc
( Crlyr)

10uu.02

50

,0

l0

a.z

)0

0.r

- r00

0.00001

u.0l

0.01

0.02

20

1x104

ixl04
lxl04
2x102

]x104
lxl02

- I05

i x l0-2

t0

t0

20

107

r04

105
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Tltll,"E 9-6

TTTE RADIATION DOSE TO THE
PUBLIC DIJE TO sEA DISPOSAL

( Unit s micnosieverty'yeer l

Pathway general fiahenmen
public

I. Intern,al Exposure 0.1

(f) :Fieh coneunptioh 0.05

U. OI

0.04

0.02

0.005

0.2

0.08

ri.Oz

0.07

0.04

0.04

(2) lnvertsbrate
cOneWption

(t) SEaneed
eonsumption

(4) 0thars

2, External Expoame

Total 0.1 0rz

Sources STA/NSB (,undated (a)), F. 50, exttEctod frm lablo 4.4



IIBLE 9-7

@I9$I'.IP[IOil flATES OF FISH AI{D O[}ER IIARIJIE
FROUJCTS ASSIi.IED IN JAPAf{E5E (5TAINSB,'-U"JAII; (A))

At{o IAEA (1978c), RADr{ILoc,ICnL nsiessenrs
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Figure 9-2. Yearly changes of the radionuclide concentrations at I kn depthfor the conLinual disposal of I Ci per year, ealculated from
the Japanese oeeanographic model. Horizontal and vertical eddvdiffueion coeffieients were tebn to be 107 and ZOO saT/sec,respectively. Decay constant ( ,l ) u.6g1/haLf-rife. S0urcei
STA/NSB (undated (a)), p. tZ.
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Figure 9-5. Sotmea: Deege (1977)r pp. 56-57,

Adopted frnn ds,ts er4pl.ied
by NueXe.ar hlews, Septembet 1976,
and from U"S. tEnDA.

COMMERCiIAL NUCLEA,R POWER REACTORS - OPERABLE, UNOER OONSlrflIUCTIOTi. OR OhDERE'b



Figure 9-6. Pl.ate teetonic map of the world. The platesin motion rel,ative to one another. They are
moving apart, with the creation ol new crust,
with the destruction of o]d crust, or movinq
Source: Heezen and Hollister (197i) . -
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Figure 9-9.

14

Study regions, Subseabed Disposal Program.
National Laborabories (f98])

Source: Sandia
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Appendix l

GLOSSARY t}F TERI,IS

The definition of many of the terms listed in this short glossary have
been taken from the report of The Australian lonising RaOiition Advisory
Council AIRAC No. 6 June 1979.

absorbed dose When ionizing radiation passes through a material,
some of its energy is imparted to the material. The
amount of energy reLained per unit nass of the
material is called the absorbed dose. The unrt of
absorbed dose is the Gray;1 Gy = 7 J/kg:100 rad

The process of making a material radioactive by
exposing the material to neutrons, protonsr of other
nucLear particles. Activation rs also referred to as
radioac tivation .

A measure of the rate at which a malerial is emitting
nuclear radiation. Activity is usually measured in
terms of t.he number of nuclear disintegrations which
occur from a quantity of the material over a period
of time. Ihe standard unit is the becqrerel whieh
represents one disintegration per second. A formgn
unit was the Curie (Ci), which is equal to 1.7 x lOru
disintegrations per^ second, i.e. t7 billion
disintegrations per second.

A positively charged partiele emitted by certain
radioactive materials. It is made up of two neutrons
and two protons bound together, which means it has an
electrical charge af +2, and it is identieal to the
nuc.l.eus of helium-  (He-4) atoms, It is the least
penetrating of Lhe three common types of ionizing
radiation ( alpha , beta, and gamma) emitted by
radioactive materials and can be stopped by a sheet
of paper.

Man-made radioactivily produced by the capture of
neut,rons by atoms, by the irradiation of atoms by
high energy particles or electromagnetie radiation or
radionuclides produeed in nuclear fission or fusion.

The smallest amount of an element which has lhe
chemical properties of bhat element. An atom cannot
be sub-divided by chemical means. It has a central
nucleus which carries a positive eleelric charge.
Negatively charged eleetrons move in orbits around

activation

activity

alpha particle

artificial
radioactivity

ata
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atmic rx.lber

etaic reight

baclqromd
radiation

beta particle

l4

the nucleus. Each nucleus is made up of a'nr-rnber of
protons and a number of neutronsr excePt in the case
of the simplest hydrogen atom which has only one
proton 1n its nucleus. The number of protons in the
nuclei oF atoms of an element is the atomic number of
that element and determines its chemical properties.
The number of protons in a nucleus of an atom and the
number of electrons in its orbits are equal and being
of equal but opposite electric charge result in atoms
having no nett electric charge ( that i.s being
electrically neutral). The sum of the number of
protons and neutrons in the nuclei of the atoms of an
element determine the mass number of lhe element.
The number of neutrons in the nuclei of atoms of a

given element can vary giving atoms whieh have the
same atomic number but different mass nunbers' These
different forms of the same element are called
isotopes of the element and each is identified by its
different mass number, fot example uranium-2})t
uranium-2]5 and uranium-2J8 are isotopes of the
element uranium (atomic number 9?). The different
isotopes of an element have the same chemical
properties but different physical properties.

The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom of an
element. Al1 atoms of the same element have the same

number of protons, whether radioactive or stable.

The average weight of an afom of an element which is
usually expressed relative to one atom of tfre carbon
isotope 12 which is talcn to have a standard atomic
weight of 12.

Radiation eoming from outer space (eosmic) and from
radioactive materials found on earth. AIso called
natural radiation.

A charged particle emitted by certain radioactive
materials. It has a unit electrical charge and a

mass which is equal to I/I837 of a proton. A

negatively charged beta particle is identical to an
electron and is the moDe cqnmon Form of beta
activity. A positively charged beta particle is
cal1ed a positron and is less common. Exposure to
large levels of beta particles may cause skln burnst
and materiaLs that emil beta particles are harmful if
they enter the body, Most beta particles are stopped
by a few millimetres of lead or steel.
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Plant and animal Life.

(Collective-dose equivalent). The sum of the
radiation Coses to an organ or tissue received by all
the individuals rn a population group exposed to a
source of radiation. ln simple terms, a collective
dose to an organ or tissue rs the produe! of the
number of persons rn the population group and the
average dose to that organ or tissue of the members
of the group. The unit of collective dose is person
sievert (Synonym man-sievert).

The sum over an infinite period of time, or over a
Iimited period, of the annual collective doses
received by the organs or tissues of a population
group as the result of a given practice which gives
rise to radiation exposure. This time may be
extended over several generations as in [F case of
the release of a long-iived nuclide re C. The
population qroup may be as small as desired ( for
example, a local, regional, or national population)or
as large as the global population. The unit of
collective dose commitment is person sievert (synonym
man-sievert) .

A special type of dose equivalent comrnitment to
express the dose equivalent received by an organ or
tissue of a particul.ar individual durrng his or her
working liFe as a result of a single intab of
radioactive material into the body. The dose will be
delivered over a period of time depending of the
half-life of the radionuclide and on its retention
and rate of elim:.nation from the body. The unit of
committed dose equi.valent is the sievert.

The activity oF a radioactive material (radionuclide)
per unit volume of air, water or other substance or
per unit mass of non-radioactive (stable) material.
Typical units of concentration are:

becquerels per millilitre (Bq/ml) of water
becq.rerels per gram (Bq/g) of solid matter

An enclosure to prevent or minimise the release to
the environment of radioaetive materials
(radionuclides) from a nuclear reactor or radioactive
wagtes.

Radioactive material (radionuclide) in unaaaled,
gaseous, Iiquid or particulate form released to the
environment in tiir, water or other substance or
present on a surface.
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coaric ray

crrulative dose

darqhter product

decay,
radioeetive

dieintegretion

diapoaal

doee

doae equivalent
cmitrcnt

A stream of ioni.zing radiation oF extraterrestrial
orrgin, chiefly of protons, alpha particles, and
other atomie nuelei but including some high energy
photons and electrons. A "natural" source of
radiation.

(Cumulative Dose-Equivalent). Total dose equivalent
to an organ or tissue resulting from a contrnuous or
repeated exposure to radiation. The unit of
cunulative dose is the sievert (see Dose-Equivalent).

A nuclide formed rn the decay of a radionuclide
(called the parent). Some daughter products are also
radioactive and others are non-radioactive (stable)
nuclides.

The process of spontaneous transformation of a radro-
acLive nuclide to a different nuclide or different
energy state of the same nuc.Iide. Radioactive decay
involves the emission of alpha particlesr or beta or
gamma rays from the nuclei of the atoms. If a

radioactive nuclide is lransformed to a stable
nuclide, the process results irr a decrease of the
number of original radioactive atoms. Radioactive
decay rs also referred to as radioactive
disintegration.

Any process in which a nucleus of a nuclide emits one
or more particles or photons of radiation energyt
either spontaneously in the case of a radionuclide or
as the result of a nuclear reaction.

(of radioactive wastes.) Erther the planned release
of radioactive wastes to the environment as airborne
or liquid eFfluent, or their permanent placement with
Lhe intention of them not being retrievable.

A general term which denotes the quantity of
radiation or the radiation energy absorbed; usualJ.y
expressed in gray for doses to man.

This is a measure of the average dose commitment,
per individual, co a group of exposed people, summed
over infinite time and possible over several
generations. It may be defined as bhe sum over an
infinite period of Eime, or if desired over a limited
period, of the annual radiation doses to an organ or
tissue, which will be received by the average member
of a population group as a result of a practice which
gives rise to radiation exposure. The "average"
member receives a dose which is the average of that
received by the group. The population group may be
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dose rate

electron

electron volt

elaent

expoaufe

expoaure,
external

X-rays, gamma rays, bela rays
Thermal neutrons
Fast neutrons
A.lpha rays

I
?.t

l0
20

delivered in a unit
sievert per year.

wilh a mass which i.s
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as large as the global population or as small as
desired (for example, a 1ocal, regional, or national
population). Ihe unit of dose cquivalent csnmitment
is sievert.

The quantity which expreases absorbed dose on a
common scaLe for the purpose of assessing protection
against possible deleterious biological consequencea
of the absorbed dose . In this Report, unless
qualified the Lerm 'doset means dose equivalent, is
the product of the absorbed dose and a quality
factor, the value of which depends on the type and
energy of the radiation which gave rise to th€
absorbed dose. For radiation protection purposes,
the ICRP recommends the following quality factors:

Tlre unit of dose equivalent, the sievert (Sv), is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose in grsy
multiplied by the appropriate quality factor.

The amount of radiation dose
amount of Lime, for example, in

A negativel.y charged particle
equal lo I/I$7 of a proton.

(eV). A small unit of energy nurmerically eq.ral to
the energy qained by an eleetron when accelerated by
an electrical pobentiql difference of one volt. One
eV equals 1.5 x I0-r> joule (J). Multiple units of
the electron volt are frequentlyrused.

I kilo-electron volt (t€V) fOi (1000) eV
I mega-electron volt (MeV) I0" (f 000 000) eV.

A substanee that cannot be divided rnto simpler
substances by ehemical means. A substance whose
atoms all have the same atomic ntrnber.

A measure of the :.onisation produced in air by
radiation; a general term used to describe any
process which will result in an absorbed dose of
radiation being imparled to a material or in a
dose-equivalent of radiation being received by an
organ or tissue of a person.

The subjecting oF the outside of the body of an
organism to ionizrng radiation.
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expoaure,
internal

fallout

fast nautrong

fiseile

fiesion

fisaion producte

fusion

9rrD8 ray

half-life,
biological

half-life,
radioactive

t4

The subjectinq of the inside of the body of an
organism to ionizing radiation.

Airborne radioacLive fission or fusion debris which
descends to the surface of the earth. Created by
above-ground nuclear explosions.

Neutrons, resulting from fission, which have logt
relatively little of their energy by collision with
atoms. Compared with thermal neutrons they travel at
much higher speeds (see also lhermal Neutrons).

A material whose nucl.eus is capeble of being split
(fissioned) by neutrons of variable energies.

The splitting of a heavy nucleus into approximately
equal parts which is acconpanied by the releage of a
relativety Iarge amount of energy and generally one
or more neutrons.

lsotopes of elements resulting from fission, These
isotopes are predominantly radioactive.

A process by which heavier nuc.Lei are formed by the
combination (or fusion) of lighter ones (sueh as
those of hydrogen). The formation of Lhe heavier
nuelei is acconpanied by the release of energy.

High-energy, short wavelength electromagnetic
radiation. Gamma radiation frequently accompanies
beta particle emissions. Gamma rays are very
penetrating and are stopped most effectively by dense
materials such as lead or uranium. They are
essentially similar to X-rays but are usually more
energetic and originate from the nucleus. Cobalt-50
rs an example of a radionuclide that emi[s gallma
rays.

The time required for a biological system, such as an
organ or tissue in an organism, to clear by natural
(nonradioactive) processes, half Lhe amount of a
substance that has entered it.

iof a radionuclide): The time required for the
activity of a radionuelide to decay to half its
initial value. During that time half the radioaclive
atoms present initially will have disintegrated.
Each radionuclide has a unique half-life. The
half-lives of the different radionuclides range from
small fractions of a second to millions of years.
The half-Iife of a radionuclide cannot be changed by
physical or chemical processes.
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ionization

ionizirg radiation

irradi.ation

irradiated

isotope

lor-level

retabolir

:olecule
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Pertaining to the intensity of a radioactive wasLe
with medium Lo long half-life radionuclides.

An atomic particle, atom or chemrcal conponent
carrying an "-lectric charge, either positive or
negative.

The process of adding or removing electrons so as to
form ions. Ionization can be caused by hrgh
temperatures, elecLrical discharges, or nuclear
radiation.

Any radiation which displaces eLectrons from atoms or
molecules, thereby producing ions. Examples include
alpha, beta, and garma radiation. Exposure to
ionizing radiation may produce skin or tissue damage.

The exposure of a material to radiation.

Having been exposed to or treated with radiation.

One of two or more nuclides which have lhe same
number of protons but have different numbers oF
neutrons in their nucl.ei. Therefore, the isotopes of
an element have the same atomic number but different
atomic weights. Isotopes usually have very nearly
the same chemical properties but somewhat different
physical properties.

Refers to radioactivihy of low inteneity.

Chemical processes in general whicn occur within an
organism, or part of one.

A cluster of two or more atoms bonded together
chemically. The atoms may be of the same element to
give a molecule of that element or of different
elements to give a molecul-e of a chemical conpornd.
For example, uranium dioxide is an aggregate of atoms
of the elements uranium and oxygen.

The systematic collection and assessnent of
information to determine Lhe adequacy of protection
againet radiation exposure. For example, absorbed
doses due to external radiation exposure or the
concentration of radionuclides in air or water may be
monitored.

The following prefixes are used wrth units of
quantities to denote multiples or suo-multrplee of
these units. The multiple or sub-multiple may be
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nstural
radioactivity

neutron

ntrclear

rnrcleer reactor

nt.nleus

nuclide

organiel

photon

l4

expressed as

Pre fix

kilo (or k)
mega (or M)
qiga (or G)
milli (or m)
micro (or u)
nano (or n)
pieo (or p)

l4ultiple

thousand = lgl
million = I0:
billion = l0'
thousandth
millionth
billionth
billion billionth

Sub-multiple

the power of ten to wnich it is equal.

LO-t
l0-o

i!-iz
radionuclides.Radioactivity of naturally occur.ring

An uncharged nuclear particle with a mass slightly
greater than that of a proton, found in the nucleus
of every atom heavier than hydrogen. Neutrong
sustain the fission chain reaction in a nuclear
reactor. 0utside a nuclear of an atom, a neutron is
radioactive, decaying with a half-life of about Lz
minuLes to produce a proton and an electron.

Involving a nucleus speeifically, or relating to
nuclear energy generally.

A plant in wnich a fission chain reaction is
maintained and controlled. It usually contains
nuclear fuel, a coolant, a moderator, control rods
and safety devices and is most often enclosed in a
concrete biological shield to absorb neutron and
gamrna rediations.

The positively charged central region of an atom
which is eomposed of protons and neutrons and
contains almost all oF the mass of an atom.

An atomic form oF an e.l.ement which is drstinguished
by its atomic number, atomic weight, and the energy
state of its nucleus. These facLors determine the
other properties of the element, including its
radioac tiv ity .

Any Iiving plant or animal.

An indivisible unit of energy generally regarded as a
discrete particle which has zero rnass and no
electrical charge.

The generally microscropic plant and animal organisms
t.hat float or weakly swim in a body of water.

plmkton
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A stable, positively eharged particle in the nucleus
of an atom.

The earlier used urrit of absorbed dose. I rad equals
0.0I joule per kilogram (J/tq).

The emission and propagation of energy through matteror space by means of electromagnetic drsturbances
which display both wave-Iike and partiele-like
behaviour. In this contextr the "particles'r are
known as photons. The Lerm has been extended to
include streams of fast-moving particles such as
alpha and beta particles, free neutrons, and co$lieradiations. Nuclear radiation rs that whieh is
emitted from atomic nuclei in various nuclear
reaetions and includes alpha, beta, and gamma
radiabion and neutrons.

The chanee of deleterious biological consequences
occurring in a person following a radiation dose.

Any Form of disease treatment Lhat uses radiat.ion;
commonly known as radiotherapy.

The level of exposure below which it is assumed that
no damage takes place. Doctors and scientistg have
challenged the assumption that such a threshold
exists.

Possessing or pertaining to radioactivity.

The situation exisLing when the local activity of a
radionuclide equals that of it.s parent.
"Disequilibrium" refers to perturbation in this state
produced by geochemical processes.

A series of radionuclide, each except the first being
the daughter product of the previous one in th;
serj"es; for example the Uranium series and the
Thorium series in which the end product of each
series is a stable isotope of lead.

The process of spontaneous decay or disintegration of
an unstable nucleus ofl an atom; usually acconpanied
by the emission of ionizing radiation.

An unstable isotope of an element that deeays or
disintegrates spontaneously and emits radiation.
More than lf00 natural and artiFicial radioisotopeg
have been identified.

A radioactive nuelide.radionuclide
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raya

relative riak
aeaegslerrt

rel

rBproeeBsing

risk coefficient

short-lived
radioactivity

threshold
hypotheeia

transtutation

l4

Alpha-Helium nuclei (He-4) emitted in alpha-decay.
Beta-ELectrons emitted in beta-decay. Gamma rays -
high energy photons of el.ectro-magnetic energy and
X-rays photons of electromagnetie energy at lower
energy levels than those of ganuna rays.

An assessment of the radiation risks of a radiation
dose to persons made by cqnperrng that dose wlth
another dose received by the persons, for example
from natural baclqround radiation.

The earlier used unit of dose-equivalent, dose
commitment and committed dose.

A chemical process used to recover residual fissile
material From spent nucl-ear fuel ( for example unused
fissile uranium-215 and fissile plulonium-2J9 bted in
uranium based nuclear fuel). Reprocessing results in
gaseous and liquid radioactive efFluents, Iow and
intermediate Ievel solid radioactive wastes and high
Ievel J.iquid radioactive wasLes.

A Faetor by which the dose to an organ or tissue of
persons may be multiplied to asseas their chance of
developing deleterious biological consequences as a
result of that dose. Risk coefficients from
radiation exposure are discussed in detail in AIRAC
No. t.

Radioactive nuclides which decay rapidly, therefore,
having short hal f-Iives. In this statement, it
refers to those radionucl.ides with half-Iives that
are short in comparison to the expected time required
for penetrating their containment; therefore, the
following radionuclides as considered short-lived:
Sulfur-J5, Scandiun-46, Chromium-5I, Manganese-54,
Iron-55, Cobalt-58, Iron-59, CobaIt-50, Zirconium-95,
and Hafnium-l8l. Nic kel-51 is considered an
intermediate between short-lived and long-J.ived
rad ioac tiv ity.
An assumption that no deleterious biological
consequences will occur below a specified (threshold)
level of radiation dose.

Any process in which a nuclide is transformed into a
different nuclrde or more specifically into a
different element by a nucJ.ear reaction.
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Artificially produced erements oF atomic ntmber 9jand higher. Transuranic elements are produced inuranium based nuclear fuer as the resurt of neutroncapture by the nucrei of atoms of uranim-zl5 anduranium-2J8 present in the fuel and arUaequentradioactive decay and neutron capture by a chain ofnucrides formed. Transuranic erements incruderadioisotopes of plutonium, neptunium, 
"re"i"ium andeurium. Transuranic elements predoninently undergo

alpha-decay.

Photons of electromagnetie energy of lorer energylevels than those of-gan,na rays.-'They 
""" "rrtied in!h" decly of some ridionuclides but'they are mogtfrequently produced in practice in ilectricallyoperated X-ray tubes




